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ABSTRACT

This thesis is a study of the syntax of multi-verb constructions, in which a single clause contains

more than one verbal element. Multi-verb constructions are of special interest in light of the hy-

pothesis that clausal structure is headed by a verb. Implemented in terms of extended projections,

this hypothesis states that clausal functional structure is the extended projection of a verb. A full

understanding of multi-verbal constructions, in which there is no one-to-one verb–clause mapping,

relies on refinements of the intimate relation between clause structure and the verbal category. An-

alyzing various types of multi-verb constructions in Ndebele, a Bantu language of Zimbabwe, I

propose a theory multi-verbal syntax which makes explicit the ways in which a single extended

projection may contain more than one verb. I propose a basic distinction within the verbal cate-

gory into projecting verbs and non-projecting verbs. Projecting verbs have the ability to head a full

clause and are what we typically think of as lexical verbs. Non-projecting verbs, on the other hand,

are inherently unable to project full clausal structure. There are two types of non-projecting verbs

in Ndebele. Aspectual auxiliaries are lexical items whose category feature has mixed properties:

it has properties of both a lexical verb and some functional head in the clausal spine. The mixed

properties are detected by different aspects of their syntax. The second type of non-projecting verb

is the default auxiliary (be, in Ndebele), used in compound tenses. The default auxiliary is a verbal

expletive, which becomes part of the derivation via last-resort selection. Any multi-verbal con-

struction with more than one lexical (projecting) verb necessarily contains more than one extended

projection. Additionally, the thesis is concerned with the role of two syntactic dependencies in the

inflectional domain: agreement and selection. Both relations are involved in determining the mor-

phological shape of multi-verb constructions by posing restrictions on the form, category and size

of the main lexical verb. Depending on the light/auxiliary verb, it can be a participle (imperfective,

past or future), have a subjunctive form (present or past), or be infinitival/clausal. It is argued that

such cooccurrence patterns are largely predictable from clause structure and agreement. Selection

is involved only in a small set of idiosyncratic cases of complement selection.
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LIST OF GLOSSING CONVENTIONS
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1o class 1 object agreement

1sg.s first person singular subject agreement
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PST past tense
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In this thesis, I investigate the verbal category, extended projections and syntactic dependencies in

the inflectional domain. Examining multi-verb constructions in Zimbabwean Ndebele, I addresses

the questions of verbal periphrasis, the nature of auxiliary/light verbs and the role of agreement

and selection in the formation of complex verbal expressions.

I use the term multi-verb construction to refer to a mono-clausal structure with more than one

verbal element. In addition to the main verb, introducing the lexical meaning of the verb and its

argument structure, multi-verb constructions contain an additional verb, an auxiliary/light verb,

which is associated with meanings related to tense, aspect or various adverbial meanings. I clas-

sify multi-verb constructions in Ndebele in three types, which differ in the type of auxiliary/light

verb involved. Compound tenses are multi-verb constructions formed with the default auxiliary

‘be’. The other two types involve light verbs with meanings typical of adverbs in Indo-European

languages. Some of these adverb-like verbs combine with participles – I call them aspectual aux-

iliaries, and others take subjunctive verb forms as their complement. I call the latter type lexical

light verbs. All three types are illustrated below (1).

(1) Three types of multi-verb constructions in Ndebele

a. U-za-be

1sg.s-FUT-AUX

u-pheka
2sg.s-cook.IMPF.PTCP

‘You will be cooking’

default auxiliary

b. U-se

2sg.s-already
u-phekile
2sg.s-cook.PST.PTCP

‘You have already cooked’

aspectual auxiliary

c. U-qala

2sg.s-first
u-pheke
2sg.s-cook.SBJV

‘You first cook’

lexical light verb

In the following sections, I describe the basic theoretical questions addressed in this thesis: the
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challenges posed by multi-verb constructions for the theory of clausal structure as the extended

projection of a verb (section 1.1), the nature of the verbal category and the typology of verbal

elements (section 1.2), and the syntactic dependencies in the inflectional domain which regulate

multi-verbal syntax (section 1.3). In the last section, I lay out the structure of the thesis and provide

a brief summary of chapters.

1.1 Multi-verb constructions and the extended projection

Multi-verb constructions like the ones in (1) are of special interest for the theory of verbal extended

projection (in the sense of Grimshaw (1991, 2000)). A prominent hypothesis in the recent devel-

opments of syntactic theory has been the idea that clausal structure is composed of a number of

functional categories which themselves are a property of the verbal category – they constitute the

verb’s extended projection. I refer to this as the Extended Projection Hypothesis (2).

(2) The Extended Projection Hypothesis

Clausal functional structure is the extended projection of a verb.

Clausal structure understood in this way has been claimed to be universally fixed, and it is of-

ten referred to as the clausal spine, the (verbal) Functional Hierarchy (Cinque, 1998, 1999) or a

Hierarchy of Projection (Adger & Svenonius, 2011). An example of (a fragment of) the verbal

extended projection in shown in (3).

(3) [TP [PerfP [AspP [VoiceP [vP [VP ]]]]]]

The core idea behind the Extended Projection Hypothesis is that the functional categories in (3) are

a property of the verbal category; they are what sets verbs apart from nouns, for example, whose

extended projection looks quite different. What it means to be a verb is, among other things, to be

able to project clausal structure.
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In this light, a question arises about constructions in which apparently a single clausal spine

contains more than one verbal element. If a single extended projection can contain more than one

verb, the Extended Projection Hypothesis must be amended in one of the two following ways.

The first way is to complicate the verbal extended projection allowing optional VPs interspersed

within the functional hierarchy. The alternative is to retain the fixed shape of clausal structure

and accommodate a multiplicity of verbs in a different way. I reject the hypothesis that a single

extended projection may contain more than one VP (4). In the theory of multi-verb constructions I

propose, the structure below, where all FPs are part of a single extended projection, is impossible.

(4) An impossible structure:

*
FP

FP

VP

FP

FP

VP

V1

F1

F2

V2

F3

F4

a
single extended

projection

3



I argue that each of the three types of multi-verb constructions in Ndebele involves a different

syntax, and that none of them can be characterized as a single extended projection with multiple

VPs, as in (4). I propose that in multi-verb constructions built around a single clausal spine, only

one verb projects and the other verb(s) are in some way associated with a specific functional head

(5). If both verbs project a VP, the multi-verb construction necessarily contains two extended

projections (6).

(5) A multi-verb construction with one extended projection

FP

FP

FP

FP

VP

V1

F1

F2

F3/V

F4

4



(6) A multi-verb construction with two extended projections

FP

FP

VP

FP

FP

VP

V1

F1

F2

V2

F1

F2

extended projection of V
2

extended projection of V
1

I show that both of the structures above are found in Ndebele: lexical light verb constructions

involve two extended projections, as in (6). Compound tenses and aspectual-auxiliary construc-

tions, on the other hand, are built around a single clausal spine, with auxiliary verbs being part of

the main verb’s extended projection. This characterization of auxiliary verbs raises an immediate

question: what does it mean for a verb to be part of another verb’s extended projection? Answer-

ing this question requires further consideration of the verbal category and I address it in the next

subsection.

1.2 The verbal category and a typology of verbs

The basic typology of verbs emerging from this study is a classification into two types: projecting

verbs and non-projecting verbs. Projecting verbs are what we often call lexical verbs, like ‘cook’

or ‘play’, but it is not the lexical meaning that is used here to distinguish them from non-projecting

5



verbs. Their defining property is the ability to project full clausal structure; in other words, to have

a full extended projection. Non-projecting verbs, on the other hand, are elements of the verbal

category which systematically lack the ability to project independent clausal structure. Throughout

the thesis, I refer to non-projecting verbs as auxiliary verbs or auxiliaries.

(7) a. Projecting verbs: verbal elements which can project full clausal structure

b. Non-projecting verbs: verbal elements which can never project full clausal structure

The theory of multi-verbal syntax proposed in this thesis poses restrictions on what kind of verbs

can cooccur in a single extended projection: a single extended projection contains at most one

projecting verb; any additional verbal element must be a non-projecting verb. The presence of

two projecting verbs in a multi-verb constructions entails the presence of two extended projections

(though one of them may be reduced).

Since, according to this hypothesis, auxiliaries are part of another verb’s extended projection,

we need an understanding of how such verbs become part of the derivation. Put differently, in light

of the Extended Projection Hypothesis, what does it mean to be a verb and be non-projecting?

I propose a formal typology of elements of the verbal category that allows for the existence of

both projecting and non-projecting verbs. I adopt the formalization of category features where the

value of CAT is an ordered pair of a category label, e.g. V or Asp, and a numerical value which

specifies the category’s position in the extended projection (Adger, 2010). The verbal extended

projection in Ndebele is composed of the following categories (8).

(8) Ndebele verbal functional hierarchy:

〈V,1〉 < 〈Voice,2〉 < 〈Asp,3〉 < 〈Perf,4〉 < 〈T,5〉

The category of the main verb includes the category label V and a number 1 level specification,

which means that it is the first element in the extended projection. The defining property of project-

ing verbs is being of category 〈V,1〉 – a verb which starts out an extended projection. I often refer

6



to elements of category 〈V,1〉 as lexical verbs. Non-projecting verbs are elements whose category

label is V, but whose level value is not 1. I distinguish two types of non-projecting verbs. There

are verbs whose level specification is higher than 1 – a level typical of higher, functional heads in

the clausal spine. For instance, an element of category 〈V,3〉 is a verbal element associated with

the aspectual functional level. This type of verb is what is often called a functional verb in the

literature on compound tenses and restructuring (Cinque, 1999; Wurmbrand, 2004; Grano, 2012).

The other type of non-projecting verb has the level specification 0. I propose that this is the cate-

gory value of default auxiliaries, appearing in compound tenses, which I treat as verbal expletives

– elements inserted in the structures as a last-resort way of satisfying a selectional V-feature on a

functional head. This typology, summarized in (9)-(11) below, defines the three types of multi-verb

constructions we find in Ndebele.

(9) Lexical verb:

[

CAT: 〈V,1〉
]

(10) Aspectual auxiliary:

[

CAT: 〈V,3〉
]

(11) Default auxiliary:

[

CAT: 〈V,0〉
]

In lexical light verb constructions, both the main verb and the light verb are of category 〈V,1〉,

which means they both have their own extended projection (even though, as we will see, the pro-

jection of the main verb is reduced). The other two types of multi-verb constructions are formed

with non-projecting verbs. Aspectual auxiliaries are functional verbs in the main verb’s extended

projection, while default auxiliaries are used in compound tenses as verbal expletives.

The category feature of a verb plays an important role not only in determining the overall

syntax of a multi-verb construction, but also in determining what syntactic dependencies obtain

between verbs and other elements in the inflectional domain. I review these dependencies, as well

as their consequences for verbal morphology, in the next section.
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1.3 Inflectional dependencies: Infl-agreement and c-selection

We’ve seen in (1) (repeated below) that the form of the main verb can vary depending on what

type of multi-verb construction it appears in. In the compound tense in (12-a), the main verb is an

imperfective participle, in (12-b) it is a past participle, and in (12-c) – it has a subjunctive form.

(12) Three types of multi-verb constructions in Ndebele

a. U-za-be

2sg.s-FUT-AUX

u-pheka
2sg.s-cook.IMPF.PTCP

‘You will be cooking’

default auxiliary

b. U-se

2sg.s-already
u-phekile
2sg.s-cook.PST.PTCP

‘You have already cooked’

aspectual auxiliary

c. U-qala

2sg.s-first
u-pheke
2sg.s-cook.SBJV

‘You first cook’

lexical light verb

An important aspect of analyzing multi-verb constructions is understanding the relation be-

tween two verbs which gives rise to such morphological variation. In this respect, I argue for a

specific division of labor between agreement and selection in multi-verbal syntax. Agreement in

inflectional features (Infl-features) and c-selection play different roles in i) determining the size

and category of the auxiliary/light verb’s complement, ii) in inflectional periphrasis – the process

which gives rise to compound tenses and iii) in specifying the morphological form of the main

verb. Below, I discuss each question in turn.

I argue that complement size and category are determined by selection only in the case of

lexical light verbs. The other two constructions are formed with non-projecting verbs, which are

part of the main verb’s extended projection, and the size of their complement falls out directly

from their position in the functional spine. I support this view by showing that only lexical light

verbs exhibit some idiosyncrasy in selecting their complement; the complement size and category

of non-projecting verbs is entirely predictable and therefore, I argue, c-selection does not play a

8



role in determining the complement of an auxiliary verb.

C-selection does play a role, an important one, in inflectional periphrasis, which results in

the insertion of a verbal expletive – the default auxiliary. Building on previous work, I argue that

default auxiliaries enter the derivation via last-resort insertion. I propose that this insertion is driven

by the need to satisfy a selectional V-feature on an inflectional head. In this context, an interaction

with Infl-agreement is crucial: selectional V-features on functional heads can be checked by the

main verb as long as the main verb can participate in Infl-agreement. Insertion of an expletive

verb takes place only if the main verb is inaccessible, rendering auxiliary insertion a last-resort

operation.

Finally, Infl-agreement is responsible for regulating the morphology on the main verb in multi-

verb constructions. For instance, an imperfective participle is a verb whose unvalued Infl-feature

is valued by a head with Infl:IMPF. Similarly, past participles are the result of valuation by a head

with Infl:PST. Crucially, selection plays no role in creating these dependencies. An argument

against involving selection in this process is the lack of idiosyncratic relations and the fact that

the extent of flexibility in inflectional morphology of the main verb is exactly what we predict

from a relation based exclusively on Infl-agreement. The remaining question about main verb

morphology concerns the distinction between participial and subjunctive forms. I argue that this

type of morphology is not defined by specific morphosyntactic features (unlike the imperfective

morphology, for example). Rather, participial and subjunctive forms are what I call metacategories

– morphological forms licensed in specific syntactic configurations. Subjunctive forms, I argue, are

triggered in inflectionally deficient contexts. Participial morphology, on the other hand, requires

no special licensing; it is the elsewhere non-finite1 verbal form.

1. "Finite verb" is to be understood here as referring to the highest verb in a tensed clause.
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1.4 Organization of the thesis

The thesis is organized around the three types of multi-verb constructions, aspectual auxiliary

constructions, compound tenses and lexical light verb constructions, analyzed in chapters 3, 4 and

5 respectively.

The next chapter, chapter 2, gives a background on Ndebele and provides an overview of the

relevant aspects of its syntax and morphology.

In chapter 3, I take up the question of non-projecting verbs and argue that auxiliary verbs in

Ndebele, both default and aspectual, have no extended projection of their own, i.e. no functional

structure independent of the extended projection of the main verb. I compare three approaches

to auxiliary verbs: i) the VP approach, according to which auxiliary verbs are verbs projecting

VPs, ii) the FP approach, which treats auxiliaries as base generated in functional heads, and iii) the

Insertion approach, based on the hypothesis that auxiliary verbs enter the derivation via a last-resort

insertion mechanism. I argue that the VP approach gains no support from the typology of Ndebele

multi-verb construction, and that both the FP and Insertion approach are needed – each of them

specifies a different way in which a non-projecting verb can become part of the derivation, and

instantiates a different type of multi-verb construction: an aspectual-auxiliary construction (the FP

approach) and a compound tense (the Insertion approach). The chapter additionally provides a full

account of aspectual auxiliaries in Ndebele.

Chapter 4 is devoted to compound tenses and the Insertion approach. I develop an account of

default periphrasis in this vein, building on previous insights about default auxiliary insertion as a

last-resort repair strategy. The repair strategy is typically thought of as the grammar’s response to

a disproportion between the number of inflectional categories and the number of inflection hosts,

that is verbs. Taking this basic characterization of default periphrasis, I make two main claims. The

first one has to do with the aspects of the grammar which prevent inflections from combining with

the main verb. I propose that the failure of synthesis is caused directly by inflectional complexity

(cooccurrences of certain inflectional categories) and is not regulated by other processes, such as
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head movement. And second, I argue that the process of auxiliary insertion should be understood

in terms of a general relationship between verbs and inflections that gives rise to both synthesis and

periphrasis. Following earlier work by Cowper (2010), I propose that this relation is c-selection.

A failure to check a selectional V-feature by the main verb causes last-resort selection of a verbal

expletive – the default auxiliary.

Chapter 5 completes the typology of multi-verb constructions by analyzing the third type – a

construction in which both the light verb and the main verb are lexical, i.e. projecting verbs. One

of the main objections to the VP approach to auxiliary verbs discussed in chapter 3 is the problem

of limited-projection: under this approach, it is unclear why certain verbs can project as far as a

VP but systematically lack higher functional projections. What we learn from lexical light verb

constructions is that light verbs which indeed project a VP can also project full clausal structure. In

other words, there are no verbs with obligatorily reduced projections, in any sense different from

how non-projecting verbs are defined.

In chapter 6, I discuss two topics that extend from the core part of the thesis. First, I address

the question of verbal morphology and its relationship to the verb’s syntactic context. I propose

a classification of verbal morphology into inflectional categories (e.g. past tense or imperfective

aspect) and metacategories (in Ndebele they include principal and subjunctive mood forms, as

well as participial morphology). Inflectional categories correspond to morphosyntactic features, in

particular Infl-features. Metacategories, on the other hand, are defined positionally: the principal

form is the morphology found on the highest verb in an indicative clause, subjunctive morphology

is licensed in inflectionally deficient contexts (specifically, in the immediate context of an unvalued

Infl-feature), while participial morphology is the elsewhere verbal form. The second question taken

up in this chapter concerns the distribution of subject agreement prefixes in the Ndebele clause,

and especially in multi-verb constructions. I first show that it is very difficult to identify functional

heads which are consistently associated with a ϕ-probe. I then provide a theoretically framed

generalization about their distribution: a ϕ-probe is associated with the highest head of a head-
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chain created by the selectional V-checking relation – a mechanism independently needed in the

derivation of default periphrasis.
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CHAPTER 2

BASIC ASPECTS OF NDEBELE MORPHOSYNTAX

This chapter is a brief overview of certain aspects of Ndebele syntax and morphology. I describe

the grammatical phenomena which will be of relevance in the following chapters and lay out my

assumptions about word formation, word order and agreement.

2.1 Basics

Ndebele (isiNdebele, Northern Ndebele) is a southern Bantu language of the Nguni family, which

includes e.g. Zulu, Xhosa, Swati or Traansval Ndebele. It is spoken primarily in Zimbabwe, in par-

ticular in its western region of Matabeleland, by 1.6 million people. Ndebele is a very close relative

of Zulu – the two languages have only about two hundred years of independent history. Despite

being less thoroughly studied than its South African cousin, various aspects of Ndebele gram-

mar have been described and analyzed in works such as Pelling (1966), Rycroft (1983), Rycroft

(1980), Downing (1990), Hyman et al. (1999), Sibanda (2004), Khumalo (2007), Mawadza (2009)

and Cook (2013). Unless explicitly indicated, all Ndebele data in this thesis come from my inde-

pendent fieldwork.

Ndebele is a tonal language, with a high vs toneless opposition (Sibanda, 2004). Throughout

the thesis, I do not mark tone in the examples, unless the tonal contrasts are relevant. The basic

template of a Ndebele verb is shown in (1): the first morpheme in a verb is typically a subject

agreement prefix, followed by a tense marker (which can be null), an object marker, the lexical

root, optional derivational suffixes (e.g. applicative, causative, passive) and the so called Final

Suffix.1 An example illustrating the template in (1) is given in (2).

1. The Final Suffix is often referred to in the Bantu literature as the Final Vowel, as it typically consists of just a
vowel. This is, however, not always the case in Ndebele and for this reason the term Final Suffix is more appropriate.
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(1) VERB MORPHOLOGY TEMPLATE:

AgrS–Tense–(AgrO)–Root–(Derivation)–Final Suffix

(2) Ngi-
1sg.s-

za-
FUT-

ku-
2sg.o-

phek
cook

-el
-APPL

-a.
-FS

‘I will cook for you.’

As we see in (2), Ndebele is to a considerable extent an agglutinative language. Nonetheless, it

also makes use of analytic, or periphrastic, expressions in the verbal domain. For instance, Ndebele

has a number of compound tenses, which involve the auxiliary verb be and a participle. In (3), I

illustrate compound tenses in Ndebele with a Future Imperfective tense, and a Past Imperfective

tense.

(3) Examples of compound tenses in Ndebele

a. U-za-be
2sg.s-FUT-AUX

u-pheka
2sg.s-cook.IMPF.PTCP

‘You will be cooking’

Future Imperfective

b. U-∅-be
2sg.s-PST-AUX

u-pheka
2sg.s-cook.IMPF.PTCP

‘You were cooking’

Past Imperfective

As examples of compound tenses recur throughout the thesis, it is worth keeping in mind a mor-

phophonological process which deletes subject agreement prefixes in some of them. Note that both

the auxiliary and the participle in (1) are inflected for subject agreement. Typically, both agreement

prefixes are overt, with one exception. In a compound tense where the tense morpheme is null, as

in (3-b), the subject agreement prefix on the auxiliary can only surface if it is a vowel, like in (3-b).

If the subject agreement prefix in this same context is of the form CV, it undergoes deletion, as we

see in (4). The agreement prefix on the participle is always overt. For the sake of explicitness, I

mark deleted agreement prefixes as null morphemes and provide a gloss.
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(4) ∅-∅-be
1sg.s-RPST-AUX

ngi-pheka
1sg.s-cook.IMPF.PTCP

‘I was cooking (recently)’

Ndebele distinguishes a present, past and a future tense, and additionally makes a remoteness

contrast in the past. The so called Recent Past tense is used to describe events that took place

earlier that day or a day or two ago. Otherwise, the Distant Past must be used. The table in (5)

shows all simple tenses in Ndebele. As we see, the morphological difference between tenses is

encoded in the form of the tense prefix and the form of the final suffix. The root used in (5) is bal

‘read’, and the verb is inflected for 1st person singular subject agreement.

(5) Ndebele simple tenses:

Tense S-AGR TM Root Final Suff Surface form translation

Simple Present ngi ∅/ya bal a ngi(ya)bala I am reading

Recent Past ngi ∅ bal e:/ile ngibale:/ngibalile I read (recently)

Distant Past ngi a bal a ngabala I read

Simple Future ngi za bal a ngizabala I will read

(5) does not include derivational suffixes or an object agreement prefix – these types of verbal

morphology will be largely irrelevant in this thesis. Note that there are two ways to express Simple

Present and Recent Past. In Simple Present, the tense prefix can be null or have the form ya. In

Recent Past, the final suffix can be either e: or ile. This variation is the so called conjoint–disjoint

alternation attested in many Bantu languages. Present forms with ya and Recent Past forms with

-ile are the disjoint alternates (also known as the long forms). In Ndebele, the alternation seems to

be regulated the same way as in Zulu: the verb has a disjoint (long) form if it is phrase fina (the

identity of the relevant phrase, e.g. if it’s a vP or a TP, is debated) (Van der Spuy, 1993; Buell,

2006; Cheng & Downing, 2012; Halpert, 2012, among others).

Most of the four tenses in (5) can also occur in periphrastic constructions, where tense marking
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appears on the auxiliary verb. The only tense that can never appear in a compound construction in

the present tense. The main verb in compound tenses has a participial form – in imperfective com-

pound tenses, for example, it is an imperfective participle. In perfect tenses, it is a past participle.

The paradigm in (6) includes all three imperfective compound tenses.

(6) Imperfective compound tenses in Ndebele

a. U-∅-be
2sg.s-RPST-AUX

u-bala
2sg.s-read.IMPF

‘You were reading (recently)’

Recent Past Imperfective

b. U-a-ye
2sg.s-DPST-AUX

u-bala
2sg.s-read.IMPF

‘You were reading (a long time ago)’

Distant Past Imperfective

c. U-za-be
2sg.s-FUT-AUX

u-bala
2sg.s-read.IMPF

‘You will be reading (recently)’

Future Imperfective

Periphrastic constructions like the imperfective tenses in (6) constitute the main empirical domain

of this study.

In the next section, I lay out the assumptions about word formation in the verbal domain.

2.2 Head movement and word formation

Perhaps the most puzzling piece of verbal morphology in Bantu languages is the Final Suffix. It

is the only suffix associated with inflectional morphology, such as tense. Otherwise, inflectional

morphology is prefixal, while suffixes include what is referred as a derivational morphology or

argument structre changing morphology: applicative, causative, reciprocal and passive suffixes.

For this reason, the Final Suffix is often treated as an agreement morpheme, which covaries with a

number of inflectional categories: tense, aspect, mood and polarity.

Following this approach, I treat the Final Suffix as the host an inflectional agreement probe –

a head with an unvalued Infl-feature. I assume that this feature is located in little v and undergoes
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agreement with the most local valued inflectional feature. In the Recent Past tense, for exam-

ple, [Infl: ] on v agrees with [Infl:PST] on T, as shown in (7). (I assume a version of Reverse

Agree/Upward Agree, where valuation is a transmission of feature values from a higher head to

a lower one (Adger, 2003; Zeijlstra, 2012; Bjorkman & Zeijlstra, 2014; Merchant, 2011; Wurm-

brand, 2011)).

(7) The Final Suffix arises via Infl-agreement

TP

vP

VP

V0

v0

[Infl: ]

T0

[Infl:PST]

TP

vP

VP

V0

v0

[Infl: pst ]

T0

[Infl:PST]
⇒

Thus, the Final Suffix is treated here as the exponent of little v. The way v ends up as a suffix

on the verb stem is by head movement of V to v. It is a matter of ongoing debate how high verbs

move in Bantu languages. There seems to be a consensus, however, that verb movement proceeds

at least as high as the position of the final suffix. The identity of that head is less clear. It has been

proposed, for instance, that it is a low Mood head (Julien, 2002) or an Aux head (Buell, 2005). It

is important to note that the Aux head in Buell’s analysis is not a head associated with auxiliary

verbs but simply an inflectional head hosting the Final Suffix. I do not adopt these approaches and

propose instead that the Final Suffix is an exponent of an agreeing v head. The tree in (8) is the

structure of a Recent Past sentence after Infl-valuation and head movement of V to v.

(8) U-∅-bal-ile
1s-PST-read-FS.PST

‘She read (recently)’
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TP

vP

VP

<V0>

v

v0

[Infl: pst ]

-ile

V

bal

T0

[Infl:PST]

u-∅

The V-to-v movement shown in (8) is enough to derive the suffixal nature of v, but there is

evidence that it cannot be the final landing site of verb movement in Ndebele. Word order in

(transitive) expletive constructions suggests that the verb moves out of the vP. As illustrated in (9),

the subject in such constructions follows the verb.

(9) Ku-∅-phek-e:
17s-PST-cook-FS.PST

umama.
1mother

‘It’s mother who cooked’

As the translation indicates, post-verbal subjects are normally interpreted with narrow focus (al-

though (9) can also have an all-new interpretation, i.e. it can answer the question ‘What hap-

pened?’). It is typically assumed that post-verbal subjects are in-situ subjects, surfacing in their

base-generation position: in Spec,vP for external arguments such as the subject of ‘cook’ in (9).

Given that the verb precedes a subject in this position, we conclude that it moves out of the vP, at

least to the next head up. I assume that vP is immediately dominated by a VoiceP is the Ndebele

clause. Thus, if verb movement in an expletive construction targets the next head up, its landing

site is Voice0, as shown in (8).
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(10) A derivation of VS order in Ndebele

VoiceP

vP

v’

VP

V0

v0

in-situ subject

Voice0

It is difficult to find empirical evidence for head movement of the verb to higher functional

heads, e.g. T. Diagnostics based on relative word order with negation and adverbs are not applicable

since negation is affixal, and adverbs are linearized to the right, rendering further verb movement

string vacuous. For this reason, claims about verb movement Bantu languages are often based

on affix order.2 Adopting the Linear Correspondence Axiom (Kayne, 1994), whereby movement

can only result in suffixation, Julien (2002) argues that verb movement proceeds only as high as

the Final Suffix. All heads realized by prefixes are not moved to and have the status of freely

standing morphemes/particles, concatenated phonologically on the verb stem. This treatment of

verb movement in Bantu languages was adopted for example in Buell (2005), Van der Wal (2006)

or Muriungi (2009), and I assume it here as well. I should point out, however, that the claims I make

about the syntax of multi-verb constructions do not rely on this approach to word formation. They

are compatible with the view that head movement can result in both suffixation and prefixation (as

suggested for Bantu e.g. by Kinyalolo (1991)).

Thus, I assume that the verb moves only to Voice in Ndebele. In (11), for example, the tense

2. Another diagnostic for verb movement that has been used for Bantu languages is ellipsis, in particular Verb-
Stranding VP ellipsis (Ngonyani, 1996a,b, 1998; Goldberg, 2005), which has shown that in some Bantu languages the
verb moves out of the ellipsis site. There is no convincing evidence that VP/vP ellipsis in Ndebele is possible in the
first place. Arguable cases of V-stranding VP ellipsis can be argued to involved object drop instead. Moreover, the
main verb cannot be elided in compound tenses, stranding the auxiliary. For more discussion and data on ellipsis, see
chapter 5 section 5.4.2.
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prefix za- is a realization of T, which does not form a complex head with the verb stem in Voice

(12).

(11) U-za-bal-a
1s-FUT-read-FS.FUT

‘She will read’

(12) Assumed verb movement in Ndebele

TP

VoiceP

vP

VP

<V>

<v>

Voice

Voice

∅

v

v

[Infl: fut ]

-a

V

bal

T

[Infl:FUT]

ngi-za

The structure in (12) derives the correct affix order for the example in (11) and for all active

verb forms. In the passive, however, Voice has an overt exponent, namely the suffix -w. As we see

in (13), the passive morpheme precedes the Final Suffix.

(13) Ibhuku
5book

li-za-bal-w-a
5s-FUT-read-PASS-FS.FUT

‘The book will be read’

The assumed head movement predicts a different affix order: we expect the passive suffix to follow

the Final Suffix, as in (14).
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(14) Verb movement in Ndebele: passive voice

TP

VoiceP

vP

VP

<V>

<v>

Voice

VoicePASS

w

v

v

[Infl: fut ]

-a

V

bal

T

[Infl:FUT]

li-za

Given that the affix order predicted by (14) is incorrect, the analysis must be amended in some

way. One possibility to consider is that the order of functional heads is different; in particular,

that Voice is lower than v. This would render the exponent of v the final suffix. This is, however,

inconsistent with the standard assumption that Voice is a higher functional category than v. The

hypothesis that the order is reversed in Ndebele and related languages would require an indepen-

dent argument. Alternatively, one might posit an extra functional projection above VoiceP, whose

only role is to host the final suffix. Julien’s (2002) low Mood head and Buell’s (2005) Aux0 are

instances of this type of analysis. The third alternative is two retain the syntax in (14) and assume

that the order of v and Voice is subject to a post-syntactic rearrangement. Since the first two al-

ternatives have no independent motivation (their only motivation is to accommodate affix order),

I choose to not complicate the syntax of the Ndebele verb and analyze the reverse order of Voice

and v as resulting from Local Dislocation (Embick & Noyer, 2001).

Local Dislocation is a post-syntactic displacement operation which applies after linearization

and vocabulary insertion. The complex Voice head in (14) is linearized as shown in (15) (where
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the notation a * b means "a precedes b"). As a result of local dislocation, v is displaced to the right

of Voice, to form a complex element with it, as shown in (16).

(15) Linearization of the Voice complex head in (14): [[V * v] * Voice ]

(16) Local dislocation: [V * [ Voice+v ]]

Since most data to be used is in the active voice, where Voice has a null exponent, Local Dislocation

of v to the right of Voice will not be of much relevance in the following chapters.

2.3 Word order and agreement

The basic word order in Ndebele is SVO, with the possibility of post-verbal subjects, as discussed

in section 2.1. I assume that the SVO order is derived by movement of the subject DP from its base-

generated position within vP to Spec, TP, as shown in (17) (a small modification of this assumption

will be introduced chapter 6 section 6.2.1, and it will not be relevant in the discussion preceding

chapter 6.) In this position, the subject precedes the verb, which moves to Voice.
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(17) The derivation of SVO order

TP

T’

VoiceP

vP

v’

VP

V0

v0

<subject>

Voice0

T0

subject

One difference between pre-verbal and post-verbal subjects is in agreement. Preverbal subjects

always control agreement of the verb (18-a), while agreement with an in-situ subject is impossible.

Instead, the subject agreement prefix is the class 17 prefix ku- (18-b).

(18) a. Abantwana
2children

ba-za-hlabela
2s-FUT-sing

‘The children will sing’

b. Ku-za-hlabela
17s-FUT-sing

abantwana
2children

‘It’s the children who will sing’

The pattern in (18) illustrates the robust generalization that ϕ-agreement in Bantu languages cooc-

curs with movement. Accounts of this generalization include analyses which make ϕ-agreement

on a functional head F dependent on movement of the agreement controller to the specifier of FP

(Demuth & Harford, 1999; Buell, 2005; Carstens, 2005; Baker, 2008, a.o.). If the ϕ-probe in a

simple tense is on T, the subject controlling agreement on T must be located in (or have moved
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through) Spec,TP. I indeed assume, following the authors above, that T is an agreeing head in sim-

ple tenses. In general, I treat ϕ-probes as properties of functional heads such as T or Asp, rather

than as dedicated subject agreement projections (e.g. AgrSP (Buell, 2005) or FinP (Julien, 2002)).

I discuss ϕ-agreement and the location of probes in more detail in chapter 6.

One aspect of subject agreement which will be of importance in chapter 6 is its allomorphy.

Subject agreement with DPs of class 1 has three allomorphs: u- on the principal form (the highest

verb in an indicative clause) (19-a), e- on participles (19-b), and a- on subjunctive verb forms

(19-c).

(19) Class 1 agreement

a. UZodwa
1Zodwa

u-za-pheka
1s-FUT-cook

‘Zodwa will cook’

principal form

b. UZodwa
1Zodwa

u-za-be
1s-FUT-AUX

e-pheka
1s-cook.IMPF.PTCP

‘Zodwa will be cooking’

participial form

c. Ngi-funa
1sg-want

ukuthi
COMP

UZodwa
1Zodwa

a-pheke
1s-cook.SBJV

‘I want Zodwa to cook’

subjunctive form

As we will see, subject agreement allomorphy is often the only morphological indicator of princi-

pal, participial and subjunctive forms, and therefore I will use class 1 subjects whenever the three

forms need to be distinguished.

The next chapter opens the discussion of multi-verb constructions in Ndebele – the main topic

of this thesis. Any additional aspects of Ndebele grammar will be introduced as they become

relevant for the discussion of multi-verbal syntax in the following chapters.
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CHAPTER 3

AUXILIARY VERBS AS NON-PROJECTING VERBS

3.1 Introduction

The main goal of this chapter is to confront three existing approaches to auxiliary verbs and argue,

on the basis of evidence from Ndebele, that auxiliary verbs should not be treated as elements of

the same category as lexical verbs, i.e. verbs projecting a VP.

By auxiliary verb we typically mean the verb be (or have) appearing in compound tenses, such

as the English progressive tenses.1 The hallmark of such constructions is the monoclausality of a

multi-verb construction, evident for instance from binding.

(1) Johni was [not-a-clause lying to himselfi. ]

In fact, there seems to be no convincing evidence that auxiliary verbs, such as the English be in

progressive tenses, contribute even a reduced biclausality. The overall syntax of a compound tense

is roughly the same as the syntax of simple tense (or exactly the same, as some have argued). Given

this, auxiliary verbs have been treated as deficient compared to regular lexical verbs, even though

specific implementations of this idea differ quite a bit. I consider in this chapter three prominent

approaches to auxiliary verbs, listed below.

(2) Approaches to auxiliary verbs

a. The VP approach – auxiliaries are verbs projecting a VP

b. The FP approach – auxiliaries spell out functional heads

c. The Insertion approach – auxiliaries are not projected at all, but rather are inserted

by some non-conventional means

1. Modal verbs are also often treated as auxiliary verbs. However, Ndebele lacks modals of the type found in
Germanic languages, for instance, and the discussion of auxiliaries in this thesis is limited to default and aspectual
auxiliaries.
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The VP approach dates back to Ross (1967, 1969) and has been adopted in much later work, e.g.

Huddleston (1974); Emonds (1978); Pollock (1989); Roberts (1998); Déchaine (1993); Déchaine

(1995); Schütze (2003); Harwood (2014b), often with some modifications. It states that auxiliary

verbs are projected as a separate head and that this head is of the same category as lexical verbs

and projects a VP (contra Chomsky’s (1957) Aux hypothesis according to which auxiliaries and

modals are of a different category, Aux) (3).2

(3) The VP approach

FP

VP

FP

VP

main verb

F

V

auxiliary

F

The FP approach was proposed for English auxiliaries in Hoffman (1966); McCawley (1988)

and Tenny (1987), and adopted later for auxiliary verbs in general, as well as for some contentful

verbs, the so called restructuring verbs (Cinque, 1998, 1999, 2001; Wurmbrand, 2004; Grano,

2012). According to this approach, auxiliary verbs do not have a dedicated position in the clausal

structure. Rather, they are associated with functional heads in the main verb’s extended projection,

e.g. Asp0. Finally, according to the insertion approach, auxiliaries are not associated with any

particular head, lexical or functional. Instead, their appearance is the result of some sort of insertion

(syntactic or post-syntactic, depending on analysis) in a functional head. This view has been

put forth in some form or other by Bach (1967); Embick (2000); Arregi (2000); Cowper (2010);

2. It is often assumed that auxiliaries head AuxPs, not VPs. As discussed in section 3.2.3, however, the various
implementations of the AuxP analysis are typically a version of the VP approach influenced by the Aux hypothesis:
the auxiliary has a dedicated projection, but instead of a VP, its category is AuxP (this has been assumed for Bantu
languages as well, e.g. in Henderson (2006) and Baker & Willie (2010)). The discussion of the VP approach in this
chapter largely extends to the AuxP implementation. The one way in which the AuxP approach differs from the VP
approach concerns the predictions about category projection and I will address this issue in section 3.2.3.
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Bjorkman (2011); Arregi & Klecha (2015); Pietraszko (2016). As we see in the schemas below,

the two approaches do not assume different syntactic structures, but they disagree as to how the

auxiliary verb becomes part of that structure: whether it is base-generated as a functional head (4)

or inserted in that head later in the derivation (5).

(4) The FP approach

FP

FP

VP

main verb

F

auxiliary

F

d

(5) The Insertion approach

FP

FP

VP

main verb

F

F

aux-insertion

Looking at the schemas above, we see that the FP approach and the Insertion approach form

a natural class to the exclusion of the VP approach. The distinguishing property is the amount of

structure involved in a periphrastic construction. Under the VP approach, presence of an auxiliary

entails increased structural complexity: at the minimum, a compound-tense syntax is larger than a

simple-tense syntax by the VP hosting an auxiliary. This is a natural consequence of the hypoth-

esis that auxiliary verbs are true verbs, i.e. Vs that can project a phrasal level. In the other two

approaches, the presence of an auxiliary does not entail extra structure. Under the FP approach,

the main verb projects its regular extended projection and the auxiliary is a property of one of the

functional heads. The lack of extra structure is even more obvious in insertion approaches, which

explicitly avoid complicating the syntax to accommodate an auxiliary verb. They assume that the

syntax of synthetic and periphrastic expressions is exactly the same, and that the appearance of

an auxiliary is triggered by other factors, such as lack of head movement (Arregi, 2000; Embick,

2000) or featural markedness of the inflectional domain (Cowper, 2010; Bjorkman, 2011; Arregi

& Klecha, 2015; Pietraszko, 2016). Given these properties of the three approaches, we can classify
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them into two groups, depending on whether they assume that auxiliary verbs project (and so add

structural complexity) or not. As shown below, the VP approach falls in the first class, while the

FP and Insertion approaches are both Non-Projection appraoches.

(6)

Projecting Aux Non-projecting Aux

the VP Approach the FP Approach

the Insertion Approach

In this chapter, I focus on the classification in (6), and show that auxiliaries in Ndebele are

uniformly non-projecting, supporting the non-projection views. I examine two types of auxiliary-

verb constructions: aspectual-verb constructions (7) and compound tenses, illustrated in (8).

(7) Aspectual-verb constructions

a. U-lokhe

1s-still
e-bala
1s-read.IMPF.PTCP

‘He is still reading’

lokhe ‘still’

b. U-hlezi

1s-constantly
e-bala
1s-read.IMPF.PTCP

‘He constantly reads’

hlezi ‘constantly’

c. U-se

1s-already
e-balile
1s-read.PST.PTCP

‘He has already read’

se ‘already’

(8) Compound tenses

a. U-za-be

1s-FUT-AUX

e-bala
1s-read.IMPF.PTCP

‘He will be reading’

Future Imperfective

b. U-∅-be

1s-PST-AUX

e-bala
1s-read.IMPF.PTCP

‘He was reading’

Past Imperfective

c. U-∅-be

1s-PST-AUX

e-balile
1s-read.PST.PTCP

‘He had read’

Past Perfect
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Aspectual auxiliaries are verbal elements which express meanings related to aspect and tense

and are often encoded by adverbs in other languages. Ndebele has three3 aspectual auxiliaries:

lokhe ‘still’, hlezi ‘constantly’ and se ‘already’. Compound tenses are similar constructions: they

also consist of an auxiliary and a participle. The difference is that the auxiliary verb is the default

auxiliary ‘be’, which does not express the kind of adverbial meanings that aspectual auxiliaries

do. In fact, it is difficult to associate it with any specific meaning at all and therefore it has been

thought of as semantically deficient or vacuous (Pollock, 1989; Chomsky, 1993; Rothstein, 1999,

2004; Iatridou et al., 2003, among others).

I address three problems that the VP approach faces when applied to Ndebele auxiliaries such

as lokhe and be. The first problem concerns the fact that auxiliary verbs do not project like lexical

verbs do (e.g. they never project the argument structure domain4). Thus, the theoretical challenge

is to accommodate verbs with obligatorily limited projection (in particular, with no projection ex-

tending beyond the VP). I call this the limited-projection problem and address it in section 3.2.

Second, the selection problem concerns predictions the VP approach can make about the size and

form of the auxiliary’s complement, the main verb. I argue in section 3.3 that viewing auxiliaries

as verbs selecting for certain types of participles misses generalizations about the attested patterns

of cooccurrence of aspectual auxiliaries and types of participles.5 I show that these patterns follow

naturally if we adopt the FP-approach to aspectual auxiliaries. And third, the VP approach proves

inefficient, if not completely inadequate, in accounting for the so-called overflow pattern of aux-

3. I have identified a fourth aspectual verb, hlala, which means ‘always do/do something for a long time’ and takes
an imperfective participle as its complement. However, this verb has a lexical counterpart meaning ‘sit’ or ‘stay’, which
can also combine with imperfective participles to mean roughly ‘sit and do something’ or ‘stay doing something’. Due
to the similarity in meaning between the two constructions and the fact that speakers are often inconsistent in being
able to tell the difference between the two meanings, I do not use this verb in tests meant to diagnose differences
between lexical and auxiliary verbs. The other three verbs do not have lexical counterparts in present day Ndebele and
therefore are more reliable examples of aspectual verbs.

4. There are lexical verbs which don’t project an arguments structure (unaccusatives verbs). What’s crucial here is
that, unlike lexical verbs, auxiliaries are invariably raising. Thus, the issue is their systematic non-projection, which I
discuss in section 3.2.

5. The selection problem does not arise with default auxiliaries as they are not restricted in this way. They may
combine with any type of participle, giving rise to a different type of compound tense; see section 3.3.1.
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iliary use, as discussed at length in Bjorkman (2011). I demonstrate in section 3.4 that Ndebele

compound tenses are an instance of this pattern of auxiliary use and therefore the auxiliary be used

in these constructions cannot be analyzed as a base generated verb, contra the VP approach. I con-

clude that neither aspectual auxiliaries nor the default auxiliary be in Ndebele show properties that

would support the VP view of auxiliary verbs. Their behavior is better captured by non-projection

approaches, where the auxiliary verb is part of another’s verb extended projection. I take this

general characteristic to be the defining property of auxiliary verbs, as indicated by the working

definition in (9).

(9) Auxiliary verb: a verbal element which does not have an extended projection of its own,

but rather occupies some position in another verb’s extended projection.

Aspectual auxiliaries do differ from default auxiliaries: only default auxiliaries show an over-

flow distribution. As argued by Bjorkman (2011), such a distribution is problematic for the VP and

the FP approach and supports a view of periphrasis in which auxiliary verbs are the result of last-

resort insertion. A detailed analysis of compound tenses is developed in Chapter 4, where, building

on previous accounts of last-resort periphrasis, I propose and argue for an alternative implemen-

tation. In this chapter, I focus only on what the two types of auxiliary verbs have in common,

namely the non-projection property. Finally, in section 3.5, I provide an explicit formalization

of the non-projecting nature of auxiliaries. I adopt Adger’s (2010) framework for defining func-

tional categories, in which categories are paired with a number indicating the category’s position

in the extended projection, what I call its level. In the verbal extended projection, the main verb

is always of level 1, i.e. the first element in the hierarchy. This is encoded as part of the verb’s

category feature, as shown in (10). I propose that auxiliary verbs differ from projecting verbs in

level specification, as shown in (11)-(12) below.
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(10) Lexical verb:

[

CAT: 〈V,1〉
]

(11) Default auxiliary:

[

CAT: 〈V,0〉
]

(12) Aspectual auxiliary:

[

CAT: 〈V,n>1〉
]

Default auxiliaries have a zero level specification which means they cannot project and are only

used as verbal expletives (this nature of default auxiliaries will be discussed in the next chapter).

Aspectual auxiliaries, on the other hand, are verbs of a higher level, e.g. 3 (the level of Asp) or

4 (the level of Perf). In this sense they are verbal elements associated with particular inflectional

categories, that is functional verbs.

3.2 The limited-projection problem

A widely adopted hypothesis about clausal syntax is that it consists of a sequence of strictly ordered

functional projections which themselves constitute a projection of the main verb. I call it the

Extended Projection Hypothesis (13).

(13) The Extended Projection Hypothesis

clausal functional structure is a property of the verbal category, namely its extended pro-

jection.

The functional structure making up the clausal spine has been referred to by different names:

Functional Hierarchy (Cinque, 1999), Extended Projection (Grimshaw, 2000) or Hierarchy of Pro-

jections (Adger & Svenonius, 2011). To illustrate, (14) is (a fragment of) such a hierarchy.

(14) [TP [PerfP [AspP [VoiceP [vP [VP ]]]]]]

According to the Extended Projection Hypothesis, verbs have the property of projecting clausal

structure. For this reason, I use the term projecting verb to refer to any lexical verb with that

property (15).
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(15) Projecting verb: an element of the verbal category which can have a full extended pro-

jection.

Under the VP approach, auxiliary verbs are of the same category as lexical verbs, namely V. They

also head VPs. Thus, the structure of a compound tense under the VP approach would be as in

(16), and of an aspectual verb construction as in (17).

(16) Compound tense (VP approach) (8)

VP

AspP/PartP/XP

participle

V

‘be’

(17) Aspectual-verb construction (VP approach) (7)

VP

AspP/PartP/XP

participle

V

‘lokhe’

The question now arising is whether auxiliaries such as be and lokhe share another property

of verbs: in particular, the ability to have an extended projection. Below, I present evidence from

Ndebele auxiliaries showing they cannot project any functional structure of their own.

3.2.1 The lack of argument structure domain

A standard assumption about verbal functional structure is that the lower functional domain of a

verb’s extended projection is the argument structure domain. Thus, if auxiliaries have any extended

projection at all, the head projected first are expected to be heads introducing arguments. How-
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ever, auxiliary verbs typically lack thematic properties (as argued by Pollock (1989) for English

and French, and supported later by crosslinguistic evidence, also from Bantu languages (Carstens

& Kinyalolo, 1989; Kinyalolo, 1991; Demuth & Gruber, 1995). In Ndebele too, neither default

auxiliaries nor aspectual verbs can be shown to have independent argument structure. Below I

review three pieces of evidence that Ndebele auxiliaries are raising verbs.

i) Active–passive synonymy. A common diagnostic for raising is based on active–passive syn-

onymy. Since the surface subject of a raising verb is derived, passivization of the complement verb

does not affect truth-conditional meaning (18).

(18) a. John seems to have made a decision. ≈

b. The decision seems to have been made (by John).

Both default auxiliaries and aspectual auxiliaries behave like raising verbs in this respect. As

shown below, passivization of the main verb does not affect the truth conditions in either compound

tenses (14) or aspectual-verb constructions (15).

(19) Compound tense (raising across a default auxiliary)

a. UZodwa
1Zodwa

u-za-be
1s-FUT-AUX

e-pheka
1s-cook

inyama.
5meat

Zodwa will be cooking meat.

b.≈ Inyama
9meat

i-za-be
9s-FUT-AUX

i-phek-w-a
9s-cook-PASS-FS

ng-uZodwa.
by-1Zodwa

The meat will be cooked by Zodwa.

(20) Aspectual-verb constructions (raising across an aspectual auxiliary)

a. UZodwa
1Zodwa

u-lokhe
1s-still

e-pheka
1s-cook.IMPF

inyama.
5meat

lokhe ‘still’

Zodwa is still cooking meat.

b.≈ Inyama
9meat

i-lokhe
9s-still

i-phek-w-a
9s-cook-PASS-FS

ng-uZodwa.
by-1Zodwa

The meat is still being cooked by Zodwa.
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b. UZodwa
1Zodwa

u-hlezi
1s-constantly

e-pheka
1s-cook.IMPF

inyama.
5meat

Zodwa constantly cooks meat.

d.≈ Inyama
9meat

i-hlezi
9s-constantly

i-phek-w-a
9s-cook-PASS-FS

ng-uZodwa.
by-1Zodwa

The meat is constantly cooked by Zodwa.

c. UZodwa
1Zodwa

u-se
1s-already

e-phek-e:
1s-cook-FS.PST

inyama.
9meat

Zodwa has already cooked the meat.

f.≈ Inyama
9meat

i-se
9s-already

i-phek-w-e:
9s-cook-PASS-PST.FS

ng-uZodwa.
by-1Zodwa

The meat has already been cooked by Zodwa.

In contrast, control verbs, such as try or want, do have thematic subjects and therefore no such

synonymy obtains, as shown in (21) and (22).

(21) a. UZodwa
1Zodwa

u-zama
1s-try

uku-pheka
INF-cook

inyama.
5meat

Zodwa is trying to cook meat.

b. #Inyama
9meat

i-zama
9s-try

uku-phek-w-a
INF-cook-PASS-FS

ng-uZodwa.
by-1Zodwa

# The meat is trying to be cooked by Zodwa.

(22) a. UZodwa
1Zodwa

u-funa
1s-want

uku-pheka
INF-cook

inyama.
5meat

Zodwa wants to cook meat.

b. #Inyama
9meat

i-funa
9s-want

uku-phek-w-a
INF-cook-PASS-FS

ng-uZodwa.
by-1Zodwa

# The meat wants to be cooked by Zodwa.

Thus, there is no evidence from argument structure that auxiliaries in Ndebele, default or as-

pectual, project an argument structure domain. While the lack of an external argument is not

necessarily indicative of a limited projection (unaccusative verbs, for instance, have an extended

projection but no external arguments), non-projection approaches derive the systematic raising

status of auxiliary verbs.
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Under the FP approach, an auxiliary is not of the same category as main verbs, but rather they

are associated with a functional category, which has a fixed position in the extended projection.6

I argue that this is true for aspectual auxiliaries in Ndebele, which express meanings of aspec-

tual/temporal adverbs: ‘still’, ‘constantly’ and ‘already/now’ (for a similar analysis of aspectual

auxiliaries in Kilega, see Carstens (2005)). Following Cinque (1998, 1999), I assume that such

meanings are associated with specific functional projections in the clausal spine. According to

Cinque, adverbs expressing such meanings are specifiers of the relevant FP, while if the mean-

ings are encoded by verbs, we have to do with functional verbs spelling out the relevant F0. As

mentioned before, Ndebele has only three reliable instances of aspectual auxiliaries: lokhe ‘still

do’, hlezi ‘constantly do’ and se ‘already do’.7 Cinque’s hierarchy is very fine-grained, consisting

of thirty functional projections, each associated with a different type of temporal/aspectual/modal

(TAM) meaning. Given the lack of a wide array of aspectual verbs in Ndebele, it is difficult to

reconstruct the entire hierarchy for this language. Instead, I will assume a simplified version of the

functional hierarchy – one which is necessary to accommodate the three aspectual auxiliaries we

find. As shown in (23), the auxiliary se ‘already’ is associated with Perf0 (in Cinque’s hierarchy:

T(Anterior)), while the verbs lokhe ‘still’ and hlezi ‘constantly’ are associated with an imperfective

Asp head.8

(23) [ T0 [ Perf0 se ‘already’ [ Asp0
IMPF lokhe ‘still’/hlezi ‘constantly’ [ Voice0 ... ]]]]

Given that is the structure (23) is articulated enough to accommodate Ndebele aspectual aux-

6. In section 3.5, I present a more explicit implementation of the FP approach. Auxiliaries in the proposed FP
approach are identical neither to the functional heads they are associated with nor to lexical verbs. Their category
feature is a particular combination of the category of projecting verbs and the category of a functional head.

7. The meaning of se is somewhat flexible: depending of its temporal and aspectual context, it may also mean
‘now’ or ‘then’.

8. It is possible that lokhe and hlezi are in fact two different types of the Asp head, e.g. AspCONTINUATIVE and
AspPROGRESSIVE , respectively. In the absence of a large set of aspectual verbs, it is difficult to make this fine-grained
choice. This choice would be, however, immaterial for our purposes and it suffices to treat them both as (types of)
imperfective aspect. I return to this issue briefly in section 3.3.3.
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iliaries, the arguments and claims I make here do not rely on the exact make up of the functional

hierarchy hypothesized by Cinque. What will be important for our purposes is the relative order-

ing of the head associated with Perfect aspect (Perf or T(Anterior)) and the head(s) associated with

viewpoint aspect (Asp). One might be skeptical about a universally fixed ordering of thirty projec-

tions, but the relative ordering of these two categories is well supported crosslinguistically: both

morphosyntactic and semantic evidence points to the conclusion that Perfect aspect is a higher

inflectional category than viewpoint aspect (Iatridou et al., 2003; Pancheva, 2003; Bošković, 2014;

Harwood, 2013, 2014a; Ramchand & Svenonius, 2014; Aelbrecht & Harwood, 2015) and that it

is more related to tense than to viewpoint aspect (Hoffman, 1966; Bach, 1967; McCawley, 1971,

1988; Klein, 1994; Stowell, 2007; Arregi & Klecha, 2015). This ordering of functional heads is

referred to as the Perfect-over-Progressive generalization in Ramchand & Svenonius (2014), but I

will use the more accurate name Perfect-over-Asp (the use of Progressive was due to the fact that,

in English, the only morphosyntactically marked type of aspect is the progressive).

Going back to the limited projection problem, the FP approach to aspectual auxiliaries in (23)

predicts their raising nature. For instance, an aspectual verb in Asp is in a particular position in

the extended projection and, assuming that the hierarchy is fixed, it can only project categories that

can appear above Asp according to the hierarchy of projections. These categories include Perf and

T, but not argument-introducing heads such as v or Voice. Therefore, surface subjects of aspectual

auxiliaries cannot be their thematic subjects and must instead be derived.

This analysis can be extended to default auxiliaries, appearing in compound tenses. If the

auxiliary is associated with a functional head, rather than being a verb projecting a VP, we predict

that it cannot have a thematic subject. Note that the choice between the FP approach and insertion

approach renders the same result in this respect. Under the the insertion approach, auxiliaries

are also associated with a functional head. The difference is in the mode of association (base-

generation vs insertion), which is irrelevant for this argument. In fact, I will adopt the insertion

approach for default auxiliaries in chapter 4.
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ii) Idiom chunks. Another piece of evidence the auxiliaries have no thematic subjects comes

from the fact that their subjects be a part of an idiom. In the sentence in (24), for example, the

subject iqaqa ‘skunk’ is part of the idiomatic meaning.

(24) Iqaqa
5skunk

a-li-zizwa
neg-5s-smell

ukunuka
15stink

Idiomatic:‘People don’t see their own faults’

Literal: ’A skunk doesn’t smell its own stink’

The subject of (24) cannot appear as a subject of control verbs and retain its idiomatic interpretation

– the sentence in (25) has only have the literal meaning.

(25) Iqaqa
5skunk

li-zama
5s-try

uku-nga-zizwa
INF-NEG-smell

ukunuka.
15stink

‘The skunk is trying to not smell its own stink’

*Idiom

With auxiliaries, both default and aspectual, the idiomatic meaning is available (26)-(27).

(26) Default auxiliary

Iqaqa
5skunk

li-za-be
5s-FUT-AUX

li-nga-zizwa
5s-NEG-smell

ukunuga.
15stink

‘People will not see their fautls’

XIdiom

(27) Aspectual auxiliaries

a. Iqaqa
5skunk

li-lokhe
5s-still

li-nga-zizwa
5s-NEG-smell

ukunuga.
15stink

‘People still don’t see their fautls’

XIdiom

b. Iqaqa
5skunk

∅-se
5s-now

li-zizwa
5s-smell

ukunuka.
15stink

‘People are now starting to see their faults’

XIdiom

c. Iqaqa
5skunk

li-hlezi
5s-constantly

li-nga-zizwa
5s-NEG-smell

ukunuka.
15stink

‘People constantly don’t see their faults’

XIdiom
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The idiomatic reading can only be available in these constructions if the surface subject is

derived. Thus, the idiom test provides additional evidence that default and aspectual auxiliaries in

Ndebele do not project thematic subjects.

iii) Position of in-situ subjects. Finally, word order in Ndebele can be used as a diagnostic for

raising. As discussed in chapter 2, in-situ subjects in Ndebele are linearized to the immediate right

of the verb (any other vP-internal and external material follows the postverbal subject). Recall also

that unlike preverbal subjects (28-a) , in-situ subjects do not control agreement on the verb, which

surfaces with the default agreement prefix ku (28-b). (The two sentences in (28) additionally differ

in the shape of the final suffix, -e: vs -ile, which reflects the conjoint/disjoint alternation).

(28) a. UZodwa
1Zodwa

u-phek-ile.
1s-cook-FS.PST

‘Zodwa cooked.’

b. Ku-phek-e:
17s-cook-FS.PST

uZodwa.
1Zodwa

‘It’s Zodwa who cooked.’

By assumption, the VS order is derived by verb movement to Voice0, a head immediately above

vP and leaving the subject in its base-generation position s, Spec,vP (29).

(29) The derivation of VS order in Ndebele

VoiceP

vP

v’

VP

V0

v0

subject

Voice0

Since right-dislocation is string vacuous and left-dislocation is peripheral, nothing can linearly
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intervene between an in-situ subject and its verbal predicate.

Given this, the VS order can help us diagnose whether a verb has a thematic subject. The logic

of the diagnostic is the following: if a DP is a thematic subject9 of a verb V, the DP can appear

immediately to the right of V, when in its in-situ position. Conversely, if a DP cannot appear

immediately to the right of V, it is not the V’s thematic subject.10

In multi-verb constructions, the linear position of an in-situ subject can help us determine which

verb projects a thematic subject and which verb does not. If a DP is a thematic subject of one of

the verbs, it will immediately follow that verb when left in-situ. If the DP cannot immediately

follow a verb, it is not its thematic subject. As we see below, neither type of auxiliary verb can be

immediately followed by the subject DP, which would then intervene between the auxiliary and the

participle. (Note that this fact is not related to agreement: (30-b), for example, is ungrammatical

whether the participle agrees with the intervening subject or not.) Instead, the in-situ position is

linearized to the right of the main, lexical verb.

9. By "thematic subject" I mean a thematic argument (external or internal) which ends up being the surface subject
of the verb.

10. This diagnostic cannot involve a stronger statement, namely that an immediately post-verbal subject must be the
verb’s thematic subject. This is due to the distribution of hyperraising in Ndebele, which allows raising to (apparent)
in-situ positions. Consider the raising modal verb fanele ‘must’, which selects a CP. As we see in (i)-a and (i)-b, raising
is optional. Crucially, however, the matrix preverbal position is not the only possible raising site: the embedded subject
may move to the matrix post-verbal position (i)-c.

(i) a. UZodwa

1Zodwa
u-fanele
1s-must

[CP ukuthi
COMP

a-pheke.
1s-cook.SBJV

]

‘Zodwa must cook’
b. Ku-fanele

17s-must
[CP ukuthi

COMP

uZodwa

1Zodwa
a-pheke.
1s-cook.SBJV

]

‘Zodwa must cook’
c. Ku-fanele

17s-must
uZodwa

1Zodwa
[CP ukuthi

COMP

a-pheke.
1s-cook.SBJV

]

‘Zodwa must cook’

Given the possibility of post-verbal subjects which are not thematic subjects of the verbs they immediately follow, the
word order diagnostic cannot be stated as a bi-directional implication. It still holds, however, that a thematic subject
must be able to occur in the immediately post-verbal positions, which means that if a DP cannot appear in that position,
it is not a thematic subject of the verb in question.
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(30) In-situ subject in compound tenses: no medial position

a. UZodwa

1Zodwa
u-za-be
1s-FUT-AUX

e-pheka.
1s-cook

‘Zodwa will be cooking’

b. *Ku-za-be
17s-FUT-AUX

uZodwa

1Zodwa
ku-pheka/e-pheka
17s-cook/1s-cook

.

(‘It’s Zodwa who will be cooking’)

c. Ku-za-be
17s-FUT-AUX

ku-pheka
17s-cook

uZodwa.

1Zodwa
‘It’s Zodwa who will be cooking’

(31) In-situ subject in Asp-V constructions: no medial position

a. Ku-
17s-

lokhe
still

ku-
17s-

bala
read

uZodwa.
1Zodwa

‘It’s Zodwa who is still reading’

lokhe ‘still’

b. *Ku-
17s-

lokhe
still

uZodwa

1Zodwa
ku/e-
17s/1s-

bala.
read

(‘It’s Zodwa who is still reading’)

c. Ku-
17s-

hlezi
constantly

ku-
17-

bala
read

uZodwa.
1Zodwa

‘It’s Zodwa who constantly reads?’

hlezi ‘constantly’

d. *Ku-
17s-

hlezi
constantly

uZodwa

1Zodwa
ku/e-
17s/1s-

bala?
read

(‘Who constantly reads?’)

e. ∅-
17s-

se
already

ku-
17-

bal-e:
read-FS.PST

uZodwa.
1Zodwa

‘It’s Zodwa who’s already read’

se ‘already’

f. *∅-
17s-

se
already

uZodwa

1Zodwa
ku/e-
17s/1s-

bal-ile.
read-FS.PST

(‘It’s Zodwa who’s already read’)

Non-projecting approaches to auxiliary verbs predict the unavailability of a medial subject posi-

tion in both compound tenses and aspectual-verb constructions. If auxiliary verbs are in some

way associated with a functional head, such as Asp or Perf, they are not predicted to participate
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in VS-order derivation like lexical verbs. The tree in (32) is an example structure for both a com-

pound tense and an aspectual-verb construction. As in simple tenses, VS order is derived by verb

movement to Voice, rendering the in-situ subject position lower than the derived position of both

the main and the auxiliary verb. In effect, there are only two positions available for the subject: to

the left of both verbs or to the right of both verbs.

(32) Auxiliary verb constructions: no medial subject position

TP

T’

AspP

VoiceP

vP

v’

VP

<V0 >

<v0>

{subject}

Voice0

V-v-Voice

main verb

Asp0

auxiliary verb

T0

{subject}

In contrast, the medial position is available in control constructions, involving verbs such as

zama ‘try’, which have their own external argument and select an infinitive (33-a). As we see in

(33-b), the subject may surface immediately to the right of try, preceding the infinitive. This word

order is naturally predicted by any analysis which assumes that the DP Zodwa is a thematic subject

of try, and the infinitive is its object.11 (34) shows the two positions available for the subject in

(33).

11. Somewhat surprisingly, control/restructuring constructions like (33) optionally allow the overt subject to surface
after the infinitive:
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(33) a. UZodwa

1Zodwa
u-zam-e:
1s-try-FS.PST

uku-suka.
INF-leave

‘Zodwa tried to leave’

b. Ku-zam-e:
17s-try-FS.PST

uZodwa

1Zodwa
uku-suka.
INF-leave

‘It’s Zodwa who tried to leave’

(34) VS order in control clusters:

TP

T’

VoiceP

vP

v’

VP

to leave<V0>

<v0>

{uZodwa}

Voice0

V-v-Voice

tried

T0

{uZodwa}

We’ve seen that control clusters allow a medial position subject, while auxiliary-verb construc-

tions do not. This asymmetry is expected under the assumption that control verbs like try have a

thematic subject, while auxiliaries do not. Again, since the VP approach treats auxiliaries as verbs

projecting a VP, it has nothing to say about why argument-introducing heads such a v or Voice

(i) Ku-zam-e:
17s-try-FS.PST

uku-suka
inf-leave

uZodwa.
1Zodwa

‘It’s Zodwa who tried to leave’

Discourse properties of the order in (i) are the same as those in (33-b) – the subject is naturally interpreted as being in
focus. What makes (i) interesting is that the final position of the subject seems to be an in-situ position as well. This
is because movement of a subject DP always co-occurs with agreement. In this case, however, there matrix verb bears
default agreement, which suggests that the sentence final position of the subject was not derived by movement from
the matrix in-situ position. Instead, (i) appears to be a case of optional backwards control. I leave this issue for future
work.
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cannot be further projected. On the other hand, the lack of argument structure domain above an

auxiliary is predicted by both the FP and the insertion approach.

3.2.2 No regular negation marking

An additional piece of evidence that auxiliary verbs cannot project the same functional structure as

other verbs is the position negation. An interesting property of negation marking in Ndebele (and in

many related languages) is that it can appear in two positions within a verb: preceding the subject

agreement prefix or following it. The high negation marker a- is found in any simple indicative

clause, e.g. (35-a). The low negation marker nga- is used in reduced clausal constituents, e.g. in

infinitives (which in Ndebele are verb nominalizations of class 15) (35-b).

(35) a. A-ka-bali.
neg-1s-read
‘He doesn’t read’

b. uku-nga-bali.
15-neg-read
‘to not read/not reading’

Building on previous work on Zulu (Buell, 2005), I assumed in earlier work (Pietraszko, 2017a)

that there are two functional projections in the Ndebele clausal spine associated with negation:

a left peripheral polarity phrase ΣP and a low NegP, projected immediately above vP/VoiceP. I

proposed that negation is a clitic generated in Spec,NegP which undergoes phrasal movement to

Spec,ΣP, as shown in (36) below.
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(36) Negation in simple tenses: movement of Neg-Cl to ΣP (35-a)

ΣP

Σ’

TP

NegP

Neg’

vP

VP

<V>

v

PvP

-i

V

bal

Neg

∅

<Neg-Cl>

T

ka-

Σ

∅

Neg-Cl

a-

After movement, the negation clitic ends up in a position higher than the subject agreement

prefix (by assumption, located in T). Reduced clauses, such as infinitives, lack a complete left

periphery including ΣP. In the absence of a movement trigger, the negation clitic stays in situ and

appears to the right of the subject agreement prefix. In addition to its low position, the negation

clitic has a different from in infinitives: nga- instead of a-. I treat this formal variation as contextual

allomorphly: the negation clitic has the form a- when it appears in the context of Σ, and nga-

otherwise (37).

(37) a. /a/ ↔ Neg-Cl / Σ

b. /nga/ ↔ Neg-Cl

Interestingly, auxiliary verbs cannot be prefixed with either high or low negation marker. This

is shown for a default auxiliary in (38). The only way to negate that sentence is to negate the lexical

verb with the low negation prefix (38-c).
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(38) Negation in compound tenses

a. *A-ka-be
NEG-1s-AUX

e-bal-a.
1s-read-IMPF

(‘He wasn’t reading’)

*High NEG on auxiliary

b. *U-nga-be
1s-NEG-AUX

e-bal-a.
1s-read-IMPF

(‘He wasn’t reading’)

*Low NEG on auxiliary

c. U-be
1s-AUX

e-nga-bal-i.
1s-NEG-read-IMPF.NEG

‘He wasn’t reading’

Low NEG on main verb X

I propose that the impossibility of high negation in the auxiliary is due to an additional phasal

boundary in a compound tense, one which is absent in simple tenses. In particular, I propose

that elements with a verbal category feature introduce a phase boundary to the projection they are

associated with.12 Even though auxiliary verbs are different than lexical, projecting verbs, I argue

that they do have a V-feature (for details, see section 3.5). Thus, an auxiliary verb merged in a

projection intervening between NegP and ΣP, blocks movement of the Neg-clitic from Spec,NegP

to Spec,ΣP. In effect, negation is trapped in the low position, attaches to the lexical verb and is

pronounced as nga. In the structure below, I assume that the auxiliary be is located in T (this will

be made explicit in chapter 4).

12. This is an amendment of my earlier proposal (Pietraszko, 2017a), where I assumed, following (Alboiu & Avery,
2009), that the additional phase boundary is introduced by an aspectual head rather than by the verbal feature of the
auxiliary.
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(39) Negation in compound tenses: no movement of Neg-Cl across an auxiliary verb

ΣP

Σ

TP

AspP

NegP

Neg’

vP

VP

<V>

v

PvP

-i

V

bal

Neg

∅

Neg-Cl

nga-

Asp

e-

T

u-be

Σ

∅

d

✗

Note that the impossibility of low negation is predicted by this account as well since it assumes

that the auxiliary is associated with a high inflectional head (here T). Since NegP is lower in the

extended projection than T, an auxiliary is correctly predicted to never host low negation. Again,

no such prediction follows from the VP approach, which would need to stipulate that some VPs

cannot project a NegP.

As shown in (40)-(42), aspectual auxiliaries behave the same way as default auxiliaries: they

cannot combine with either a high or a low negation prefix. Instead, negation must be expressed

on the lexical verb, as in the case of lokhe (40-c) and hlezi (41-c), or is impossible altogether, as

with the aspectual auxiliary se (42-c).13

13. It is not clear to me at this point why the auxiliary se cannot appear in a negative sentence. It is likely a semantic,
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(40) lokhe ‘still’

a. *A-ka-lokhe
NEG-1s-still

e-bal-a.
1s-read-IMPF

(‘He is still not reading’)

*High NEG on auxiliary

b. *U-nga-lokhe
1s-NEG-still

e-bal-a.
1s-read-IMPF

(‘He is still not reading’)

*Low NEG on auxiliary

c. U-lokhe
1s-still

e-nga-bal-i.
1s-NEG-read-IMPF.NEG

‘He is still not reading’

Low NEG on main verb X

(41) hlezi ‘constantly’

a. *A-ka-hlezi
NEG-1s-constantly

e-bal-a.
1s-read-IMPF

(‘He doesn’t constantly read’)

*High NEG on auxiliary

b. *U-nga-hlezi
1s-NEG-constantly

e-bal-a.
1s-read-IMPF

(‘He doesn’t constantly read’)

*Low NEG on auxiliary

c. U-hlezi
1s-constantly

e-nga-bal-i.
1s-NEG-read-IMPF.NEG

‘He constantly doesn’t read’

Low NEG on main verb X

(42) se ‘already/now’

a. *A-ka-se
NEG-1s-already

e-bal-ile.
1s-read-PST

(‘He hasn’t already/yet read’)

*High NEG on auxiliary

b. *U-nga-se
1s-NEG-already

e-bal-ile.
1s-read-PST

(‘He hasn’t already/yet read’)

*Low NEG on auxiliary

c. *U-se
1s-always

e-nga-bal-anga.
1s-NEG-read-PST.NEG

(‘He hasn’t already/yet read’)

*Low NEG on main verb

Assuming the current proposal, according to which aspectual auxiliaries are verbal elements hosted

not a syntactic, issue given that other aspectual auxiliaries are not constrained in this way.
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in functional aspectual head (Perf0 and Asp0), the distribution of negation is accounted for by the

same mechanism as in compound tenses: movement to ΣP is blocked by aspectual auxiliaries

because they have a V-feature which introduces a phasal boundary at the projection they are asso-

ciated with. Since both Perf0 and Asp0 intervene between NegP and ΣP, Neg-clitic movement is

impossible and the neg-clitic must surface low.

We’ve seen some evidence that the structure projected above auxiliary verbs in Ndebele is

systematically deficient compared to lexical verbs: neither default nor aspectual auxiliaries have

an extended projection that would support argument structure or negation marking. These facts are

better captured by non-projection approaches. Unlike the VP approach, they predict, not stipulate,

the limited projection effects with auxiliaries.

3.2.3 Non-projecting verbs: a theoretical challenge

Confronting auxiliaries’ systematic inability to project their own extended projection with the Ex-

tended Projection Hypothesis posits a theoretical challenge. The Extended Projection Hypothesis

yields two implications: i) the presence of clausal structure entails the presence of a verbal cat-

egory inside that structure and ii) any verbal category can, in principle, project clausal structure.

Both of these implications seem to hold. Possible counterexamples to the first implication would

be e.g. clauses with non-verbal predicates. It is, however, not obvious that clausal syntax with

non-verbal predicates lacks an element of a verbal category – many languages require a verbal

copula in non-verbal predication. On the other hand, languages (or constructions) without a verbal

copula (e.g. with zero or pronominal copulas) are inflectionally deficient in precisely the way in

which a clause without the projections in (43) would be.

(43) [TP [PerfP [AspP [VoiceP [vP [VP ]]]]]]

An instance of such deficiency is the distribution of copulas in Arabic. Arabic has two types of

copulas: pronominal and verbal (Eid, 1983). As we see from the paradigm in (44), a pronom-
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inal copula can optionally be used, but only in the present tense (which has been argued to be

syntactically inert in many varieties of Arabic (Benmamoun, 2000)). In order to encode temporal

information such as past or future tense, a verbal copula must be used.

(44) a. Il-mudarris
the-teacher

(huwwa)
PRON

il-latiif.
the-nice

‘The teacher is nice/ the nice one.’

b. Il-mudarris
the-teacher

kaan

was
latiif.
nice

‘The teacher was nice.’

c. Il-mudarris
the-teacher

haykuun

will.be
latiif.
nice

‘The teacher will be nice.’

Importantly, the Extended Projection Hypothesis helps us understand paradigms such as (44) since

it entails a tight connection between the presence of inflectional categories such as tense and aspect

and the presence of a verb.

The second implication, that every verb can project an extended projection, could be countered

by the existence of restructuring infinitives. It has been argued that some control constructions

involve radical structure reduction: to bare VP. For instance, the complement of the German verb

versuchen ‘try’ in (45) is a VP (Wurmbrand, 2001).

(45) ... weil
since

Hans
John

[VP [VP den
the

Traktor
tractor.ACC

zu
to

reparieren
repair

] versuchte
tried

]

‘since John tried to repair the tractor’

(Wurmbrand, 2001:17)

However, the fact that a verb can occur in restructuring contexts is not problematic for the

extended projection hypothesis. What’s important here is that the reduced structure of the infinitive

in (45) is not an inherent property of the verb reparierien – the verb can project a full extended

projection when it appears in a different context. The fact that its extended projection must be

reduced in (45) is a fact of the restructuring verb try and its selectional properties. This state of
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affairs in not problematic for the extended projection hypothesis, where the functional heads in

(43) are treated as a property of the verbal category. The verb reparieren, being of that category

can, in principle, project them all.

What would be surprising, however, is if we found a verb, or a set of verbs, which are inherently

unable to project full clausal structure, or are able to project only a small fragment of it. For all

I can tell, no lexical verb has that property. And for this reason, it seems justified to question the

verbal nature of any element that would show such behavior – the alternative would be to abandon,

or at least weaken, the Extended Projection Hypothesis, and thereby losing existing insights about

the nature of the verbal category. Given the systematic non-projection of auxiliary verbs, the VP

approach must resort to this exactly: they are verbs (i.e. element of category V) which may project

as far as VP but not further. Such a claim is not supported by any other aspect of the theory, nor

by empirical generalizations (no other verbs are systematically non-projecting). It is a stipulation

which complicates the theory of categories and extended projections with no obvious benefits.

The non-projection approaches offer a more principled account to auxiliary verbs. The lack of

projection follows from the fact that they are not of the same category as lexical verbs and so we do

not expect them to ever be able to project full clausal structure. Instead, we expect them to project

only the functional structure that typically occurs above the functional category they are associated

with. This means that non-projection approaches not only avoid the limited-projection problem,

but also are able to generate predictions about the amount of structure around the auxiliary verb –

an issue I take up in the next section.

Before that, however, let me briefly consider a different treatment of auxiliary verbs, which

seems to avoid the limited-projection problem. As mentioned before, auxiliary verbs are some-

times treated as elements of a different category than lexical verbs, namely Aux (this goes back to

Chomsky’s (1957) Aux hypothesis for auxiliary and modal verbs, argued for later by Steele et al.

(1981) and Akmajian et al. (1979)). It is quite common in current literature, especially literature

not dealing directly with periphrasis, to assume that an Auxiliary Phrase, AuxP, can be generated
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in various position in the structure. However, it is very difficult to identify what we could call

the AuxP approach. This is because, unlike the VP, FP and the Insertion approaches, it is used

rather inconsistently, sometimes resembling the FP approach with a different label (e.g. Wurm-

brand (2011) consistently uses AuxP for the functional head with the iPerf feature), but more often

resembling the VP approach with the AuxP label (it looks like a VP approach because it is an extra

projection, added to the regular functional structure of the clause). This latter use of AuxP has

been also assumed for Bantu languages, e.g. in Henderson (2006) and Baker & Willie (2010)),

where the assumed structure of compound is as in (46).

(46) a. [AuxP Aux (auxiliary verb) [AspP participle ]] (Henderson, 2006)

b. [AuxP Aux (auxiliary verb) [PtcpP participle ]] (Baker & Willie, 2010)

Since auxiliaries are not Vs under this approach, it is unclear what predictions it makes about the

auxiliary’s projection, and for this reason the arguments against the VP approach presented in this

section do not apply to the AuxP approach.

It is important to note, however, that the AuxP analyses in (46) are a version of the VP approach.

Together with the VP approach, they fall in the class of projection approaches to auxiliary verbs.

The difference is only in the category it projects, but otherwise its syntax is the same: the auxiliary

verb is a special kind of verb which projects a phrasal level but has no extended projection. The

AuxP approach "captures" this special nature of auxiliary verbs by labeling them Aux, rather than

V. As such, the AuxP implementation of the VP approach does not offer a solution to the limited-

projection problem. The remaining two challenges for the VP approach discussed in the next

sections apply equally to the VP and the AuxP approach, and therefore I will not discuss them

separately.
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3.3 The selection problem

A question an analysis of auxiliary verbs should address concerns the form of the auxiliary’s com-

plement – the main verb. In Ndebele, both default and aspectual auxiliaries combine with particip-

ial forms of the main verb. We do, however, observe inflectional variation within the paradigm

of participial forms used in auxiliary-verb constructions. In Ndebele, they include imperfective

participles, past participles and future participles. Focusing on aspectual-verb constructions, I

argue in this section that the FP approach predicts which type of participle may be selected by a

particular aspectual auxiliary (default auxiliaries are not relevant in this discussion because they do

not show selectional restrictions; see next subsection). The VP approach, on the other hand, must

resort to lexical stipulations and is therefore unexplanatory.

3.3.1 Deriving selectional patterns from Infl-agreement

All three types of participles are found in compound tenses, i.e. as complements of default auxil-

iaries, and are illustrated in (47). Aspectual verbs, on the other hand, can take either imperfective

or past participles, as shown in (48).14

(47) Compound tenses

a. U-∅-be
1s-PST-AUX

e-bala
1s-read.IMPF.PTCP

‘He was reading’

imperfective participle

b. U-∅-be
1s-PST-AUX

e-balile
1s-read.PST.PTCP

‘He had read’

past participle

c. U-∅-be
1s-PST-AUX

e-zabala
1s-read.FUT.PTCP

‘He was going to read’

future participle

14. I believe that the absence of future participles with aspectual auxiliaries is an accidental gap – the small set of
aspectual auxiliaries we find in Ndebele happens to not include an auxiliary which combines with a future participle.
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(48) Aspectual-auxiliary constructions

a. U-lokhe
1s-still

e-bala
1s-read.IMPF.PTCP

‘He is still reading’

imperfective participle

b. U-hlezi
1s-constantly

e-bala
1s-read.IMPF.PTCP

‘He is constantly reading’

imperfective participle

c. U-se
1s-already

e-balile
1s-read.PST.PTCP

‘He has already read’

past participle

Analyses assuming the VP approach model this variation as selection: each auxiliary verb is

lexically specified as selecting for particular type of participle. For instance, the auxiliary lokhe

‘still’ is a verb with a selectional feature specified for imperfective participle (49-a). The selec-

tional requirements of the default auxiliary be are less strict – it can combine with any type of

participial form (49-b).

(49) a. lokhe









CAT: V

SEL: Impf Ptcp









b. be









CAT: V

SEL: Ptcp









Similarly, the verb hlezi in (48-b) would select for an imperfective participle, while the verb se

in (48-c) for a past participle. Thus, the VP approach offers a straightforward way of accounting

for the form of the main verb in auxiliary-verb constructions.

Importantly, however, the observed patterns of selection in aspectual-verb constructions are

not entirely unpredictable. Assuming the FP approach, I proposed in the previous section that each

aspectual auxiliary is generated as a particular inflectional head, shown in (50) (repeated from

(23)).

(50) [ T0 [ Perf0 se ‘already’ [ Asp0
IMPF lokhe ‘still’/hlezi ‘constantly’ [ Voice0 ... ]]]]
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The fact that lokhe and hlezi select for imperfective participles correlates with the fact that they

themselves occupy an imperfective Asp head. The verb se, on the other hand, is associated with a

different type of inflectional head, Perf0, and selects for a past participle (also referred to as perfect

participle). Given this, the selectional patterns do not strike us as lexical idiosyncrasies of each

aspectual verb. Rather, they follow from the properties of the inflectional head that each auxiliary

verb occupies. These correlations are lost under the VP approach, in which aspectual auxiliaries

are simply verbs and their complement must be specified via selection.

To account for selected morphology in aspectual-verb constructions, I adopt the view that

verbal inflectional features participate in agreement (Adger, 2003; Wurmbrand, 2011; Bjorkman,

2011). I assume that all lexical verbs have an unvalued Infl-feature: Infl: , while inflectional

heads, such as T and Asp have a valued Infl-feature (inflectional heads might also be unmarked,

in which case they lack an Infl-feature altogether). The inventory of Infl-features for different

categories in Ndebele is presented in (51).

(51) Infl-inventory in Ndebele

a. T0: Infl:{PST, FUT} (present tense is unmarked)

b. Perf0: Infl:PST15

c. Asp0: Infl:IMPF (perfective aspect is unmarked)

As indicated in (51), I assume that present tense and perfective aspect are unmarked inflections

for their respective heads. I assume that a syntactically unmarked inflectional head is one which

lack an inflectional feature (Cowper, 2005; Bjorkman, 2011). This is to say, present tense is en-

coded by a T without an Infl-feature, and perfective aspect is an Asp head without an Infl-feature.

This aspect of the analysis will only become relevant in the discussion of default periphrasis in the

next chapter. Additionally, I assume that the inflectional feature of Perf0 is PST, following previous

15. The analysis of perfect aspect will be revised in chapter 4. I will treat it as a lower T head which may host not
only Infl:PST (giving rise to what we call perfect aspect) but also Infl:FUT (the so called prospective aspect). This
simpler formulation is sufficient for the purposes of this chapter
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insights into the nature of the perfect which reveal its semantic and morphological affinity to past

tense (for a more detailed discussion, see chapter 4 section 4).

Let us first see a simple case of Infl-agreement. In simple tenses, such as the Simple Future

in (52), T has Infl:FUT, while the verb has an unvalued Infl. I assume that the unvalued Infl is not

located on the lexical root (notated here as V), but on the category-introducing head, namely little

v (53-a), which I treat as the head realized by the Final Suffix. I further assume that probing is

directed upwards (Adger, 2003; Wurmbrand, 2011; Merchant, 2011; Bjorkman, 2011; Bjorkman

& Zeijlstra, 2014).16 The probe in (53-a), the unvalued Infl on v, is c-commanded by an agreement

goal, the valued Infl on T.

(52) Ngi-za-bal-a.

1sg.s-FUT-read-FS

‘I will read’

(53) a. df

f

TP

vP

VP

<V0>

v

v0

Infl:

V

Tϕ

Infl:FUT

b. df

f

TP

vP

VP

<V0>

v

v0

Infl: fut

a

V

bal

Tϕ

Infl:FUT

ngi-za

The Agree relation established between T and v results in valuation (53-b). Thus, the locus of

16. The directionality of Agree has been debated in recent literature. The original formulation of Agree Chomsky
(2000, 2001) as a downward probing was challenged by in later literature, where Agree was proposed be directed
upwards or apply in both directions (Adger, 2003; Baker, 2008; Wurmbrand, 2011; Merchant, 2011; Bjorkman, 2011;
Bjorkman & Zeijlstra, 2014, a.o.), but also defended (Preminger & Polinsky, 2015). While in the domain of ϕ-
agreement the issue remains controversial, agreement between inflectional features in the verbal domain systematically
shows valuation of a lower head by a higher one.
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Infl-covariation is v0 – the head exponed by the final suffix. To see a different case, consider the

Recent Past tense (54). In Recent Past, there is no overt tense prefix, but the past tense feature is

reflected on the final suffix. The derivation proceeds as with Simple Future: [Infl: ] on v agrees

with the valued Infl on T and is reflected in the form of the final suffix.

(54) Ngi-∅-bal-ile.

1sg.s-PST-read-FS.PST

‘I read (recently)’

f

TP

vP

VP

<V0>

v

v0

Infl:

V

Tϕ

Infl:PST

f

TP

vP

VP

<V0>

v

v0

Infl: pst

ile

V

bal

Tϕ

Infl:PST

ngi-∅

Let us return to aspectual auxiliaries. As proposed before, they each correspond to a specific

inflectional head. Given our current assumptions about Infl-features, aspectual auxiliaries are also

associated with specific Infl-features: those features which appear on the head they are located

in. In particular, se ‘already’ has Infl:PST because it is located in Perf0, while hlezi ‘constantly’

and lokhe ‘still’ have Infl:IMPF since they spell out an imperfective Asp head. The Infl-features of

aspectual auxiliaries is summarized in (55).

(55) Infl-features of aspectual auxiliaries

a. se ‘already’ (in Perf0): Infl:PST

b. lokhe ‘still’ (in Asp0): Infl:IMPF

c. hlezi ‘constantly’ (in Asp0): Infl:IMPF
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Since the complement of aspectual auxiliaries is a lexical verb, it has an unvalued Infl-feature.

Thus, the Infl-feature associated with an aspectual auxiliary can determine the Infl-value on its

complement via Infl-agreement. This is illustrated for each aspectual auxiliary below.

(56) U-lokhe
1s-still

e-bala.
1s-read.IMPF.PTCP

‘He is still reading’

f

TP

AspP

vP

VP

<V0>

v

v0

Infl: impf

V

Asp0

lokhe

Infl:IMPF

T

Infl:PRES

(57) U-hlezi
1s-constantly

e-bala.
1s-read.IMPF.PTCP

‘He constantly reads’

f

TP

AspP

vP

VP

<V0>

v

v0

Infl: impf

V

Asp0

hlezi

Infl:IMPF

T

Infl:PRES
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(58) U-se
1s-already

e-bal-ile.
1s-read.PST.PTCP

‘He has already read’

f

TP

PerfP

vP

VP

<V0>

v

v0

Infl: pst

V

Perf0

se

Infl:PST

T

Infl:PRES

Thus, adopting the FP approach to aspectual auxiliaries allows us to derive the selected forms:

lokhe and hlezi combine with imperfective forms because this is the Infl-value they assign to them

by agreement. The verb se is in Perf0, and so it values the main as PST, triggering the appearance

of a past participle. Note that I do not treat the participial form itself as a morphosyntactic feature

and assume instead that is it the default form of the complement of an auxiliary. I address this

issue again in chapter 6, where I make explicit distinction between inflectional categories, such as

imperfective aspect, and metacategories, such as participial and subjunctive forms.

In addition to capturing the correlation between the type of aspectual auxiliary and the form of

its complement, the FP approach has another advantage over the VP approach. Since, according to

the present analysis, aspectual auxiliaries are located in fixed positions in the clausal spine, we can

make predictions about i) possible variation in size of their complement and ii) about possible co-

occurrences of aspectual auxiliaries. Below I discuss what the prediction are exactly and show that

they are borne out, providing further support for the proposed implementation of the FP approach.
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3.3.2 Prediction 1: the extent of selectional optionality

We have concluded in the previous subsection that the form of an aspectual auxiliary’s complement

follows from the position of the auxiliary in the clausal spine. For instance, the verb lokhe ‘still’

takes an imperfective participle as its complement because it is itself located in an imperfective

Asp head and assigns the relevant inflection (Infl:IMPF) to the main verb by agreement. Modeling

complement selection in aspectual-verb constructions as the result of agreement has an additional

advantage: it predicts the pattern of selectional flexibility in aspectual auxiliaries.

I have shown before that the aspectual verb se takes a past participle as its complement. But,

in fact, it is also compatible with an imperfective participle, as we see in (59).17 The verbs lokhe

‘still’ and hlezi ‘constantly’, on the other hand, show no such flexibility – they can only combine

with imperfective participles (60)-(61).

(59) Selectional flexibility with se ‘already’

a. U-∅-be
1s-PST-AUX

e-se
1s-already

e-bala
1s-read.IMPF.PTCP

‘He had already been reading’

Ximperfective participle

b. U-∅-be
1s-PST-AUX

e-se
1s-already

e-balile
1s-read.PST.PTCP

‘He had already read’

Xpast participle

(60) No selectional flexibility with lokhe ‘still’

a. U-∅-be
1s-PST-AUX

e-lokhe
1s-still

e-bala
1s-read.IMPF.PTCP

‘He was still reading’

Ximperfective participle

17. These examples additionally involve a past tense expressed on a default auxiliary preceding the aspectual verb.
This choice is due to the fact that the meaning of se in the present tense fluctuates between what we would translate as
‘already’ or ‘now’ and there is some inconsistency in translation among speakers (an issue I have no explanation for
currently). In the past tense, however, the judgments are consistent and se is translated as ‘already’. I choose the past
tense paradigm here to keep the two sentences in (59) a semantic minimal pair. Parallel example with lokhe and hlezi
in (60) and (61) also past tense for consistency with (59).
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b. *U-∅-be
1s-PST-AUX

e-lokhe
1s-still

e-balile
1s-read.PST.PTCP

‘He had already read’

*past participle

(61) No selectional flexibility with hlezi ‘constantly’

a. U-∅-be
1s-PST-AUX

e-hlezi
1s-constantly

e-bala
1s-read.IMPF.PTCP

‘He was constantly reading’

Ximperfective participle

b. *U-∅-be
1s-PST-AUX

e-hlezi
1s-constantly

e-balile
1s-read.PST.PTCP

(‘He constantly read’)

*past participle

Modeling the selection patterns in (59)-(61) under the VP approach would require positing

some sort of optionality of selection for se, but not for lokhe and hlezi. Such stipulations are

completely avoided under the FP approach proposed here, which predicts exactly this pattern com-

plement selection.

The prediction follows from the Perfect-over-Asp generalization discussed above: perfect as-

pect is universally a higher category than viewpoint aspect (e.g. the imperfective viewpoint aspect).

This means that an auxiliary verb which spells out Perf, such as se in Ndebele, does not have to

be the most local inflectional head to the main verb – Asp can intervene. It is precisely in this

case that se combines with an imperfective participle. The structure in (62) shows the derivation:

se is projected in Perf, as usual, but it cannot control agreement on the main verb because of an

intervening inflection, namely the imperfective Asp head. Instead, the main verb’s Infl-feature is

valued as IMPF by Asp due to locality. In the absence of imperfective aspect, the Asp head is either

not projected or is unmarked (has no Infl-feature). This is the case where the head spelled out by

se is the closest goal and determines the Infl-value on the main verb, giving rise to a past participle

(63).
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(62) se + imperfective participle
TP

PerfP

AspP

VP

V

Infl: impf

Asp

Infl:IMPF

Perf

se

Infl:PST

T

(63) se + past participle
TP

PerfP

(AspP)

VP

V

Infl: pst

(Asp)

Perf

se

Infl:PST

T

Given that lokhe and hlezi are associated with Asp, we predict that their complement may never

be a past participle. Like before, the prediction follows from the Perfect-over-Asp generalization

and locality of agreement. Thus, the FP approach derives the fact that both lokhe and hlezi can

only take imperfective participles as complements (64).

(64) lokhe and hlezi require an imperfective participle

TP

PerfP

AspP

VP

V

Infl: impf

Asp

lokhe

Infl:IMPF

Perf

Infl:PST

T

✗

TP

PerfP

AspP

VP

V

Infl: impf

Asp

hlezi

Infl:IMPF

Perf

Infl:PST

T

✗
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3.3.3 Prediction 2: possible cooccurrences of aspectual auxiliaries

A prediction related to selectional flexibility concerns possible cooccurrences between aspectual

auxiliaries. Again, the Perfect-over-Asp generalization is important. It predicts that the auxiliary

verbs lokhe and hlezi, located in Asp, cannot take se as a complement because se spells out Perf –

a higher inflectional head (65).

(65) [ T0 [ Perf0 se ‘already’ [ Asp0
IMPF lokhe ‘still’/hlezi ‘constantly’ [ Voice0 ... ]]]]

As shown in (66), this prediction is borne out. Neither of the Asp-associated auxiliaries can take

se as its complement. Note that this ordering is ungrammatical whether the complement of se is a

past participle or an imperfective participle.

(66) *lokhe/hlezi + se

a. *Ngi-lokhe
1sg.s-still

(ngi)-se
1sg.s-already

ngi-pheka/ngi-phekile.
1sg.s-cook.IMPF.PTCP/1sg.s-cook.PST.PTCP

‘I am still cooking (now)’

b. *Ngi-hlezi
1sg.s-constanlty

(ngi)-se
1sg.s-already

ngi-pheka/ngi-phekile.
1sg.s-cook.IMPF.PTCP/1sg.s-cook.PST.PTCP

The reverse order, i.e. se over lokhe/hlezi, is not predicted to be ungrammatical. As we see in (67),

se can indeed combine with both of lokhe and hlezi.

(67) se + lokhe/hlezi

a. ∅-se
1sg.s-already

ngi-lokhe
1sg.s-still

ngi-pheka
1sg.s-cook

‘I am still cooking (now)’

b. ∅-se
1sg.s-already

ngi-hlezi
1sg.s-constantly

ngi-pheka
1sg.s-cook

‘I constantly cook now’

The relative ordering of the two Asp-associated auxiliaries appears to be unrestricted: lokhe and
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hlezi can cooccur in either order (68), though (68-a) is judged as more natural by some speakers.

(68) lokhe >< hlezi

a. Ngi-lokhe
1sg.s-still

ngi-hlezi
1sg.s-constanly

ngi-pheka
1sg.s-cook.IMPF.PTCP

’I still (have to) cook constantly’

b. ?Ngi-hlezi
1sg.s-constanly

ngi-lokhe
1sg.s-still

ngi-pheka
1sg.s-cook.IMPF.PTCP

’I still (have to) cook constantly’

As mentioned before, the two verbs in (68) may actually correspond to different Asp heads associ-

ated with imperfective-like meaning in Cinque’s hierarchy. I do not commit to placing these verbs

in specific positions in Cinque’s hierarchy since I found no reliable diagnostic for making such a

detailed choice. The fact that they can cooccur should perhaps be treated as evidence there are (at

least) two aspectual heads in the clausal structure of Ndebele and that each of them can host an

aspectual auxiliary with an imperfective-like meaning, as in (69).

(69) [ T [ Perf se [ Asp1IMPF {lokhe/hlezi} [ Asp2IMPF {lokhe/hlezi} [ Voice0 ... ]]]]]

Whatever the ordering of hlezi and lokhe, they are still both associated with a type of Asp head and

as such are predicted to never precede se – a correct prediction.

As with participle-selection, the VP approach does not make predictions about which order-

ings of aspectual auxiliaries should be possible and which not. It would again have to resort to

stipulating them as selectional properties of individual auxiliary verbs. Moreover, the selectional

statements needed to account for cooccurrence patterns must be made in addition to statements

about participle-selection discussed in the previous subsection. This would fail to capture clear

correlations between the two phenomena. For instance, the fact that lokhe and hlezi cannot se-

lect for a past participle would have nothing to do with the fact that they also cannot take se as

a complement. Under the FP approach developed here, these two facts follow from the proposal
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in (69), and in particular, the ordering of perfect aspect over viewpoint aspect in the functional

hierarchy. In sum, cooccurrence restrictions and participle selection patterns are predictable and

have the same source in the present account: the Perfect-over-Asp generalization and locality of

agreement.

3.4 The overflow problem

In this section, I present a challenge for the VP approach discussed at length by Bjorkman (2011),

namely the so called called overflow pattern of auxiliary use. This pattern refers to a special distri-

bution of default auxiliaries in compound tenses: one where no inflectional category (e.g. Prog or

Perf) systematically requires an auxiliary verb. As Bjorkman argued, this pattern is problematic for

any approach to periphrasis in which the relationship between the auxiliary verb and the participle

is selection.

As discussed in previous subsections, the VP approach assumes that auxiliaries are verbs which

select for participles. For instance, the English auxiliary be can select for a progressive participle

(which I label PartP in (71)). This is true for all progressive tenses in English (70).

(70) a. He is reading. Present Progressive

b. He was reading. Past Progressive

c. He will be reading. Future Progressive

(71) English progressive tenses: VP approach
TP

VP

PartP

progressive participle

Vaux

T

{PRES/PST/FUT}

A selection-based analysis, such as (71), predicts systematic association of certain inflectional
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categories with auxiliary verbs. In languages like English, this is indeed the case: as we saw in

(70), all progressive tenses in English require an auxiliary verb; similarly, all perfect tenses are

periphrastic, as well (72).

(72) a. He has read. Present Perfect

b. He had read. Past Perfect

c. He will have read. Future Perfect

If the two categories cooccur (to form perfect progressive tenses), the whole expression must con-

tain two auxiliary verbs – one for each inflection (73).

(73) a. He has been reading. Present Perfect Progressive

b. He had been reading. Past Perfect Progressive

c. He will have been reading. Future Perfect Progressive

The distribution of auxiliaries we see in (70), (72) and (73) is referred to in Bjorkman (2011)

as the additive pattern of auxiliary use. This type of pattern, where every inflectional category

systematically requires an auxiliary, is consistent the VP approach, in which the relation between

inflection and auxiliary verbs is modeled as selection.

A crosslinguistic picture of periphrasis is different, however. Bjorkman discusses a number of

languages in which no such systematic association is observed. In Kinande (Bantu), for instance,

progressive aspect does not by itself require an auxiliary verb. As we see in (74-a), Present Pro-

gressive is a synthetic tense. Similarly, past tense inflection on its own also doesn’t involve an

auxiliary verb (74-b). Periphrasis is required, however, when the two inflections cooccur (74-c).

(74) The overflow pattern in Kinande (Bjorkman, 2011:87)

a. tu-ne:mu-húma
1pl-PROG-hit
‘We are hitting’

Present Progressive
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b. tw-á-húma
1pl-PST-hit
‘We hit (recently, not today)’

Recent Past

c. tw-á-bya

1pl-PST-AUX

i-tu-ne:mu-húma
LNK-1pl-PROG-hit

‘We were (recently, not today) hitting.’

Recent Past Progressive

Compound tenses in Ndebele show exactly the same pattern of auxiliary use: an auxiliary verb is

only present if the progressive and past tense inflections cooccur (75).

(75) The overflow pattern in Ndebele

a. U-
2sg-

bala
read

ibhuku.
5book

‘You are reading a book’

Present Progressive

b. U-
2sg-

a-
DPST-

bala.
read

‘You read (long ago)’

Simple Future

c. U-
2sg-

a-
DPST-

be

AUX

u-bala.
2sg-read

‘You were reading (long ago)’

Future Progressive

Note that, unlike Kinande, Ndebele doesn’t have specific morphological marking of the progres-

sive aspect. For this reason, one could argue that the synthetic expression in (75-a) does not contain

a progressive inflection, but rather is an underspecified present tense compatible with a progres-

sive interpretations. However, non-present tenses, where the progressive interpretation requires

periphrasis, are evidence that the progressive is indeed an inflectional category in this language.

Under the VP or the FP approach, the puzzling case would be the fact that this category apparently

cannot cooccur with present tense, since there is no periphrastic expression of progressive aspect

in the present.

An important feature of the overflow pattern is that auxiliary syntax cannot be attributed to

any specific inflection. In English, we could say that an auxiliary is required because progressive
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aspect is selected by an auxiliary verb. In Kinande or Ndebele, no such statement can be made

– progressive aspect does not require an auxiliary verb in the present tense. In other words, the

presence of bya ‘be’ in the Kinande Recent Past Progressive (74-c) is neither due to the progressive

inflection nor due to past tense inflection. Instead, we need an account of periphrasis in which the

distribution of auxiliary verbs is a consequence of certain combinations of inflectional categories.

A selection-based account, such as the VP approach, is not such an account. There, progressive

aspect is either selected by an auxiliary or not, predicting either systematic cooccurrence or system-

atic non-occurrence of the two. The higher inflection, here tense, is merged after this selectional

choice is made and therefore is should not be able to condition it. But this is exactly the case

in Kinande: a progressive tense can in principle be periphrastic, but this is ultimately determined

by the inflection on T. Adapting a selection-based account to the overflow pattern would require

introducing a mechanism of optional selection in which merge of an auxiliary on top of the pro-

gressive participle is determined countercyclically, i.e. by a category merged above the auxiliary.

This look-ahead problem is the main challenge posed by the overflow pattern for the VP approach.

As Bjorkman points out, the FP approach does not handle the overflow pattern either. Even

though auxiliaries under the FP approach are not verbs selecting participles, they are still base-

generated, this time as functional heads. The English progressive tenses, for instance, would have

the structure in (76).

(76) English progressive tenses: FP approach
TP

ProgP

PartP

progressive participle

Prog

be

T

{PRES/PST/FUT}

Under the analysis in (76), the auxiliary verb is a property of the Prog head – it is generated in
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that functional heads. As such, the FP account also predicts that all progressive tenses, which

contain ProgP, must be periphrastic. The problem posed by the overflow pattern lies in systematic

cooccurrence, whether it stems from a selection relation between auxiliaries and inflections (the

VP approach) or from base generation of an auxiliary and an inflection together (the FP approach).

Thus, neither of the two approach is fit to account for the overflow distribution of auxiliaries.

Based on facts like the Kinande paradigm, Bjorkman argues that auxiliary verbs in compound

tenses, default auxiliaries, are not generated in the syntax, either as Vs or as functional heads.

Rather, periphrasis is a result of post-syntactic insertion of a default verb in an inflectional category

that could not combine with the main verb in the syntax. Leaving details aside for the moment,

this general approach of periphrasis has been proposed also e.g. by Bach (1967), Embick (2000),

Cowper (2010) and Arregi & Klecha (2015), and I refer to it as the Insertion Approach. What

previous proposals in this vein have in common is the treatment of periphrasis as a last-resort

phenomenon, in which a default verb is inserted in the derivation just in case some well-formedness

condition is not met. They differ in how this well-formedness condition is defined and in the precise

implementation of auxiliary insertion. The next chapter is devoted to default periphrasis. Building

on previous insights about its last resort profile, I develop an analysis of Ndebele compound tenses,

which, like Kinande, show the overflow pattern.

3.5 A formal representation of non-projecting verbs

The arguments presented in this chapter point to the conclusion that neither aspectual nor default

auxiliaries behave like lexical verbs. I proposed that the defining property of auxiliaries, which

sets them apart from lexical verbs, is their non-projecting nature, i.e. the fact they cannot have a

full extended projection, like lexical verbs. Given this, there is no evidence or reason to think that

they project even a VP. In fact, such a limited projection would be unexpected behavior from a

projecting verb.

But what is it exactly that makes some verb inherently unable to project? More specifically,
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how is this property auxiliaries related to the hypothesis that they are generated in a functional

head, or inserted derivationally? This section is devoted to formally identifying non-projecting

verbs. I propose in the next subsection that the projection/non-projection property is determined

by the position they occupy in the extended projection, which in turn is in part specified by the

auxiliary’s category feature. In subsection 3.5.2, I consider the possibility that auxiliary verbs are,

in fact, not verbs in any meaningful sense, and that the differences between them and lexical verbs

discussed here are due to that fact. I argue that the traditional characterization of auxiliaries in

Ndebele as verbal elements is motivated and that discarding the connection to the verbal category

brings about new problems.

3.5.1 The category of non-projecting verbs

I assume the view of the clausal spine as an instance of a Hierarchy of Projections, built according

to a universal ordering of functional projections organized around a particular category (Abney,

1987; Grimshaw, 1991, 2000; Cinque, 1998, 1999). A specific implementation of this type of

structure building was proposed by Adger (2010). According to him, functional heads that belong

to a hierarchy of projections are inherently specified for the position they occupy in the hierarchy.

This information is encoded in their category feature, which, according to Adger is an ordered pair

of a category label and a natural number (77).

(77) The value of CAT is an ordered pair 〈Cat,n〉, where

a. Cat is category label from the set: {v, Voice, T, etc.}

b. n is a natural number ≥ 0 f (adapted from Adger (2010))

Additionally, a Hierarchy of Projections is organized around a category (in the sense of Grimshaw’s

extended projection (Grimshaw, 1991, 2000)). In the verbal domain, the hierarchy is organized

around the verbal category in the sense that the first element of the hierarchy is of category V, as
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shown in (78).18

(78) Hierarchy of Projections in the verbal domain (adapted from Adger (2010)):

〈V,1〉 < 〈v,2〉 < 〈Voice,3〉 < 〈Asp,4〉 < 〈Perf,5〉 < 〈Mod,6〉 < 〈Neg,7〉 < 〈T,8〉 < 〈Fin,9〉 <

〈C,10〉

Under this view, the category feature is not the category label alone – the level is equally important

in specifying the category as it determines in which position a given head may be merged. Thus,

the category of a verb is 〈V,1〉. This is the formal definition of a projecting verb: being of category

〈V,1〉. Combined with the assumption that verbs also have an unvalued Infl-feature, the featural

composition of a lexical, projecting verb looks as in (79).

(79) A projecting verb:







CAT: 〈V,1〉

Infl:







Functional heads in the verb’s extended projection, on the other hand, have valued Infl-features

(or in some cases no Infl-feature, if they are unmarked; this will become relevant in the next chap-

ter.) A proposed list of lexical entries for projections in the Ndebele verbal hierarchy is represented

in the structure below (80) (functional heads above T will not play a role in the present dicussion).

(80) Ndebele verbal functional hierarchy (revised in (84)):

〈V,1〉 < 〈Voice,2〉 < 〈Asp,3〉 < 〈Perf,4〉 < 〈T,5〉

18. Note that in Grimshaw’s terms, all subsequent categories (v, Voice, Asp, etc.) are also of category V, and
the different properties of those higher heads are a function of their level, encoded by the number. This is not the
formalization I adopt and I assume that the first element of the ordered pair comes from the set of labels such as Voice
and Asp.
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TP

PerfP

AspP

VoiceP

vP

√Pv














CAT: 〈V,1〉

Infl:

SEL: √















Voice






CAT: 〈Voice,2〉

(PASS)







Asp






CAT: 〈Asp,3〉

(Infl: IMPF)







Perf






CAT: 〈Perf,4〉

(Infl: PST)







T






CAT: 〈T,5〉

(Infl: PST/FUT)







As we see in (80), I take little v, not the lexical V, to be the category introducing head, i.e. the

first element of the verbal extended projection, and assume that the lexical verb is an acategorial

root. Thus, the precise characterization of a projecting verb should be as a lexical root combined

with the verbal category: 〈V,1〉. In addition to the category label such as Asp or T, the category of

higher heads in the hierarchy is specified by their level – the position in the hierarchy encoded by

the second element of the ordered-pair value of the CAT feature. This part of their representation

is important as it plays a role in functional structure building. Following Adger (2010), I assume

that functional hierarchies are built by a special type of Merge which is sensitive to the category’s

level value. Adger calls this operation HoP-Merge – a Merge operation responsible for building

Hierarchies of Projection (HoPs).19 HoP-Merge is defined in the following way (I assume that

category features are shared by heads and their projections, ensuring that HoP-Merge can merge a

19. In chapter 4, I discuss HoP-Merge in relation to another structure-building operation, Sel-Merge, and argue that
their interaction determines synthesis and periphrasis.
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phrasal complement):

(81) HoP-Merge (adapted from Adger (2010))

If α and β are syntactic objects such that

the value of CAT in α is 〈X,n〉 and the value of CAT in β is 〈Y,m〉,

〈X,n〉 and 〈Y,m〉 are in KH (categorial feature values in hierarchy H), and

n > m > 0

then {α, {α, β}} is a syntactic object.

According to the definition in (81), syntactic objects α and β may form a constituent headed by

α, if their category features belong to the same hierarchy of projections and the numerical value

of α’s CAT-feautre is larger than the value of β’s CAT-feautre. Additionally, both values must be

larger than 0, a provision that will become relevant in the discussion of default auxiliaries later in

this section. The "n > m > 0" condition on HoP-Merge is satisfied for all heads in the extended

projection shown in (80). Note that the merge operation combining the v and the lexical root is not

HoP-Merge; rather it is licensed by the selectional feature on v (Sel-Merge, see chapter 4).

Thus, the ability of main verbs to have a full extended projection stems from their level spec-

ification, namely 〈V,1〉: a projecting verb is the first member of the Hierarchy of Projections, and

therefore all other elements of the hierarchy may be merged on top of it by HoP-Merge. In con-

trast, higher heads in the hierarchy can only project levels with larger numerical values of the CAT

feature.

Turning to auxiliary verbs, the question arises as to their featural specification in the assumed

system. Recall that they are non-projecting verbs in that they cannot have a full extended pro-

jection. I propose that verbs associated with functional heads (functional verbs), like Ndebele

aspectual auxiliaries, have the category label V, but the level specification is that of the functional

head they are associated with. For instance, the aspectual verb lokhe ‘still’, which is associated

with an imperfective Asp head, has the entry in (83). Note that the only difference between a reg-
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ular (non-verbal) imperfective Asp head and an Asp head hosting lokhe is the first element of the

ordered-pair value of the CAT, feature. Their level is the same and the Infl-feature characteristic

for that level is also found on both.

(82) AspIMPF without auxiliary:







CAT: 〈Asp,3〉

Infl: IMPF







(83) AspIMPF hosting an auxiliary:







CAT: 〈V,3〉

Infl: IMPF







Even though aspectual auxiliaries have a verbal feature, their projection is determined by the

level value. Given that the value is higher than 1 (unlike on lexical verbs), aspectual verbs can only

have a partial extended projection – they project exactly the same way as the verbless equivalent of

that level (e.g. (82) for (83)). It is worth noting at this point, that the term non-projecting does not,

strictly speaking, refer to a verb with no extended projection whatsoever. The auxiliary verb lokhe

projects, but only functional categories higher than level 3. Instead, the term refers to a verb which

can never have a full extended projection (the limited-projection problem of auxiliaries) and no

extended projection independent of another verb’s. Since lokhe’s category feature is specified for

level 3, lokhe can never project e.g. Voice (which is of level 2), given the definition of HoP-Merge.

This is what it means for aspectual auxiliaries to be non-projecting verbs.

This definition of functional verbs requires an amendment of the Hierarchy of Projections in the

Ndebele clause. In addition to non-verbal functional levels, such as 〈Asp,3〉, the hierarchy must

accommodate functional verbs, i.e. functional categories like 〈V,3〉. Below is the revised verbal

hierarchy in Ndebele, which accommodates the aspectual verbs in this language: lokhe ‘still’ and

hlezi ‘constantly’ (level 3), and se ‘already’ (level 4).

(84) Ndebele verbal functional hierarchy (revised):

〈V,1〉 < 〈Voice,2〉 < 〈Asp,3〉, 〈V,3〉 < 〈Perf,4〉, 〈V,4〉 < 〈T,5〉
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Notice that non-verbal Asp and verbal Asp can never cooccur in a functional hierarchy since they

have the same level value, and HoP-Merge cannot apply to two object with the same level value.

Throughout the thesis, I often use the traditional labels for functional heads, such as Asp and Perf,

even if the relevant functional level is verbal, i.e. hosts an aspectual auxiliary. So, if Asp hosts the

verb lokhe, for instance, I still label it Asp, but indicate its verbal nature by including the verbal

category feature on the terminal (85). If it a functional head does not host an aspectual auxiliary, I

typically omit the category feature (86).

(85) Notation abbreviations: Verbal functional heads (aspectual auxiliaries)

...

AspP

...

...

Asp






CAT: 〈V,3〉

Infl: IMPF







...

...

AspP

...

...

Asp






CAT: V

Infl: IMPF







...
⇒

(86) Notation abbreviations: Non-verbal functional heads

...

AspP

...

...

Asp






CAT: 〈Asp,3〉

Infl: IMPF







...

...

AspP

...

...

Asp
[

Infl: IMPF

]

...

⇒
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Another type of non-projecting verb is the default auxiliary used in compound tenses. We have

seen that default auxiliaries cannot be analyzed under the FP approach, like aspectual auxiliaries.

This is because default auxiliaries cannot be described as consistently associated with a specific

functional head (the overflow pattern of auxiliary use). Instead, default auxiliaries will be analyzed

according to the Insertion approach (chapter 4). I propose that auxiliary verbs are verbs of level 0,

as shown in (87).

(87) Default auxiliary:







CAT: 〈V,0〉

Infl:







Given the provision that HoP-Merge applies to categories with numerical values >0, default

auxiliaries do not participate in HoP-Merge (we will see in the next chapter that they can only

be merged via c-selection; section 4.3.2). Additionally, default auxiliaries have an unvalued Infl-

feature, like projecting verbs, but they do not select for lexical roots, or any other category.20 The

details of default auxiliary insertion will be presented in the next chapter, where I argue that they

are expletive elements of the verbal category merged via last-resort selection.

Below is the proposed typology verbal elements. Lexical verbs are projecting due to their level

feature 1 (88), while auxiliary verbs are non-projecting: either due to being of a higher, functional

level, as in the case of aspectual auxiliaries like lokhe (89), or because of a zero level specification

– default auxiliaries (90).

20. I leave open the possibility that v may not directly select for a lexical root, but rather for another functional
head responsible for introducing argument structure, e.g. Appl. Default auxiliary verbs have no selectional features
whatsoever.
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(88) Lexical verb:















CAT: 〈V,1〉

SEL: √

Infl:















(89) Aspectual auxiliary:







CAT: 〈V,3〉

Infl: IMPF







d

(90) Default auxiliary:







CAT: 〈V,0〉

Infl:







3.5.2 Auxiliaries are verbal in Ndebele

Let me briefly consider an alternative view of auxiliaries, one which does not fall into any of the

three approaches discussed here. Given the numerous differences between auxiliary and lexical

verbs discussed here, one might hypothesize that they are, in fact, not verbs at all, i.e. have no

features characteristic of verbs. As such, auxiliary verbs would essentially have the status of what

we could call a particle, or perhaps just cluster of affixes without a verbal root. This view of

auxiliaries has been proposed, for instance, for auxiliaries in Basque, where no clear verbal root

can be identified in the auxiliary complex head (Arregi & Nevins, 2012). It is entirely possible that

what we call an auxiliary refers to verbal elements in some languages and to non-verbal clusters

of morphemes in others.21 It has been, in fact, argued that the category of auxiliary verb, Aux, is

not reserved for auxiliary verbs (Akmajian & Wasow, 1975; Akmajian et al., 1979; Steele et al.,

1981), but may also host non-verbal elements expressing inflectional information such as tense and

agreement (this was given as arguments for the Aux-hypothesis, whereby auxiliaries are not of the

same category as verbs (Chomsky, 1957)). The very fact that in some languages the Aux category

has been treated as verbal and in others as non-verbal suggests that verbal properties can be traced

in auxiliary elements in some languages. I argue that Ndebele is such a language. Both default and

aspectual auxiliaries have verbal properties.

21. In fact, this has been argued for Bantu languages: all verbal prefixes have been proposed to form a constituent
and treated on a par with auxiliary verbs (Barrett-Keach, 1980, 1986; Myers, 1987, 1998). This hypothesis was,
however, put forth for what I refer to simple tenses. In (Pietraszko, 2017a), I argue that the characterization of
inflectional prefixes in Ndebele as an auxiliary is misleading and that they should not be treated a par with auxiliaries
such as those used in compound tenses.
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Let us consider first default auxiliaries. The main argument for their verbal category is the fact

that they inflect for tense. In this, they behave like lexical verbs (91).

(91) Default auxiliaries are verbal: they host tense inflection

a. Ngi-za-bala.
1sg-FUT-read
‘I will read’

T+lexical verb

b. Ngi-za-be
1sg-FUT-AUX

ngi-bala.
1sg-read

‘I will be reading’

T+default auxiliary

In fact, under the last-resort view of default periphrasis discussed in the next chapter, the pur-

pose, so to say, of their appearance is to support inflection (e.g. tense). Assuming that inflectional

features must combine with verbs, it is their verbal category that causes default auxiliaries to be

inserted.

The verbal nature of aspectual auxiliaries is perhaps more dubious than of default auxiliaries

since they cannot bear tense inflection, as shown in (92).

(92) Aspectual auxiliaries cannot inflect for tense:

a. *Ngi-za-lokhe
1sg-FUT-still

ngi-bala.
1sg-read

(‘I will still be reading’)

b. *Ngi-za-hlezi
1sg-FUT-constantly

ngi-bala.
1sg-read

(‘I will constantly read’)

c. *Ngi-za-se
1sg-FUT-already

ngi-balile.
1sg-read.PST

(‘I will have already read’)

Given this, the only way in which they resemble verbs is that they are preceded by a subject

agreement prefix. Suppose that having a subject agreement prefix is not indicative of a verbal
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category. If this is the case, we might hypothesize that lokhe, for instance is not a verb but a

possible, non-verbal, realization of the head Asp with an imperfective feature, and bears no verbal

category feature. In other words, it is essentially an agreeing affix. There are two reasons to think

of lokhe as a verb rather than as an affix. I discuss them below.

In addition to lokhe, the adverbial meaning ‘still’ can be expressed by the prefix sa- (93).

(93) a. Ngi-lokhe

1sg-still
ngi-bala.
1sg-read

‘I am still reading’

b. Ngi-sa-bala.
1sg-still-read
‘I am still reading’

I assume that the prefix sa- is an exponent of an Asp head with an imperfective feature, like lokhe.

Thus, the basic syntax of the two sentences in (93) is the same (94)-(95). Nonetheless, when Asp

is realized as lokhe, the main verb must have its own agreement prefix.

(94) lokhe: two AGR prefixes
TP

AspP

VP

V

ngi-bala

Asp

ngi-lokhe

T

(95) sa: one AGR prefix
TP

AspP

VP

V

bala

Asp

ngi-sa

T

This argument is not based on whether the aspectual element has an agreement prefix – since

both sa and lokhe are preceded by an agreement prefix, we may posit that an imperfective Asp

heads has a phi-probe and that it will always surface with a subject prefix. The puzzling fact is the

presence of an agreement on the main verb in (94). It is unclear why the main verb is inflected

for subject agreement when Asp is realized as lokhe, but not when it’s realized as sa. Naturally,
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the same question arises if we assume that lokhe is a verb. But at the very least, we can generalize

that the number of agreement prefixes corresponds to the number of verbal elements in the entire

expression. In chapter 6, I propose a formal implementation of this generalization. Crucially, not

distinguishing between sa and lokhe, i.e. assuming that they are allomorphs, leaves us with no

syntactic correlate of the distribution of agreement prefixes.

Another difference between lokhe and sa is negation marking. As discussed in section (30),

lokhe cannot be morphologically negated. Instead, negation surfaces low, on the main verb (96).

In contrast, the expression with sa can (97).

(96) a. *A-ngi-lokhe
NEG-1sg-still

ngi-bala.
1sg-read

(I am still not reading/not reading anymore)

b. Ngi-lokhe
1sg-still

ngi-nga-bali.
1sg-NEG-read

I am still not reading

(97) A-ngi-sa-bali.
NEG-1sg-still-read
I am not reading anymore

I proposed that the impossibility of the high negation marker a- is due to constraints on movement

of the negation clitic from NegP to ΣP. Assuming that each element of a verbal category introduces

a phase boundary, this movement is impossible in aspectual-verb constructions since they involve

a verbal element intervening between NegP and ΣP, as shown again in (98).
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(98) No Neg-clitic movement across an aspectual auxiliary:

ΣP

Σ

TP

AspP

NegP

Neg’

vP

main verb

Neg

Neg-Cl

nga-

Asp

lokheV

T

Σ

∅

d

✗

If the difference between sa and lokhe is that only the latter is of a verbal category, we can

account for the lack of blocking of Neg-clitic movement with sa, correctly deriving high negation

on forms with sa, in an otherwise identical structure (99).
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(99) Neg-clitic movement across the prefix sa:

ΣP

Σ

TP

AspP

NegP

Neg’

vP

main verb

Neg

<Neg-Cl>

Asp

sa

T

Σ

∅

Neg-Cl

a-

In sum, treating aspectual auxiliaries as non-verbal, i.e. on a par with affixes, poses additional

problems. On the other hand, the asymmetries between aspectual affixes and aspectual verbs can

be captured by a category difference between them. I conclude, therefore, that both default and

aspectual auxiliaries do have a verbal category feature, even though they are verbs of a different

kind than main, projecting verbs.

3.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, I contrasted two types of approaches to auxiliary verbs: the VP approach, in which

auxiliaries are verbs projecting a VP, and non-projection approaches (the FP approach and the

Insertion approach). I argued that the VP approach faces multiple problems which do not arise

under the non-projection approaches: the limited projection problem, the selection problem and

the overflow problem. We have also seen that both the FP approach and the Insertion approach are

necessary, though for different types of auxiliaries. Aspectual auxiliaries in Ndebele are best un-
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derstood as functional verbs, verbal elements base generated in specific functional heads. Unlike

the VP approach, the proposed FP approach to aspectual auxiliaries makes a range of correct pre-

dictions about selectional patterns and cooccurrence restrictions in aspectual-verb constructions.

On the other hand, the distribution of default auxiliaries in Ndebele has a last resort profile, sup-

porting the Insertion approach to default periphrasis (developed in detail in chapter 4). I conclude,

therefore, that the VP approach finds no empirical support in Ndebele, a language with a variety of

multi-verb constructions. In chapter 5, I will discuss a third type of multi-verb construction, where

the light verb is indeed a lexical verb projecting a VP. I argue, however, that it behaves exactly

as predicted from lexical verbs (e.g. the limited-projection problem does not arise), and should

therefore be treated on a par with lexical, not auxiliary verbs.
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CHAPTER 4

DEFAULT PERIPHRASIS AND THE INSERTION APPROACH

4.1 Introduction

I argued in the previous chapter that auxiliaries in Ndebele are non-projecting verbs – a prop-

erty that sets them apart from regular lexical verbs which can project full clausal structure. I also

pointed out a division within the class non-projection approaches and argued that aspectual aux-

iliaries are better characterized as functional verbs (the FP approach), while default auxiliaries as

last resort verbs (the Insertion approach). In this chapter, I develop an insertion account of default

periphrasis in Ndebele. In section 4.2 I lay out the main issues of default periphrasis seen as a

repair strategy and identify the types of questions an analysis in this vein must address: the Failure

Question, which concerns the triggers of auxiliary insertion, and the Repair Question – a question

about the nature of auxiliary insertion itself. The proposed mechanism of auxiliary insertion is

designed to achieve the following objective: to understand auxiliary insertion in terms of a general

grammatical mechanism combining verbs with inflections. Following Cowper (2010), I propose

that his mechanism is c-selection, which I model here as Cyclic Selection – an implementation

of selection allowing for a last-resort checking of selectional features (section 4.3.1). I propose

that the non-projecting property of default auxiliary verbs in due to their expletive nature: they

are minimal verbs, with a category level 0, and able to enter the derivation only when selected

for via a last-resort V-selection by an inflectional head (section 4.3.2). In section 4.3.3 I discuss

the advantages of the proposed approach to auxiliary insertion (the Repair Question) over existing

alternatives. Further, I address the Failure Question in section 4.4. I demonstrate how the pro-

posed system of c-selection interacts with Infl-agreement to trigger auxiliary insertion and derive

the overflow pattern of auxiliary use in Ndebele, focusing first on imperfective tenses 4.4.1, and

then extending the analysis to other compound tenses in Ndebele, perfect and prospective tenses,

which, as I argue, involve a lower tense projection 4.4.2. Finally, in section 4.5, I discuss the rela-
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tionship between auxiliary insertion and head movement of the verb. Contra existing approaches, I

argue that head movement does not regulate periphrasis and that the only relationship between the

head movement and aux-insertion is a complementarity, which falls out from the proposed system.

4.2 Default periphrasis as a repair strategy

In chapter 3, I presented one piece of evidence for the Insertion approach to default periphrasis,

namely the overflow pattern of auxiliary use. As argued extensively by Bjorkman (2011), this pat-

tern is incompatible with any approach to periphrasis in which auxiliary verbs are base generated

(the VP approach and the FP approach). In this section, I discuss the motivation for an insertion

approach in some more detail. In subsection 4.2.1, I present several aspects of default periphrasis

which provide a rationale for the Insertion approach to auxiliary verbs. I then go on to discuss the

nature of default periphrasis as a last resort phenomenon, treated under the Insertion approach as

a repair strategy (subsection 4.2.2). I briefly review existing accounts in this spirit and identify the

two main questions that any analysis of default periphrasis as a repair strategy should address: the

Failure Question (concerning the triggers of auxiliary insertion) and the Repair Question (concern-

ing the nature of the insertion itself).

4.2.1 Main arguments for the insertion approach

The four features of default periphrasis that support the insertion approach are listed in (1).

(1) Characteristic features of default periphrasis

(i) sensitivity to inflectional complexity

(ii) the last resort nature

(iii) semantic vacuity of default auxiliaries

(iv) the overflow pattern of auxiliary use
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The distribution of compound tenses is not arbitrary cross-linguistically: present tenses are

typically synthetic, but Past Perfect, for instance, tends to require an auxiliary. This sensitivity to

inflectional complexity is illustrated below for English (2) and Ndebele (3).

(2) a. John cooked. Simple Past; syntethic

b. John had cooked. Past Perfect; periphrastic

(3) a. UZodwa
1Zodwa

u-∅-phek-ile.
1s-PST-cook-FS.PST

‘Zodwa cooked.’

Simple Past; syntethic

b. UZodwa
1Zodwa

u-∅-ye
1s-PST-AUX

e-phek-ile.
1s-cook-FS.PST

‘Zodwa had cooked’

Past Perfect; periphrastic

The various accounts of such tendencies offered in the literature share the general insight that pe-

riphrasis occurs with an increased amount of functional information, e.g. when both past tense and

perfect aspect are to be expressed. If we think of functional information as morphosyntactic fea-

tures on functional heads, we can generalize that periphrasis is triggered by increased complexity

of the functional syntactic structure. This generalization is robust. While languages differ in the

amount of periphrasis and synthesis, there appear to be no languages in which the opposite gener-

alization holds, i.e. languages in which simple past, for instance, is periphrastic but the expression

of past tense and perfect aspect together is synthetic (Dahl, 1985; Bybee & Dahl, 1989; Bybee

et al., 1994; Haspelmath, 2000).

There is convincing evidence that, unlike lexical verbs, default auxiliaries, such as the English

be, do not contribute to the semantics of the predicate (Chomsky (1993); Rothstein (1999, 2004);

Iatridou et al. (2003); Pancheva (2003); Embick (2004), among others). For instance, auxiliary

verbs do not seem to have their own thematic structure. Rather, all arguments that occur in a

clause with an auxiliary verb are arguments of the main, lexical verb. Given the apparent semantic

vacuity of default auxiliaries, it is a common claim that their occurrence is triggered by formal
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constraints of the grammar, it is a way of satisfying some grammatical requirement. In this sense,

auxiliaries can be thought of as playing a similar role to the English preposition of in nominaliza-

tions. A nominalized transitive verb cannot select a direct object (for case-licensing reasons, in

the standard view (Chomsky, 1980)), and the preposition of must be used to satisfy that condition.

Importantly, the preposition does not seem to have any other contribution beside introducing an ar-

gument DP. Another, and perhaps a better analogy is with expletive subjects. They do not introduce

thematic subjects (they can appear in addition to them) and their only trigger is a requirement that

an element of the nominal category is merged the Spec,TP position. Similarly, the default auxiliary

has no semantic contribution, and can be thought of satisfying a grammatical constraint. This is

the basic idea behind the insertion approach: periphrasis is viewed as a repair strategy, whereby

an auxiliary verb is inserted in the derivation only when it serves to satisfy some grammatical con-

straint. But what is this grammatical constraint? This question is not always addressed explicitly

in the literature, but the general assumption seems to be that auxiliary insertion is driven by the

requirement that a verbal inflection be realized on (or otherwise combine with) a verb. Periphrasis

arises only in case some inflectional category fails to do so.

Additionally, the distribution of auxiliaries in compound tenses has a last-resort nature: aux-

iliary verbs do not appear unless necessary. That is, an auxiliary verb is used always and only when

an inflectional feature cannot combine with the main verb. As an illustration, consider the contrast

between the English simple present (4) and present progressive (5).

(4) Auxiliary ‘be’ not required

a. John work-s. X

b. *John is work.

(5) Auxiliary ‘be’ required

a. *John working-s.

b. John is working. X

Both sentences in (4) are intended to encode the same meaning. From the grammatical (4-a) we

see that the 3rd person present tense suffix -s can combine with the verb ‘work’ to form a synthetic

expression. The last-resort profile of periphrasis in (4) is evident form the ungrammaticality of
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(4-b): since the auxiliary is not necessary, it is not allowed. In the progressive tense (5), on the

other hand, the verb takes a special form – the ing-participle. As (5-a) shows, the participial form

resists combining with the suffix -s. As a last resort way of expressing that feature, the auxiliary

be must be inserted and support the realization of -s.

It is worth noting that the three properties of default periphrasis discussed above (sensitivity

to inflectional complexity, the last-resort nature, and the semantic vacuity of default auxiliaries)

are not incompatible with non-insertion approaches. First, neither the VP and FP approach make

any predictions about the auxiliary’s semantic content and, in fact, must posit semantic vacuity

or deficiency of default auxiliary verbs. And second, neither the last-resort nature nor sensitiv-

ity to complexity are properties which require an analysis of default periphrasis as arising via a

last-resort derivational mechanism. Indeed, none of the two non-insertion approaches involves

such a mechanism. They both assume that auxiliary verbs are base-generated (as verbs or func-

tional heads) and systematically occur in particular inflectional contexts. Unlike in the insertion

approach, the appearance of an auxiliary verb is not derivationally determined. Crucially, however,

the last-resort nature of default periphrasis and its sensitivity to inflectional complexity come out

as accidental under the base-generation approaches. Take the FP approach as an illustration. The

reason why simple past is synthetic while past progressive is periphrastic is not due to increased

inflectional complexity (past tense and progressive aspect cooccurring), but due to the property of

the progressive Asp head in English as being realized as the auxiliary be. Similarly under the VP

approach, the reason past progressive is periphrastic is because progressive participles must be se-

lected by a semantically empty V (the auxiliary), not because of increased inflectional complexity.

The insertion-approach, on the other hand, attempts to derive these properties. Treating auxiliary

insertion as a repair strategy accounts for its last resort nature. And treating the disproportion be-

tween inflections and verbs as a trigger of such a repair captures the sensitivity of periphrasis to

inflectional complexity.

Finally, the existence of the overflow pattern of auxiliary use in compound tenses is an impor-
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tant empirical argument for the treatment of default periphrasis as a repair strategy. As discussed

in the previous chapter, in languages with the overflow pattern, auxiliaries cannot be characterized

as being a property of a particular inflectional category, which poses a serious problem for both

base-generation approaches, as argued by Bjorkman (2011). Recall the overflow pattern of the

future and progressive inflections in Ndebele in (6).

(6) The overflow pattern in Ndebele

a. U-
2sg.s-

bala
read

ibhuku.
5book

‘You are reading a book’

Present Progressive

b. U-
2sg.s-

za-
FUT-

bala.
read

‘You will read’

Simple Future

c. U-
2sg.s-

za-
FUT-

be

AUX

u-bala.
2sg.s-read

‘You will be reading’

Future Progressive

As we see in (6-a) and (6-b), neither future tense nor progressive aspect require an auxiliary verb.

If we treat auxiliary verbs as properties of certain inflectional heads, we would predict that the

Future Progressive tense should be synthetic since neither of the inflectional categories it contains

is associated with an auxiliary. If, on the other hand, auxiliaries are the result of derivational

insertion, their appearance may be determined dynamically, during the derivation, by a mechanism

sensitive inflectional complexity.

4.2.2 The failure and the repair

An analysis of default periphrasis as a repair strategy must address two issues. First, it has to

identify the failure or violation that triggers a repair. And second, it should offer an understanding

of the repair strategy itself. Following the widely shared intuition about the trigger of periphrasis,

I assume that, in general terms, the failure has to do with an inflection not being able to combine
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with a verb. The specific questions we must ask, then, is exactly what aspects of the grammar

determine when an inflection can and cannot combine with a verb. I will refer to this as the Failure

Question. Whatever the nature of the failure, we additionally need to understand why this failure

is repaired the way it is, namely by an insertion of a verb. I call this the Repair Question.

The Failure Question: What specific aspects of the grammar determine when an inflection fails

to combine with the main verb (to form a synthetic expression)?

The Repair Question: Why is this failure repaired by inserting an auxiliary verb?

Recent accounts of periphrasis offer different answers to these questions. Existing approaches

to the Failure Question come in two types: one in which the failure is defined in configurational

terms (the verb and the inflection must be in a particular syntactic configuration) and the other in

which the failure is understood as a type of feature conflict. As far as the configurational approach

to the Failure Question, it has been proposed that it has to do with the lack of head movement

of a verb to an inflectional head (Arregi (2000) for Basque, Embick (2000) for Latin). Under

this view, synthesis of the verb with an inflection hosted in F is the result of V-to-F movement.

In the absence of such movement, F is supported by an auxiliary verb. In Bjorkman (2011), the

violation is also defined configurationally: an uninterpretable Infl feature (uInfl) must appear in

a complex head that also contains a verb. A uInfl which is not in a complex head with a verbal

element is morphologically ill-formed and triggers postsyntactic insertion of a V in that head.

Since the constraint is to have a V in the same complex head, head movement is an important factor

regulating periphrasis in Bjorkman’s analysis as well. Another view, put forth in Cowper (2010),

Arregi & Klecha (2015) and my earlier work (Pietraszko, 2016), treats the failure of synthesis

as a result of feature conflict. Generally speaking, an inflectional category, e.g. past tense, cannot

combine with the main verb if the verb already has an inflectional feature (e.g. imperfective aspect).

The answer I give to the Failure Question is of the latter type: an inflection can combine with

the verb as long as the verb has not already combined with another inflectional feature by Infl-
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agreement. In section 4.4 I present the exact mechanism that derives this effect, and in section 4.5

I provide theoretical and empirical arguments supporting the view that the triggers of periphrasis

are better understood in terms of feature conflict than in terms of specific syntactic configurations.

The Repair Question concerns the particular repair strategy involved in periphrasis, i.e. aux-

iliary insertion. Assuming that the failure has to do with an inflection not being able to combine

with a verb, the nature of this repair seems very natural: the repair is verb-insertion because the

violation was related to a lack of a verb (7).

(7) The relation between the failure and the repair

Failure: Repair:

inability of INFL to combine with a verb ⇒ verb insertion in INFL

While the relation between failure and repair represented in (7) seems natural, it is important

that the arrow in (7) does not only represent our intuitions. In an explanatory theory of verbal

periphrasis, the relation between failure and repair falls out from the system. With this in mind,

we must identify the triggers of synthesis (i.e. the mechanism(s) combining verbs and inflections

in simple, non-periphrastic expressions), and try to understand auxiliary insertion as caused by the

same triggers. Following Cowper, I argue that the trigger is c-selection. That is, c-selection is the

relation between verbs and inflections that underlies both synthesis and periphrasis. In synthesis,

c-selection is satisfied by the main verb. In periphrasis, the c-selectional feature is checked by

an auxiliary verb. I discuss the details of this analysis in section 4.3, pointing out the modifica-

tions of Cowper’s original account. I also discuss alternative answers to the Repair Question, and

demonstrate why they do not offer an explanatory account of the relation in between failure and

repair.
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4.3 The Repair Question: Auxiliary insertion as selection-triggered Merge

This section is devoted to answering the Repair Question, concerning the nature of auxiliary in-

sertion. The goal is not only to provide a formal analysis of the process of auxiliary insertion

but, more importantly, to identify a connection between auxiliary insertion and the mechanism(s)

combining inflections and verbs in general. The objective is to arrive at an analysis of auxiliary

insertion in which the relation between a verb and inflection is of the same nature in synthesis

and periphrasis. Building on previous work (Cowper, 2010; Pietraszko, 2016), I propose that the

relation in question is c-selection. I define the notion of Cyclic Selection, whereby the selectional

V-feature on an inflectional head can be satisfied in two ways: by establishing a relation with the

main verb (synthesis) or by triggering merge of the selected category, namely V (periphrasis). I

develop the details of the Cyclic Selection system in subsection 4.3.1 and apply it to V-selection

in subsection 4.3.2, pointing out a parallelism between auxiliary verbs and nominal expletives.

Finally, in subsection 4.3.3 I return to the objective set up here, and discuss the advantages of the

proposed analysis over existing alternatives in this respect.

4.3.1 Cyclic Selection in a functional hierarchy

I adopt an implementation of c-selection as feature checking (Svenonius, 1994; Adger, 2003;

Holmberg, 2000; Julien, 2002; Adger, 2010; Adger & Svenonius, 2011; Cowper, 2010, a.o.). A se-

lectional feature has the form [SEL:X], while the matching category feature has the form [CAT:〈X,n〉],

as shown in (8). The [SEL:X] feature is checked at Merge by a matching [CAT:〈X,n〉] feature. The

strikethrough in (8) indicates that the selectional feature has been matched by a category feature

and is now inactive.
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(8) C-selection as feature checking

Y

X

CAT:〈X,n〉

Y

SEL:X

Further, I assume that c-selection triggers merge (in principle, both external and internal (Sveno-

nius, 1994; Holmberg, 2000; Julien, 2002; Matushansky, 2006)1). Thus, the merge of Y and X in

(8) is triggered by the SEL feature on Y, matched and checked by the CAT feature on X.2 Given the

tight connection between c-selection and merge, category checking typically obtains under strict

locality – under sisterhood, as in (8). Note, however, that this formalization of c-selection as fea-

ture checking does not pose this strict sisterhood requirement. Rather, it allows c-selection to take

place at a distance. This view of c-selection is adopted by Cowper (2010) is her analysis of English

auxiliaries, but it should be noted that it is not only motivated by periphrasis. It has been argued by

Svenonius (1994), Shlonsky (2006) and Merchant (2016) that c-selection has non-local instances,

where the head imposing selectional restrictions is separated from the selectee by other material.

Implementing c-selection as feature checking allows for an account for such cases of long-distance

selection.

A less obvious property of c-selection is that it is it the only operation that triggers Merge. This

claim has been challenged by Abney (1987), who argues that c-selection is only responsible for

those instances of structure building that show some level of idiosyncrasy. For instance, certain

verbs select for particular prepositions or particular clause types. It is well known, that such id-

iosyncrasy is not a property of every level of the syntactic structure. Functional categories, such

1. See section 4.5.2 for a discussion of selectional features triggering internal merge.

2. Explicit definitions of selection as an operation underlying structure building can be found e.g. in Adger (2010)
or Merchant (2016).
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as Tense, Aspect, Mood, Negation, tend to come in a fixed order cross-linguistically. Based on the

insights about categories and extended projections (Abney, 1987; Grimshaw, 1991, 2000), it has

been proposed that functional categories are organized around lexical categories such as V or N,

and come in a universally fixed order, forming what we call Functional Hierarchies (Cinque, 1999)

or Hierarchies of Projections (Adger & Svenonius, 2011). Adger (2010) proposes that such univer-

sal hierarchies are not built by c-selection-triggered Merge. As discussed in the previous chapter,

Hierarchies of Projections (HoPs) are the result of a different type of structure building: they are

pre-defined and immune to c-selection. Adger defines two types of Merge operation (or one but

which is sensitive to the syntactic objects that are merged, in particular whether they belong to a

Hierarchy of Projections or not): one triggered by c-selection (9-a), and the other determined by a

Hierarchy of Projections (9-b).

(9) Two types of structure building (Adger, 2010)

a. Sel-Merge: c-selection-triggered Merge (subcategorization)

b. HoP-Merge: structure building is determined by a fixed order of functional projections

Since Sel-Merge builds structures on the basis of c-selectional properties of merged objects, the

structure we saw in (8) is built by Sel-Merge. This is the type of structure building that is some-

times referred to as subcategorization, and one that has the potential to encode idiosyncratic re-

lations between the selector and the selectee. The other type of structure building, HoP-Merge,

is responsible for creating functional hierarchies, which are universal and are not subject to c-

selectional properties of heads, but to a universal ordering of functional categories. Recall from

chapter 3 that the value of a category feature is an ordered paired of a category label and a nat-

ural number. HoP-Merge takes a category list, such as the one in (10), and returns a structure

with the categories organized hierarchically according to the pre-defined ordering (11). Crucially,

c-selection is not involved in building the structure in (11).
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(10) 〈W, 1〉, 〈X, 2〉, 〈Y, 3〉, 〈Z, 4〉

(11) HoP-Merge

ZP

YP

XP

WP

〈W,1〉

〈X,2〉

〈Y,3〉

〈Z,4〉

Turning to c-selection, the standard assumption is that it must be satisfied at merge, i.e. under

sisterhood. However, this does not take into consideration the possibility of other types of structure

building, such as HoP-Merge which forms functional hierarchies and does not rely on c-selection.

Rather, the "c-selection under sisterhood" requirement falls out from a theory in which all structure

building is triggered by c-selection. Adopting the opposite view, as I do here, the question arises of

what happens when a sisterhood relation is formed by HoP Merge, not by Sel-Merge, while at the

same time one of the sister nodes has a c-selectional feature. This is a situation where a c-selecting

head is also a head belonging to a functional hierarchy. This is illustrated in (12), where the head

Y, the second head in the hierarchy, has a c-selectional feature.

(12) A functional hierarchy with a c-selecting head

ZP

YP

XP

〈X,1〉

〈Y,2〉

SEL:F

〈Z,3〉

I follow Adger (2010) and Adger & Svenonius (2011) in that functional hierarchies are pre-
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determined – there can be nothing in the head-complement sequence that does not belong to the

hierarchy. For instance, if the hierarchy is defined as in (13-a), the structure in (13-b) can never be

built. Even though Y, belonging to the hierarchy, c-selects for F, 〈Y,2〉 must be projected directly

from 〈X,1〉 according to the Hierarchy of Projections.

(13) a. 〈X,1〉 < 〈Y,2〉 < 〈Z,3〉

b. Impossible structure: Sel-Merge interfering with a Hierarchy of Projections

ZP

YP

FP

XP

〈X,1〉

F

CAT:〈F,n〉

〈Y,2〉

SEL:F

〈Z,3〉

In other words, all head-complement relations in a functional hierarchy must reflect the ordering

specified in the hierarchy.

What happens with the c-selectional feature then? I propose that two ways of checking it are

available: the category feature may be checked at a distance, i.e. with a lower element of a matching

category3 (as argued by Cowper (2010)) or the c-selectional feature may trigger Sel-Merge of a

specifier (following Adger (2010); Adger & Svenonius (2011) who note that the only instance of

Sel-Merge in an HoP may maybe a merge of a specifier).

(14) Two ways of checking c-selectional features in a Hierarchy of Projections.

a. Checking at a distance (with a lower matching goal)

b. Triggering Sel-Merge (of a specifier)

3. Local checking with a c-commanded category, i.e. with a complement, is also possible, as long as the comple-
ment does not disrupt the functional hierarchy.
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The first scenario is illustrated in (15), which is a well-formed counterpart of (13-b). The hierarchy

is the same (X<Y<Z), the second head, Y, has a selectional feature requiring a matching category

F, and F is not part of the HoP. Unlike in (13-b), F in (15) does not interfere with the head-

complement sequence determined by the hierarchy and so the structure like (15) is well-formed.

In this configuration, SEL:F on Y is checked by F at a distance.

(15) Checking of a c-selectional feature at a distance

ZP

YP

XP

FP

F

CAT:〈F,n〉

〈X,1〉

〈Y,2〉

SEL:F

〈Z,3〉

ZP

YP

XP

FP

F

CAT:〈F,n〉

〈X,1〉

〈Y,2〉

SEL:F

〈Z,3〉

I assume that feature checking takes place as soon as the checking probe enters the derivation.

In (15), it can apply the moment Y becomes part of the structure because, at that point, a matching

category is available. It is only when no matching goal is available that a selectional feature triggers

Sel-Merge. In this sense, Sel-Merge in a Hierarchy of Projections has a last resort profile. This

scenario is schematized in (16). When Y is merged, there is no matching goal in the structure

to check SEL:F on Y. As a result, the selectional feature is still active and triggers Sel-Merge of

a specifier. The newly merged category then checks the SEL:F on Y, and the selectional feature

becomes inactive.
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(16) a. No matching goal: [SEL:F] unchecked b. Unchecked [SEL:F] triggers Sel-Merge

YP

XP

...〈X,1〉

〈Y,2〉

SEL:F

no goal accessible

YP

Y

XP

...〈X,1〉

〈Y,2〉

SEL:F

F

CAT:〈F,n〉

Finally, let us address the question of directionality of the checking operation. The mechanism

of c-selection proposed above requires that feature checking be able to obtain under two different

configurations: downward checking (by searching its c-command domain) and upward checking

(with the newly merged specifier). There has been some recent discussion concerning directional-

ity of a different operation, namely Agree. Initial formulations of Agree (Chomsky, 2000, 2001)

allow only downward agreement, where the probe can only agree with a goal that it c-commands.

The opposite was proposed for instance by Zeijlstra (2012), Merchant (2011), Wurmbrand (2011)

and Bjorkman & Zeijlstra (2014). These authors argue that Upward Agree/Reverse Agree (agree-

ment with a c-commanding goal) is either equally allowed as Downward Agree or even preferred.

However, it was argued by Preminger & Polinsky (2015) that, at least in the domain ϕ-agreement,

the upward directionality can be dispensed with, while Downward Agree is indispensable. Finally,

directionality of the Agree operation has been argued to be in principle unrestricted but be subject

cyclicity. This view of Agree was proposed by Béjar & Rezac (2009) and is known as Cyclic

Agree. The idea behind Cyclic Agree is that the probe must search for a matching goal as soon as

possible, that it, as soon as it becomes part of the derivation. Given that at the point when the probe

is merged it is the highest element in the structure, it can only search downwards. Consequently,

the only way for the probe to be valued by a goal yet to be merged is when the probe does not

find a goal in its c-command domain. This is exactly the way selectional checking behaves in the
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system proposed here. Its directionality is not restricted to upward or downward, but downward

checking is the default scenario – given cyclic application of operations, it will always be the first

attempt. I refer to this mechanism of c-selection as Cyclic Selection (89-c).

(17) Cyclic Selection: SEL searches its c-command domain for a matching CAT

a. Successful search: SEL is checked and becomes inactive

b. Unsuccessful search: SEL triggers Sel-Merge of a matching CAT, which in turn checks

SEL in a Spec–head configuration.

Crucially, Cyclic Selection renders Sel-Merge the last-resort way of satisfying a selectional feature.

This aspect of Cyclic Selection is important in the next section, where I apply this mechanism to

verb selection and argue that auxiliary insertion is an instance of Sel-Merge in a Hierarchy of

Projections, capturing the last-resort profile of default periphrasis.

4.3.2 Auxiliary insertion as the result of Cyclic Selection

I propose that functional heads in the verb’s extended projection have a selectional SEL:V, i.e.

a selectional feature which must be checked by a verbal category (following Julien (2002) and

Cowper (2010)).4 This is true of all heads with the exception of little v, which I treat as the

category-introducing head. As such, v has a CAT:〈V,1〉 feature5. In the tree representations, I

often omit the level value of the verb’s category feature, and simplify it to CAT:V, unless the values

are relevant in the discussion. I refer to functional heads with a SEL:V feature as inflectional

heads, and to c-selection for the verbal category as V-checking. V-checking in the verbal extended

projection is illustrated in (18).

4. To be precise, Cowper’s systems is a bit more complicated: some functional heads have Sel:V (in Cowper’s
formalism: uV) – a feature that must be checked by the main verb, and some have a uv, which in turn can only be
checked by little v. This complication is not necessary in the account I develop.

5. Recall that the complement of v is taken to be an acategorial lexical root, though it is notated it as V, and
therefore has neither a SEL:V nor CAT:V.
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(18) V-checking (c-selection for CAT:V):

TP

AspP

VoiceP

vP

Vv

CAT:V

Voice

SEL:V

Asp

SEL:V

T

SEL:V

TP

AspP

VoiceP

vP

Vv

CAT:V

Voice

SEL:V

Asp

SEL:V

T

SEL:V

Recall that a verb’s extended projection is a Hierarchy of Projections and so it is built by HoP-

Merge. This means that the merge of T and Asp, for instance, is not driven by c-selection, and

therefore any selectional features on these heads must be checked after the heads are merged in the

structure. Assuming the Cyclic Selection account proposed in the previous section, all inflectional

heads (Voice, Asp and T in (18)) attempt to check their [SEL:V] feature as soon as they enter the

derivation. Given that the derivation contains a matching goal, Voice, Asp and T can all check their

SEL:V feature against v, as shown in (18).

A derivation in which all inflectional heads check their [SEL:V] feature against the main verb

(i.e. the little v in the main verb’s projection) gives rise to a synthetic expression, one without an

auxiliary verb. Periphrasis is observed when that is not the case. Suppose that the main verb is

not accessible to the highest inflectional head, T (the nature of the inaccessibility will be discussed

shortly). If T cannot reach the main verb, its [SEL:V] feature remains active and will trigger Sel-

Merge of a verbal category (19). The newly merged verbal category is the auxiliary verb.
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(19) Main verb inaccessible to T ⇒ Sel-Merge

TP

AspP

VoiceP

vP

Vv

CAT:V

Voice

SEL:V

Asp

SEL:V

T

SEL:V

TP

T

AspP

VoiceP

vP

Vv

CAT:V

Voice

SEL:V

Asp

SEL:V

T

SEL:V

v

CAT:V

Under this approach, periphrasis is the result of the last-resort way of satisfying c-selectional

features in the verbal functional hierarchy – Sel-Merge. Therefore, treating auxiliary insertion as

the result of Cyclic Selection equips us with a mechanism that can account for the last-resort nature

of default periphrasis. The proposal is summarized in (20). Synthesis is the outcome of successful

V-checking within the existing structure (21). Periphrasis arises when the main verb’s category is

inaccessible for checking and the selectional feature triggers Sel-Merge of a default verb (22).

(20) Proposal: Synthesis and periphrasis arise due to Cyclic Selection

a. Synthesis: SEL:V checked by the main verb (default option)

b. Periphrasis: SEL:V triggering Sel-Merge (last-resort option)
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(21) V-checking by main verb

F

...

V

CAT:〈V,1〉

...

F

SEL:V

(22) Sel-Merge of an auxiliary

F

F

...F

SEL:V

v

CAT:〈V,0〉

no goal accessible

synthesis periphrasis

Assuming cyclicity of syntactic operations, c-selection satisfied by downward probing will

always apply first, and if successful, will bleed merge of the selected category. For this reason,

as long as a CAT:V goal is available when the selector is merged, c-selection will not trigger Sel-

Merge, deriving the last-resort profile of auxiliary distribution.

The newly merged verb is the most unmarked element of the verbal category: it has no se-

lectional feature and the level value 0. It has all and only the features needed to satisfy the se-

lector’s needs: a category V-feature and an unvalued Infl-feature (23-a) (the role of the unvalued

Inlf-feature on the auxiliary will be discussed in the next section). In this respect, it can be charac-

terized an expletive verb, similar to expletives in the nominal domain. As proposed in the previous

chapter, default auxiliaries have an unvalued Infl-feature and their category is verbal with no level

value (23-a). I suggest that the lexical entry for its nominal counterpart may look like that in (23-b),

though I do not take up the issue of nominal expletives futher.
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(23) Expletive: the most minimal lexical item of its category

a. Verbal expletive (default auxiliary):






CAT: 〈V,0〉

Infl:







b. Nominal expletive:






CAT: 〈D,0〉

Case:







I propose that last-resort selection can only access expletives – the most minimal elements of

their category (24).

(24) Condition on last-resort selection

A selectional feature not discharged immediately at merge may only access expletives

(minimal members of their category).

Given this parallel between the nominal and verbal domain, auxiliary insertion is essentially

the same grammatical phenomenon as the insertion of expletive subjects (an analogy also made by

Benmamoun (2000)). Nominal expletives are merged in Spec,TP to satisfy T’s EPP (or uD/[SEL:D])

feature. Assuming that c-selectional features trigger both external and internal merge, the EPP

feature on T is really a selectional D-feature which may be satisfied either by movement or by

merge of an expletive, as schematized in (25) and (26) respectively. Note that the relevant case

of D-checking must culminate in merging an element of category D in Spec,TP, whether checking

is done by the full DP subject (25) or by an expletive (26). In other words, what we call an EPP

feature is a strong selectional D-feature (marked with an asterisk in (25) and (26)), which requires

merge, internal (25) or external (26).
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(25) D-checking by a full DP subject

T

T

...

D

<CAT:〈D,n〉>

...

T

SEL:D*

D

CAT:〈D,n〉

(26) Sel-Merge of an expletive subject

T

T

...T

SEL:D*

D

CAT:〈D,0〉

no goal accessible

Contenful subject Expletive subject

The selectional V-feature may also be strong, in which case it would trigger head movement of

the verb to the relevant functional head. I discuss the relationship between auxiliary insertion and

head-movement in section 4.5.2.

Finally, I propose that after Sel-Merge, the auxiliary undergoes m-merger with T (Matushan-

sky, 2006). As shown in (27), the auxiliary verb in Ndebele is linearized to the right of the tense

marker. I assume that this stems from the morphological property of T as being a prefix, and

represent it as right adjunction of the auxiliary V to T after m-merger.

(27) a. U-za-be
1s-FUT-AUX

e-bala
1-read.PTCP

‘He will be reading’

b. M-merger of aux V and T:

TP

T

...

main verb

T

V

TP

T

...

e-bala

1s-read

T

V

be

AUX

T

u-za

1s-FUT

<V>
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To sum up, I proposed that the emergence of synthesis and periphrasis is a consequence of

Cyclic Selection, whereby a selectional feature not checked at merge triggers external merge of a

specifier. Synthesis arises when a V-feature on an inflectional head can be checked at merge (by

the lexical verb). Assuming cyclic application of syntactic operations, this mode of V-checking

is always the first attempt. Periphrasis arises as a last resort way of checking the selectional V-

feature, namely by triggering Sel-Merge of a new category goal. In this sense, default auxiliaries

are expletive verbs – minimal elements of category V, inserted to satisfy a selectional requirement.

This view of default periphrasis provides a straightforward answer to the Repair Question. Under

the view of periphrasis as a repair strategy, periphrasis is a way of satisfying a grammatical require-

ment (c-selection) that would otherwise be violated. This Repair Question concerns the nature of

the repair: why is the repair strategy auxiliary insertion and not anything else? The Cyclic Selec-

tion view proposed here gives the following answer: Sel-Merge of a new verb is a consequence of

the main verb being inaccessible for V-checking. Thus, the failure of inflection to combine with

the main verb is systematically related to the appearance of an auxiliary. This was the objective the

objective for answering the Repair Question – deriving, rather than stipulating, auxiliary insertion

as the repair strategy.

The remaining question concerns the actual failure. Under what circumstances is the main verb

inaccessible for checking of a selectional feature of an inflectional head? The Failure Question is

addressed in section 4.4, where I also combine the account of failure and repair to give an analysis

of Ndebele compound tenses. Before that, however, the next subsection discusses some alternative

answers to the Repair Question, showing how they fail to systematically relate the repair to the

failure.
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4.3.3 Advantages over alternative approaches to the Repair Question

We started this section by identifying the basic characteristic features of verbal periphrasis under-

stood as a repair strategy (28).

(28) Verbal periphrasis as a repair strategy:

a. The failure: an inflection cannot combine with a verb

b. The repair: a new verb is inserted

A goal I set up at the beginning of the section was to derive the nature of verbal periphrasis

and argued that this can be done only if we understand how the failure and the repair are related

in the grammar (not just intuitively). The proposed analysis of Cyclic Selection achieves that goal

by viewing both synthesis and periphrasis as different outcomes of the same syntactic operation –

c-selection. Periphrastic syntax is derived by verb-selection in a configuration where the main verb

is inaccessible for the selectional features on a functional head. The analysis proposed here builds

on an idea put forth by Cowper (2010), who also argued that the relevant relation combining verbs

with inflectional heads is c-selection. As such, Cowper’s analysis has the potential of providing

the same answer to the Repair Question. The innovation I introduced to Cowper’s original idea

is the notion of Cyclic Selection, where an unchecked selectional feature triggers Sel-Merge. To

achieve the same effect of verb insertion, Cowper formulates the rule of BE-support (29-a), which

applies when a selectional feature is not checked. In addition, Cowper defines a Merge-stranded

head, which constitutes the structural description for the BE-Support rule (29-b).

(29) Auxiliary insertion (Cowper, 2010:7)

a. BE-support: The verb be is inserted immediately in a Merge-stranded Infl head.

b. Stranded on Merge: A head is stranded on Merge, or Merge-stranded, if it has an

uninterpretable category feature that cannot immediately be checked.
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What Cowper’s account and the analysis proposed share is the stipulation that the inserted verb

must the verb be, not any other verb. Cowper implements this directly as a BE-insertion rule

(29-a). In the proposed analysis, the be-requirement is stated as a condition on last-resort selection

(24). Even though I do not have an answer to the question why last-resort selection should be

subject to this condition, treating the be-requirement as a general property of last-resort selection

allows us to draw an interesting parallel between the auxiliary be and nominal expletives, which

have a similarly impoverished lexical content and apparently the same kind of trigger, namely

c-selection. Moreover, the actual mechanism of auxiliary insertion proposed by Cowper is not

c-selection. Despite the fact that the relation between verbs and inflections whose failure causes

auxiliary insertion, the BE-support rule is not linked to c-selection in any formal way. The fact

that the feature which failed to be checked is a selectional V-feature should be related to the fact

that the inserted element is a verb. It seems redundant to additionally state a rule of verb insertion,

such as the BE-support rule. The Cyclic Selection account draws the relevant connection between

the failure and the repair. Accordingly, the Cyclic Selection implementation of this idea does not

require defining a Merge-stranded head since we don’t need it to serve as structural description for

an insertion rule. The stranded inflection here is a selectional feature and since selectional features

trigger Merge, we do not need any further stipulations to derive auxiliary insertion.

An explicit alternative analysis of default periphrasis was proposed by Bjorkman (2011). In

Bjorkman’s system, the failure and the repair are not related in the grammar: the mechanism com-

bining inflections and verbs in synthesis is different than the one combining them in periphrasis.

What combines verbs and inflections in a synthetic scenario is Infl-agreement. Verbs have an

unvalued Infl-feature, while inflectional heads have both a valued and an unvalued Infl-feature (ex-

cept for the highest inflectional head, which only has a valued Infl). As an example, consider the

structure of a Future Perfect tense in (30). Given that the verb only has one unvalued Infl-feature

and that Perf is more local to the verb than T, the Infl-feature on the verb must agree with Perf.

This agreement relation ensures that perfect aspect can be expressed synthetically on the verb and
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therefore will not trigger auxiliary insertion. This is the mode of combing verbs and inflection

in the normal, synthetic case. When T is merged it controls agreement on Perf, valuing its uInfl-

feature as FUT. Given that combining inflection with verbs is done by agreement, T in (30) fails to

combine with the verb.

(30) a. Syntax b. Morphology

TP

PerfP

VP

V

uInfl:

Perf

iInfl:PERF

uInfl:

T

iInfl:FUT

TP

PerfP

VP

V

uInfl: perf

Perf

Infl:PERF

uInfl: fut

T

iInfl:FUT

stranded inflection

Fission: [Infl] → [Infl V]

Periphrasis is the result of a different mechanism. First of all, it is a morphological phe-

nomenon. The structure in (30)-b is syntactically well-formed in Bjorkman’s account. What goes

wrong in this case is that one of the uInfl-features is not in the same complex head as the verb,

violating the requirement that every uInfl must be in a complex head with a verb. In (30), the

offending feature is uInfl:FUT on Perf, defined in Bjorkman as stranded inflection (interpretatable

Infl-features are not subject to this requirement). Similarly to Cowper’s analysis, a stranded in-

flection constitutes the context for a rule inserting an auxiliary verb. For Bjorkman, this rule is

the morphological rule of fission, splitting the stranded inflection into itself and a V, as shown in

(30)-b.

The approach to default periphrasis proposed here has the following two advantages over

Bjorkman’s proposal. The first one has to do with the concept of stranded inflection. As intuitive

as it seems in the discussion of default periphrasis, a "stranded inflection" has had no appearance in
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the syntactic theory in any principled way and outside of the literature on periphrasis. In fact, syn-

tactic derivations frequently give rise to structures that could be characterized as involving stranded

inflections. It is unclear, for instance, why interpretable Infl features do not count as stranded, e.g.

the [iInfl:Fut] in (30). The analysis proposed here derives auxiliary insertion without the need to

define "stranded inflection" as a theoretical object that the grammar makes reference to. The sec-

ond advantage concerns the potential to answer the Repair Question in a way that will provide an

understanding of why a stranded inflection triggers insertion of a verb. In Bjorkman’s account,

this property is stipulated as a fission rule. In the Cyclic Selection proposal, the requirement for a

verb falls out from the nature of the stranded feature: it is a selectional feature, which by definition

triggers merge of the relevant category. Thus the view advocated here provides a more explanatory

account of periphrasis.

4.4 Deriving the overflow pattern in Ndebele

In the previous section, I concentrated on answering the Repair Question and proposed that the

reason the failure of an inflection to combine with a verb is repaired by auxiliary insertion is

because the mechanism combining verbs and inflections is c-selection for a verbal category – a

feature that, when not satisfied, triggers merge of the required category. In this section, I address the

Failure Question, i.e. under what circumstances is the main verb inaccessible to check a selectional

feature on a functional head. I propose that the failure arises due to the way V-checking and Infl-

agreement interact. In particular, I adapt Cowper’s account, in which V-checking requires the target

category feature to be active (have an unvalued Infl-feature). I modify the activity condition on V-

checking in such a way that it can also apply to languages with the overflow pattern of auxiliary

use, like Ndebele. I then provide a full account of all compound tenses in Ndebele: Imperfective,

Perfect and Prospective tenses.
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4.4.1 The interaction between V-selection and Infl-agreement: deriving

imperfective tenses

In chapter 3, I introduced the mechanism of Infl-agreement, whereby Infl-values are transferred

downward to the most local unvalued Infl-feature. Lexical verbs and default auxiliaries have an

unvalued Infl-feature, as shown in (31).

(31) a. Default auxiliary:






CAT: 〈V,0〉

Infl:







d

b. Lexical verb:














CAT: 〈V,1〉

Infl:

SEL: X















Inflectional heads, on the other hand, have a valued inflectional feature which corresponds to

the inflectional meaning of the particular head. Let us focus first on the inflectional heads in-

volved in the formation of imperfective tenses, namely T and Asp. Ndebele makes the following

distinctions in the domain of inflectional categories. It the domain of viewpoint aspect (AspP),

we distinguish imperfective and perfective aspect (different types of imperfective aspect, such as

progressive and habitual, are not formally distinguishable and I treat them as possible interpreta-

tions of the imperfective feature). I propose that the perfective–imperfective opposition is encoded

privatively, by the presence or the absence of Infl:IMPF on the Asp head, as shown in (32). Addi-

tionally, all the lexical entries below represent the selectional V-features proposed in the previous

section to appear on every non-verbal head in the functional spine.

(32) a. Imperfective Asp head:














CAT: 〈Asp,3〉

Infl: IMPF

SEL: V















b. Perfective Asp head:






CAT: 〈Asp,3〉

SEL: V
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The privative inflectional contrast will be used as a marker of syntactic (un)markedness in-

volved in default periphrasis: syntactically marked inflection is one which is present, while syn-

tactic unmarkedness is absence of a feature (Harley & Ritter, 2002; Cowper, 2005).

In the tense domain, Ndebele makes a three-way distinction: present (33), past (34) and future

(35). Within past tenses, the language additionally makes remoteness distinctions: Distant Past

(34-a) and Recent Past (34-b).

(33) Ngi-
1sg.s-

∅-
PRES-

bal
read

-a
-FS.PRES

ibhuku.
5book

‘I read books’

Present

(34) a. Ngi-
1sg.s-

a-
DPST-

bal
read

-a
-FS.DPST

ibhuku.
5book

‘I read a book (a long time ago)’

Distant Past

b. Ngi-
1sg.s-

∅-
RPST-

bal
read

-e:
-FS.RPST

ibhuku.
5book

‘I read a book (recently)’

Recent Past

(35) Ngi-
1sg.s-

za-
FUT-

bal
read

-a
-FS.FUT

ibhuku.
5book

‘I will read a book’

Future

As shown in (36), present tense is assumed to be unmarked – it is encoded by the absence of

an Infl-feature on T. Note also that the remoteness distinction is encoded by a Infl:DPST feature on

the distance past T, while the recent past T has Infl:PST.

(36) a. Present T:






CAT: 〈T,5〉

SEL: V







d

d

b. Future T:














CAT: 〈T,5〉

Infl: FUT

SEL: V
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c. Distant Past T:














CAT: 〈T,5〉

Infl: DPST

SEL: V















d

d. Recent Past T:














CAT: 〈T,5〉

Infl: PST

SEL: V















A crucial addition to the analysis of periphrasis is a constraint on V-checking, proposed by

Cowper (2010), namely the requirement that the category target, the verb, have an unvalued Infl-

feature. As long as the verb’s Infl-feature is remains unvalued, its category feature may continue

to check selectional features on inflectional heads. The moment it receives a value, it becomes

inaccessible for further checking (in this sense, the Infl-feature is an activity feature, and plays a

similar role to Case-features in Chomsky’s (2000) theory of agreement as being strictly connected

to Case-checking). I amend this condition slightly, making it applicable only for inflectional heads

which have an Infl-value to share (37). As we will see shortly, this amendment is necessary to also

account for languages with the overflow pattern of auxiliary use.

(37) Activity condition on V-checking

A selecting head with an Infl-feature may only check its selectional feature against a

matching head with an unvalued Infl-feature. That is:

a. F[SEL:V, Infl] is subject to the activity condition

b. F[SEL:V] is not subject to the activity condition

With the lexical entries and the Activity Condition at hand, we can see how Infl-agreement and

Cyclic Selection apply to derive synthesis and periphrasis in perfective and imperfective tenses.

As discussed above, perfective aspect has no morphological or syntactic manifestations: it

is morphologically unmarked and does not trigger periphrasis. In other words, perfective forms

are synthetic. This unmarkedness of the perfective aspect is reflected in the absence of an Infl

feature on Asp. Thus, the structure of a Simple (Perfective) Future is that in (38) (In the trees,
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I use simplified feature matrices, omitting category features of functional heads and level values

of category features, since neither are of immediate relevance.) When Asp is merged with vP, its

selectional V-feature finds a matching goal, namely v. Since Asp is unmarked, i.e. has no Infl-

feature, the activity condition on checking does not apply. T, on the other hand, has an Infl-feature

and therefore requries a goal with an unvalued Infl. The main verb hasn’t been valued by Asp and

so is still accessible to T for checking. At the same time, Infl-agreement takes place, valuing the

main verb’s Infl as FUT.

(38) U-
2sg.s-

za-
FUT-

dl
eat

-a.
-FS.FUT

‘You will eat’.

Asp: V-checking
T

Asp

vP

√Pv








Infl:

CAT: V









Asp
[

SEL: V

]

T








Infl: FUT

SEL: V









d

T: V-checking and Infl-agreement
T

Asp

vP

√Pv








Infl: fut

CAT: V









Asp
[

SEL: V

]

T








Infl: FUT

SEL: V









Since selectional features of all inflectional heads are checked by the main verb in (38), last-

resort selection (i.e. Sel-Merge of a new verb) cannot be triggered and the expression of perfective

future is necessarily synthetic. The same is true of past and present tenses occurring with unmarked

aspect, as shown in (39) and (40), respectively.
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(39) U-
2sg.s-

∅-
RPST-

dl
eat

-ile.
-FS.RPST

‘You ate’.

TP

AspP

vP

√Pv








Infl: pst

CAT: V









Asp
[

SEL: V

]

T








Infl: PST

SEL: V









d

(40) U-
2sg.s-

ya-
PRES.DSJ-

dl
eat

-a.
-FS.PRES

‘You eat’.

TP

AspP

vP

√Pv








Infl:

CAT: V









Asp
[

SEL: V

]

T
[

SEL: V

]

Note that, like perfective aspect, present tense is syntactically unmarked – it has no Infl-feature.

This means that in a simple present tense, such as (40), there is no head that can value the verb’s

Infl. I assume that a probe which does not enter in an agree relation does not disrupt the derivation

in any way (Preminger, 2011, 2014). The verb then surfaces with default, present tense morphol-

ogy.

Imperfective aspect, being syntactically marked, interacts with V-checking in a different way.

In a Future Imperfective tense, for instance, both Asp and T have Infl-fatures and therefore are

both subject to the Activity Condition on V-checking. As we see in (41), Asp, being more local

to the verb than T, checks its selectional feature against the still active v. Asp also has a valued

Infl-feature and Infl-agreement between Asp and v takes place resulting in valuation of the verb’s

Infl-feature. Once T becomes part of the derivation, it seeks a matching category goal. Since T

has an Infl-feature, it is subject to the Activity Condition on V-checking, requiring the matching
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goal to be an active head, i.e. one with an unvalued Infl-feature. This requirement is not met by the

main verb at this point in the derivation.

(41) Derivation of Future Imperfective: Failure

Asp: V-checking and Infl-agreement
T

Asp

vP

√Pv








Infl: impf

CAT: V









Asp








Infl: IMPF

SEL: V









T








Infl: FUT

SEL: V









d

T: no active goal for V-checking
T

Asp

vP

√Pv








Infl: impf

CAT: V









Asp








Infl: IMPF

SEL: V









T








Infl: FUT

SEL: V









✗

In effect, the selectional feature on T remains unchecked and triggers merge of a matching

category as its specifier (42), giving rise to auxiliary insertion.
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(42) Derivation of Future Imperfective: Repair

Sel-Merge of an expletive V
T

T

Asp

vP

√Pv








Infl: impf

CAT: V









Asp








Infl: IMPF

SEL: V









T








Infl: FUT

SEL: V









v








Infl:

CAT: V









T: V-checking, Infl-agreement and m-merger
T

T

Asp

vP

√Pv








Infl: impf

CAT: V









Asp








Infl: IMPF

SEL: V









T

v








Infl: fut

CAT: V









T








Infl: FUT

SEL: V









<v>
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Consequently, imperfective aspect requires a periphrastic expression whenever T is also marked,

namely in the past or future tense (43). Recall, however, that Ndebele does not have present im-

perfective tense that’s also periphrastic (section 4.2.1). Rather, imperfective aspect is expressed

synthetically in the present, as shown in (43-d). This is the overflow pattern we find in Ndebele:

imperfective aspect cannot be thought of as requiring an auxiliary verb; it does not require one in

the present tense.

(43) The overflow pattern with imperfective aspect

a. U-za-be
2sg.s-FUT-AUX

u-bal-a.
2sg.s-read-FS

‘You will be reading/You will read habitually’

Future Imperfective

b. U-a-be
2sg.s-DPST-AUX

u-bal-a.
2sg.s-read-FS

‘You were reading/You used to read’.

Dist. Past Imperfective

c. U-∅-be
2sg.s-RPST-AUX

u-bal-a.
2sg.s-read-FS

‘You were reading/You used to read’.

Rec. Past Imperfective

d. U-ya-bal-a.
2sg.s-PRES-read-FS

‘You are reading/You read habitually’

Present Imperfective

The overflow effect is a consequence of the unmarked status of present tense: having no Infl-

feature, present tense T is not subject to the Activity Condition. Unlike past or future tenses, its

selectional V-feature can be checked against the main verb despite the fact that the verb’s Infl-

feature has been valued by Asp. The derivation of Present Imperfective is given shown in (44).
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(44) Derivation of Present Imperfective (synthesis)

Asp: V-checking and Infl-agreement
T

Asp

vP

√Pv








Infl: impf

CAT: V









Asp








Infl: IMPF

SEL: V









T
[

SEL: V

]

d

T: V-checking
T

Asp

vP

√Pv








Infl: impf

CAT: V









Asp








Infl: IMPF

SEL: V









T
[

SEL: V

]

Auxiliary insertion in the proposed analysis is not tied to a particular inflectional feature, but

rather to cooccurrences of inflectional features. In particular, there can be only one marked inflec-

tional head in a synthetics expression, but it doesn’t matter what inflection it is. This aspect of the

proposed analysis derives the overflow pattern of auxiliary use, in which periphrasis is triggered by

the overall inflectional complexity, not by a specific inflection. The hypothesis that present tense

is encoded as the absence of an Infl-feature predicts that there are no periphrastic present tenses.

We’ve seen in this section that there are no periphrastic present tenses with imperfective aspect.

In the next section, I discuss two other types of tenses, perfect and prospective, and show that the

prediction is borne out with those inflections as well: there is no periphrastic present perfect and

no periphrastic present prospective tense.
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4.4.2 An extension to perfect and prospective tenses: a lower T

In the assumed functional hierarchy, perfect aspect is introduced by the Perf head, located right

below T. In Ndebele, perfect participles are morphologically identical to recent past forms, as

shown in (45) for the disjoint form and in (46) for the conjoint form. In both the simple past tense

and the perfect participle, the final suffix is -ile (disjoint form) or -e: (conjoint). Similarly, both

forms lack an overt prefix other than the subject agreement marker.

(45) a. U-∅-phek-ile.
2sg.s-PST-cook-PST.DSJ

‘I cooked (recently).’

b. U-∅-be
2sg.s-PST-AUX

u-phek-ile.
2sg.s-cook-PST.DSJ

‘I had cooked.’

(46) a. U-∅-phek-e:
2sg.s-PST-cook-PST.CNJ

isuphu.
7soup

‘I cooked soup (recently).’

b. U-∅-be
2sg.s-PST-AUX

u-phek-e:
2sg.s-cook-PST.CNJ

isuphu.
7soup

‘I had cooked soup.’

The morphological similarity between past tense and perfect aspect is not uncommon crosslin-

guistically and can also be observed in English, where regular past participles are syncretic with

regular past tense forms (see the translations in (45)). In addition to the morphological affinity,

perfect aspect has been argued to be semantically related to past tense and analyzed as a lower oc-

currence of past tense (Hoffman, 1966; Bach, 1967; von Stechow, 1995; McCawley, 1971, 1988;

Klein, 1992, 1994; Cinque, 1999; Julien, 2001; Stowell, 2007; Arregi & Klecha, 2015; Sigurðs-

son, 2015). According to some of those analyses, perfect tenses are structured with two tense

projections, where the lower (non-finite) one has the value [PAST]. Although I have been using the

category label Perf for the head responsible for perfect aspect, the distribution of tense morphology

in Ndebele provides evidence supporting the hypothesis of two tense projections. In addition to
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past tense morphology, participles in Ndebele may host future tense morphology. Consider the pair

in (47) which shows that the two tense inflections, past and future, can cooccur and can appear in

either order: the expression of Future Perfect involves a future tense marker on the auxiliary and

a past tense marker on the main verb, while a the reverse order gives rise to what is called a Past

Prospective tense (also referred to as future of the past).6

(47) a. U-
2sg.s-

za-

FUT

be
AUX

u-
2sg.s-

phek-
cook

ile.

-PST

Fut + Past = Future Perfect

‘You will have cooked’

b. U-
2sg.s-

∅-
PST

be
AUX

u-
2sg.s-

za-

FUT-
pheka.
cook

Past + Fut = Past Prospective

‘You were going to cook’

For this reason, what I have been calling the Perf head is really a lower past tense, and as such

it may host the Infl-features that can appear on T, namely Infl:PST, Infl:FUT or no Infl-feature

(unmarked tense). A lower past tense is what we call perfect aspect, while a lower future tense is

the so called prospective aspect (48).

(48) [T PST/FUT

past/future
[T PST/FUT

perfect/prospective
]]

In what follows, I use the label TPerf for a lower T with a Infl:PST feature, and the label TProsp

for a lower T with Infl:FUT. Since the lower T makes no remoteness contrasts, I assume that the

distant past Infl-feature is not available for this head.7 The syntax of a perfect tense is shown in

(49), and that of a prospective tense is in (50).

6. Though Perfect and Prospective tenses in Ndebele have received very little attention (some discussion can be
found in Sibanda (2004); Burkholder (2014)), they are thoroughly described for Zulu, a closely related language
(Doke, 1950; Posthumus, 2008; Hall, 2005).

7. A related Bantu language, Shona, has remoteness contrasts in both past and future tenses, and they can be
expressed on both the higher and the lower T (Toews, 2009).
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(49) A perfect tense

T

TPPerf

Asp

vP

√Pv

Asp

T
[

Infl:PST

]

T

(50) A prospective tense

T

TPProsp

Asp

vP

√Pv

Asp

T
[

Infl:FUT

]

T

Periphrasis triggered by the interaction of the two T heads shows the same overflow pattern

that we saw with T and Asp in the previous section. In particular, any combination of two Ts that

contains only one head with an Infl-feature is synthetic. Any combination in which both Ts have

an Infl feature must be periphrastic. That is, all the tenses in (51)-a are synthetic, while the tenses

in (51)-b are periphrastic. Note that the combination of two future Ts is impossible in Ndebele,

though allowed in other Bantu languages, e.g. in Shona (Toews, 2009).

(51) Combination of Tense features and their expression:

T > TPerf/Prosp tense example translation

a. ∅ ∅ Simple Present ‘I cook’

PST ∅ Simple Past ‘I cooked’

FUT ∅ Simple Future ‘I will cook’

∅ PST Present Perfect ‘I have cooked’

∅ FUT Present Prospective ‘I am going to cook’

b. PST PST Past Perfect ‘I had cooked’

PST FUT Past Prospective ‘I was going to cook’

FUT PST Future Perfect ‘I will have cooked’

*FUT FUT (Future Prospective) Indended: ‘I will have a plan to cook’
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Since present tense in Ndebele is unmarked (no Infl-feature), it does not contribute to the

complexity triggering periphrasis. Crucially, which T head will be unmarked is irrelevant. E.g.

Simple Past and Present Perfect have the same set of features (∅ and Infl:PST) occurring in a

different order, and both are synthetic. This is the hallmark of the overflow pattern. Periphrasis is

not tied to a particular inflection but to their overall amount. In Ndebele, we cannot say that perfect

aspect requires an auxiliary (like in English). All we can say is that perfect aspect is more likely

to be expressed periphrastically than its absence because it is a marked inflection. Only when the

lower T is unspecified can the higher T have an Infl-value and be expressed synthetically, and vice

versa.

Let us first focus on synthetic tenses (51)-a. All synthetic tenses, i.e. tenses corresponding to

combinations of Ts with at least one unmarked T, are given in (52). I use Recent Past as an example

of a past tense (Distant Past behaves the same way with respect to periphrasis).

(52) Only one marked tense ⇒ synthesis

a. U-
2sg.s-

∅-
PRES-

phek
cook

-a
-FS.PRES

inyama.
9meat

‘You cook meat’.

Simple Present

b. U-
2sg.s-

∅-
PST-

phek
cook

-e:
-FS.PST

izolo.
yesterday

‘You cooked yesteday’.

Simple Past

c. U-
2sg.s-

za-
FUT-

phek
cook

-a
-FS.FUT

kusasa.
tomorrow

‘You will cook tomorrow’.

Simple Future

d. U-
2sg.s-

∅-
PST-

phek
cook

-e:
-FS.PST

khathesi.
now

‘You have now cooked’.

Present Perfect

e. U-
2sg.s-

za-
FUT-

phek
cook

-a
-FS.FUT

khathesi.
now

‘You are now going to cook’.

Present Prospective

Looking at the paradigm in (52), an interesting observation can be made: we see formal identity
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between tenses with a past tense feature (Simple Past and Present Perfect), and with a future tense

feature (Simple Future and Present Prospective). Since the forms in each pair are morphologically

indistinguishable, it is possible that (52-b), for instance, is not structurally/featurally ambiguous,

as suggested here, but rather it is a simple past with an optional perfect-like interpretation. The

same can be said about Simple Future and Present Prospective. There is reason to think, however,

that the featural ambiguity view is on the right track. First, we do see manifestations of a lower T

with future and past inflections in compound tenses, i.e. when the higher T is non-present. As we

see in (53), Ndebele has both past and future participles.

(53) a. U-
2sg.s-

za-
FUT-

be
AUX

u-
2sg.s-

phek-
cook

ile.
-PST

Fut + Past = Future Perfect

‘You will have cooked’

b. U-
2sg.s-

∅-
PST-

be
AUX

u-
2sg.s-

phek-
cook

ile.
-PST

Past + Past = Past Perfect

‘You will have cooked’

c. U-
2sg.s-

∅-
PST-

be
AUX

u-
2sg.s-

za-
FUT-

pheka.
cook

Past + Fut = Past Prospective

‘You were going to cook’

(53) shows that both the higher and lower T can have an Infl-value. It would, then, be puzzling if

the lower one could not have an Infl-value only in case the higher T is present tense (unmarked).

The featural decomposition of tenses proposed in (51) provides a more uniform account, even if

some of the featural distinctions are morphologically opaque. In fact, I will demonstrate shortly,

the the formal identity of Present Perfect and Simple Past, as well as Simple Future and Present

Prospective, is naturally accounted for by the Infl-agreement analysis proposed here. Moreover,

the compatibility of the apparent past tense and future tense with the temporal adverbial khathesi

‘now’, might be treated as evidence that the higher T is these forms is a present tense T, i.e. one

that’s compatible with the meaning of ‘now’ (52-d)-(52-e).

A final argument for distinguishing the formally identical pairs in (52) comes from a mor-

phophonological alternation, called imbrication, which applies to the past tense suffix -ile in certain
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morphophonological contexts. It has been observed for Zulu, a language with remarkably similar

morphology, that imbrication is obligatory in perfect forms, but optional in past tense (Botne &

Kershner, 2000). As an example of imbrication of the suffix -ile, consider the verb lala ‘sleep’. As

we see in the Ndebele example in (54), after imbrication, the suffix -ile is shortened to -e, and the

vowel of the root raises to e.

(54) Ngi-
1sg-

lal
sleep

-ile
-PST

⇒ ngi-
1sg-

lel
sleep

-e
-PST

In the examples below, I use temporal adverbials ‘yesterday’ and ‘now’ to diagnose the hypoth-

esized difference between the formally identical forms, where ‘yesterday’ indicates the Simple Past

tense, while ‘now’ is meant to diagnose Present Perfect. As we see in (55), imbrication is optional

if the temporal adverbial indicates Simple Past (i.e. the higher T with Infl:PST). But in the context

of ‘now’, suggesting that the past tense morphology comes from the lower T, not the higher one,

imbrication is obligatory (56).

(55) Simple Past → imbrication optional

a. U-
1-

lal
sleep

-ile
-PST

izolo
yesteday

‘He slept/fell asleep yesteday’

b. U-
1-

lel
sleep

-e
-PST

izolo
yesteday

‘He slept yesteday’

(56) Present Perfect → imbrication obligatory

a. *U-
1-

lal
sleep

-ile
-PST

khathesi
now

(‘He’s (fallen) asleep now’)

b. U-
1-

lel
sleep

-e
-PST

khathesi
now

‘He’s (fallen) asleep now’
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As expected, past participles in compound tenses require imbrication. There, semantic disam-

biguation by adverbs is not necessary – perfect aspect is visible through periphrasis (57)-(58).

(57) Future Perfect → imbrication obligatory

a. *U-za-be
1-FUT-AUX

e-
1-

lal
sleep

-ile
-PST

(‘He will have fallen asleep ’)

b. U-za-be
1-FUT-AUX

e-
1-

lel
sleep

-e
-PST

‘He will have fallen asleep/He will be asleep ’

(58) Past Perfect → imbrication obligatory

a. *U-∅-be
1-PST-AUX

e-
1-

lal
sleep

-ile
-PST

(‘He had fallen asleep ’)

b. U-∅-be
1-PST-AUX

e-
1-

lel
sleep

-e
-PST

‘He had fallen asleep/He was asleep ’

The sensitivity of imbrication to past vs perfect inflection suggests that the homophonous past

tense morphology in Simple Past and Present Perfect originates on morphosyntactically different

categories, supporting the featural ambiguity view. Unfortunately, I am not aware of a similar

process that would distinguish Simple Future and Present Prospective, but I will assume a uni-

form treatment of this pair and the past–perfect pair, namely that both are featurally ambiguous

expressions.

Let us now see how the analysis proposed here derives simple tenses and the ambiguities de-

scribed above. We have already seen the derivation of simple tenses, i.e. those without marked

Asp or Perf. If the higher T is also unmarked, the main verb’s Infl-feature remains unvalued and is

spelled out as the default, present tense form (59). Notice that, unlike in the discussion of simple

tenses in the previous section, I represent the lower T here as well, even though it is unmarked

and does not contribute to the meaning (in any obvious way) or to periphrasis. For this reason, an
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unmarked lower T is typically omitted in trees later in the thesis, but in this particular case it is best

to represent it explicitly.

(59) Simple Present (synthesis)

a. U-
2s-

ya
PRES.DSJ-

phek
cook

-a.
-FS.PRES

‘You cook’.

b. d

T

T

vP

√P

<√>

v

v

-a








Infl:

CAT: V









√

phek

T

∅
[

SEL: V

]

T

u-ya
[

SEL: V

]

Infl-valuation takes place when one of the T heads has an Inlf-feature. The two structures below

show derivations of Simple Past and Present Perfect, which differ only in the position in which the

past tense inflection originates (60).
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(60) Simple Past/Present Perfect (synthesis)

U-
2s-

∅-
PST-

phek
cook

-ile.
-FS.PST

‘You cooked/You have cooked’.

d Simple Past

TP

TP

vP

√P

<√>

v

v

-ile








Infl: pst

CAT: V









√

phek

T

∅
[

SEL: V

]

T

u-∅








Infl:PST

SEL: V









d Present Perfect

TP

TPPerf

vP

√P

<√>

v

v

-ile








Infl: pst

CAT: V









√

phek

T

∅








Infl:PST

SEL: V









T

u-∅
[

SEL: V

]

Whether the past tense feature originates on the higher T (Simple Past) or on the lower T

(Present Perfect), the expression is synthetic – the overflow effect. In Simple Past, the lower T

is unmarked, i.e. it only has a selectional feature. Checking of that feature does not result in

Infl-valuation, and so the main verb stays active for V-checking on the higher T. Since both V-

features can be checked against the main verb, no last-resort selection of a verbal expletive (the

default auxiliary) can take place. In Present Perfect, the lower T does value the main verb’s Infl.

However, since the higher T is unmarked, it is not subject to the activity condition and can also

check its selectional V-feature against the main verb, resulting in a synthetic expression, as well.

The morphology of Simple Past and Present Perfect is the same for the following reasons. The
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exponents of a present T and a past tense T are both null, and so the prefixal material consists only

of the subject agreement prefix in both cases (by assumption, located in the higher T; see chapter 6

for a detailed discussion of agreement prefixes). The past tense feature is additionally realized on

the Final Suffix, the exponent of little v. Since in both cases, the Infl-feature on v is valued as past

(though by different heads), the featural composition of v is the same in both tenses and so has the

same exponent, namely the suffix -ile (or e: in the conjoint form).

The relation between Simple Future and Present Prospective is similar. Both tenses are syn-

thetic and have morphologically identical expression (61).

(61) Simple Future/Present Prospective (synthesis)

U-
2s-

za
FUT-

phek
cook

-a.
-FS.FUT

‘You will cook/You are going to cook.’.

d Simple Future

TP

TP

vP

√P

<√>

v

v

-a








Infl: fut

CAT: V









√

phek

T

∅
[

SEL: V

]

T

u-za








Infl:FUT

SEL: V









d Present Prospective

TP

TPProsp

vP

√P

<√>

v

v

-a








Infl: fut

CAT: V









√

phek

T

za








Infl:FUT

SEL: V









T

u-∅
[

SEL: V

]
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Again, synthesis arises in both tenses because both T heads can check their selectional V-

feature against the main verb. Little v’s Infl-feature is valued as FUT in both cases and therefore

has the same exponent (here -a). Finally, a T with a Infl:FUT is realized as za-. As we see in

the trees in (61), the prefix za- is located in different positions, depending on which head has the

future tense feature: the higher T in Simple Future, and the lower T in Present Prospective. Since

an unmarked T is null, this difference is string vacuous and both tenses end up with the same affix

order.

Finally, periphrasis arises when neither of the two T heads is unmarked. Recall that Ndebele

has three periphrastic tenses resulting from the interaction of tense features: Future Perfect, Past

Perfect and Past Prospective. The first step in the derivation of Future Perfect is shown in (62). As

we see, this tense is composed of a higher future and a lower past. Since the lower T has an Infl-

feature, it values the Infl-feature on v, rendering it inactive for V-checking. The higher T, being a

marked head, requires an active goal, and consequently cannot check its V-feature against the main

verb.
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(62) Future Perfect (periphrasis)

U-
2sg.s-

za-be
FUT-AUX

u-phek
2sg.s-cook

-ile.
-FS.PST

‘You will have cooked.’

d TPerf: V-checking and Infl-valuation

TP

TPPerf

vP

√P

<√>

v

v








Infl: pst

CAT: V









√

phek

T








Infl:PST

SEL: V









T








Infl:FUT

SEL: V









✗

The selectional V-feature on the higher T remains active and triggers selection-driven merge

(Sel-Merge) of a verbal expletive, the default auxiliary (63).
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(63) Future Perfect: Sel-merge of an auxiliary, V-checking and Infl-valuation

TP

T

TPPerf

vP

√P

<√>

v

v








Infl: pst

CAT: V









√

phek

T








Infl:PST

SEL: V









T








Infl:FUT

SEL: V









v








Infl: fut

CAT: V









The final step in the derivation is m-merger of the newly merged auxiliary verb with T. The

structure below is the final output of the derivation of a Future Perfect expression, and specifies the

exponents of each head (64).
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(64) Future Perfect: m-merger of T and the auxiliary; exponents

TP

T

TPPerf

vP

√P

<√>

v

v

ile








Infl: pst

CAT: V









√

phek

T

∅








Infl:PST

SEL: V









T

v

be








Infl: fut

CAT: V









T

u-za








Infl:FUT

SEL: V









<v>

The derivation of the remaining two periphrastic tenses proceed the same way. In (65) and

(66), I give the final outputs of their derivations.
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(65) Past Perfect (periphrasis)

U-
2sg.s-

∅-be
PST-AUX

u-phek
2sg.s-cook

-ile.
-FS.PST

‘You had cooked.’

TP

T

TPPerf

vP

√P

<√>

v

v

ile








Infl: pst

CAT: V









√

phek

T

∅








Infl:PST

SEL: V









T

v

be








Infl: pst

CAT: V









T

u-∅








Infl:PST

SEL: V









<v>
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(66) Past Prospective (periphrasis)

U-
2sg.s-

∅-be
PST-AUX

u-
2sg.s-

za-
FUT-

phek
cook

-a.
-FS.FUT

‘You were going to cook.’

TP

T

TPProsp

vP

√P

<√>

v

v

a








Infl: fut

CAT: V









√

phek

T

za








Infl:FUT

SEL: V









T

v

be








Infl: pst

CAT: V









T

u-∅








Infl:PST

SEL: V









<v>

To conclude, the interaction of tense features in Ndebele provides additional evidence for the

overflow distribution of default auxiliaries in this language. The appearance of an auxiliary is not

tied to a specific inflectional category, such as perfect aspect. We have seen that both perfect and

prospective aspect may be expressed synthetically if they do not cause an inflectional overflow. An

inflectional overflow can only be calculated more globally than just by looking at one head – it is

determined by an interaction of inflectional heads, for example of two Ts. As such, it lends support

to the Insertion approach, according to which auxiliary verbs are inserted derivationally, and not

base generated (either as lexical or functional verbs).
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4.5 Against configurational approaches to the Failure Question

The analysis proposed in the previous section relates the failure of synthesis to inflectional over-

flow. In particular, the answer I give to the Failure Question is the following: an inflectional head

cannot combine with a verb when the head has an Infl-value to share but the verb does not have an

unvalued Infl-feature. In other words, a head with an Infl-value cannot combine with a verb that

also has an Infl-value. I call this type of approach a feature conflict approach to the failure ques-

tion. This particular implementation of feature conflict was inspired by Cowper’s (2010) analysis

of English auxiliaries and amended in such a way that it can also apply to the overflow pattern (by

weakening the activity condition). Another implementation of the feature conflict view of synthe-

sis failure can be found in Arregi & Klecha (2015), who propose a constraint against more than

one inflectional feature on a single head.

A different type of answer to the Failure question was given in Arregi (2000), Embick (2000)

and Bjorkman (2011). These authors define the failure of synthesis in configurational terms. Ar-

regi (2000) and Embick (2000) proposed that synthesis requires head movement of the verb to the

inflectional head it synthesizes with. In Bjorkman’s view, the extent of verb movement necessary

for synthesis is to the head immediately below the one it is to synthesize with. In this section, I

discuss configurational approaches and argue the feature conflict approach fares better, both theo-

retically and empirically. In section 4.5.1, I discuss the answer to the Failure Question proposed

by Bjorkman (2011), which relies on two mechanisms: Infl-agreement and head movement. In

section 4.5.2, I consider the proposal according to which synthesis failure is directly related to

head movement (Arregi, 2000; Embick, 2000).

4.5.1 Head-movement and Infl-agreement (Bjorkman, 2011)

Bjorkman proposes a system in which synthesis and periphrasis are regulated by two aspects of

derivation: Infl-agreement and head-movement. First, Bjorkman assumes that inflectional heads

(except for the highest one) have both a valued and an unvalued Infl-feature. Thus, Infl-agreement
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holds not only between verbs and inflections, as in the analysis proposed here, but also between

inflectional heads. In effect, Infl-values are transmitted one head down, as illustrated in (67).

(67) Infl-agreement (Bjorkman, 2011)

TP

PerfP

AspP

VP

V
[

uInfl: impf

]

Asp








iInfl: IMPF

uInfl: perf









Perf








iInfl: PERF

uInfl: fut









T
[

iInfl: FUT

]

The condition on synthesis in Bjorkman’s account is that every uInfl (but not iInfl) be in a

complex head with a verb. A uInfl that’s not in a complex head with a verb triggers auxiliary

insertion. Thus, periphrasis in Bjorkman’s system is regulated by head-movement, since head-

movement brings the verb to be part of a higher complex head. In the structure in (67), the minimal

amount of head movement necessary for a synthetic expression is to Perf – this is where the highest

uInfl is located. Head-movement all the way to T would also result in synthesis. Head movement

only to Asp will result is auxiliary insertion in Perf, while no head movement at all additionally

causes auxiliary insertion in Asp.

I discuss two issues with Bjorkman’s approach to the Failure Question outlined above. The

first problem is empirical: it incorrectly predicts that functional verbs such as aspectual auxiliaries

in Ndebele should sometimes bleed auxiliary insertion. The second issue concerns the role of head

movement: the claim that periphrasis is a function of head movement is empirically unmotivated.

Recall the analysis of aspectual auxiliaries proposed in the previous chapter. I argued that

they are verbal elements associated with particular inflectional heads and host valued Infl-features
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specific to the inflectional head they appear in. Take for instance the aspectual auxiliary verb se

‘already’, associated with the perfect aspect. According to the present proposal, the category of se

is a V of level 4 – the level of perfect aspect in the extended projection (68).

(68) Asp-auxiliary se ‘already’














SEM: ‘already’

CAT: 〈V,4〉

Infl: PST















As shown again in (69), se takes a past participle as its complement (in the absence of an

imperfective Asp head; see section chapter 3, section 3.2).

(69) U-se
2sg.s-already

u-phek-ile.
2sg.s-cook-FS.PST

‘You have already cooked’

Given the high position of se, Bjorkman’s analysis predicts that this aspectual auxiliary should

support tense inflection. This is because the uInfl-feature on Perf is now in the same complex head

as the auxiliary verb (70).

(70) Infl-agreement (Bjorkman, 2011)

TP

PerfP

VP

V
[

uInfl: perf

]

Perf(Asp-aux)
















CAT: V

iInfl: PERF

uInfl: fut

















T
[

iInfl: FUT

]
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Given that both uInfl-features in (70), the one on Perf and the one on V, are in a complex head

with a verbal element (either the main verb or an auxiliary verb), Bjorkman predicts that the aspec-

tual auxiliary in Perf should bleed default auxiliary in Perf. This prediction is, however, incorrect.

Future tense inflection cannot combine with se synthetically, as evident from the ungrammaticality

of (71-a). Instead, future tense must be supported by a default auxiliary, just like it does when Perf

is verbless (71-b).

(71) a. *U-za-se
2sg.s-FUT-already

u-phek-ile.
2sg.s-cook-FS.PST

(‘You will have already cooked’)

b. U-za-be
2sg.s-FUT-AUX

u-se
2sg.s-already

u-phek-ile.
2sg.s-cook-FS.PST

‘You will have already cooked’

Similarly, past tense with se can only be expressed periphrastically, as the pair in (72) shows.

(72) a. *U-a-se
2sg.s-DPST-already

u-phek-ile.
2sg.s-cook-FS.PST

(‘You had already cooked’)

b. U-a-be
2sg.s-DPST-AUX

u-se
2sg.s-already

u-phek-ile.
2sg.s-cook-FS.PST

‘You had already cooked’

The fact that the aspectual auxiliary se does not act like a support verb suggests that periphrasis is

not triggered the absence of a local verbal element – se in (70) is in the right position to support

tense inflection – but rather by the fact that se has a valued Infl-feature. This is what differentiates

the aspectual auxiliary from a lexical verb in the same position. Thus, the inability of tense to

synthesize with se points to the conclusion that the answer to the failure question must be related

to the notion of feature conflict, rather than to locality.

Indeed, the analysis proposed here derives the attested pattern of periphrasis in aspectual verb

constructions. I illustrate with Future Perfect, for comparison with (70). TPerf is verbal – it hosts
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the aspectual auxiliary se. Therefore, it has a [CAT:V] and no [SEL:V] feature. But as a perfect

aspect head, it has [Infl:PST], which is transmitted onto the main verb by agreement.

(73) Future Perfect with the auxiliary se ‘already’

TP

TPPerf

vP

√Pv








Infl: pst

CAT: V









TPerf








Infl: PST

CAT: V









T








Infl: FUT

SEL: V









TP

T

TPPerf

vP

√Pv








Infl: pst

CAT: V









TPerf








Infl: PST

CAT: V









T








Infl: FUT

SEL: V









v








Infl: fut

CAT: V









When T is merged, it must find an active category goal to check its selectional V-feature.

However, the aspectual verb is not active (its Infl-feature is valued), and at this point the main

verb’s Infl-feature is also valued (by the more local TPerf). Consequently, the selectional feature of
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T remains unchecked and triggers merge of an expletive verb – the default auxiliary. The derivation

of past tense with se proceeds in the same way.

This analysis correctly predicts that an aspectual verb such as se may only appear without a

default auxiliary in the present tense since the present tense in Ndebele is unmarked and therefore

no feature conflict arises between T and TPerf. We have already seen an example of Present Perfect

with se in (69), and I repeat it in (74) below.

(74) U-se
2sg.s-already

u-phek-ile.
2sg.s-cook-FS.PST

‘You have already cooked’

(75) Present Perfect with the auxiliary se ‘already’

TP

TPPerf

vP

√Pv








Infl: pst

CAT: V









TPerf








Infl: PST

CAT: V









T
[

SEL: V

]

Since present tense in Ndebele is unmarked, T in (69) only has a selectional V-feature. Perfect

aspect has a category V feature and a valued Infl-feature (Infl:PST). Thus, the syntax of (69) is the

same as the syntax of a regular present perfect tense, the difference being that TPerf is occupied

by an aspectual auxiliary verb. The proposed analysis of periphrasis, based on feature conflict

(implemented as an activity condition an V-checking), correctly derives the fact that a present

tense T can combine with aspectual auxiliaries synthetically.

Aspectual auxiliaries associated with imperfective aspect show the same behavior: they cannot

combine with marked tense synthetically, and can appear without an auxiliary only in the present
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tense.

(76) lokhe ‘still’ + past tense ⇒ periphrasis

a. *U-a-lokhe
2sg.s-DPST-still

u-phek-a.
2sg.s-cook-FS.IMPF

(‘You were still cooking’)

b. U-a-be
2sg.s-DPST-AUX

u-lokhe
2sg.s-still

u-phek-a.
2sg-cook-FS.IMPF

‘You were still cooking’

(77) lokhe ‘still’ + future tense ⇒ periphrasis

a. *U-za-lokhe
2sg.s-FUT-still

u-phek-a.
2sg.s-cook-FS.IMPF

(‘You will still be cooking’)

b. U-za-be
2sg.s-FUT-AUX

u-lokhe
2sg.s-still

u-phek-a.
2sg.s-cook-FS.IMPF

‘You will still be cooking’

(78) lokhe ‘still’ + present tense ⇒ synthesis

U-∅-lokhe
2sg.s-PRES-still

u-phek-a.
2sg.s-cook-FS.IMPF

‘You are still cooking’

(79) hlezi ‘constantly’ + past tense ⇒ periphrasis

a. *U-a-hlezi
2sg.s-DPST-constantly

u-phek-a.
2sg.s-cook-FS.IMPF

(‘You constantly cooked’)

b. U-a-be
2sg.s-DPST-AUX

u-hlezi
2sg.s-constantly

u-phek-a.
2sg.s-cook-FS.IMPF

‘You constantly cooked’

(80) hlezi ‘constantly’ + future tense ⇒ periphrasis

a. *U-za-hlezi
2sg.s-FUT-constantly

u-phek-a.
2sg.s-cook-FS.IMPF

(‘You will constantly cook’)
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b. U-za-be
2sg.s-FUT-AUX

u-hlezi
2sg.s-constantly

u-phek-a.
2sg.s-cook-FS.IMPF

‘You will constantly cook’

(81) hlezi ‘constantly’ + present tense ⇒ synthesis

U-∅-hlezi
2sg.s-PRES-constantly

u-phek-a.
2sg.s-cook-FS.IMPF

‘You constantly cook’

The pattern of periphrasis with lokhe and hlezi is derived the same way periphrasis with se is

derived. They are verbal elements with a valued Infl-feaure (this time Infl:IMPF) and they cannot

check the selectional V-feature on T if T is marked (i.e. non-present).

The second issue with the configurational approach to the Failure Question is its reliance on

head-movement. As discussed at the beginning of this section, head movement plays a crucial role

in deriving the distribution of periphrasis in Bjorkman’s system. Under this view, we expect to

observe crosslinguistic tendencies for periphrasis in languages with no or little head movement of

the verb, and less or no periphrasis in languages in which the verb moves to a high position. For

instance, this view would gain credibility if English and French had different patterns of auxiliary

use. Since in English there is no V-to-T movement, we would expect more analytic tenses than in

French, where the verb moves to T. In fact, we would expect no compound tenses in French given

that the verb moves all the way to T. This is not true. French does have verbal periphrasis, and in a

very similar distribution as in English.8 Consider, for instance, periphrastic tenses arising form the

8. There is a way in which English has more periphrastic forms than French: English has do-support. Indeed,
the presence of do-support in English and its absence in French are traditionally viewed as a consequence of V-to-T
movement in French but not in English. However, do-support is a different type of periphrasis than the type discussed
here, the type involved in what we call compound tenses. Most importantly, do-support is not triggered by inflectional
complexity. For instance, there is no obvious sense in which an object wh-question, which requires do-support (i), is
inflectionally more complex than a subject wh-question, which does not (ii).

(i) Who do you know?

(ii) Who knows you?/*Who does know you?

Moreover, even do-support cannot be seen as being a direct consequence of the lack of head movement. In English,
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interaction of tense and passive voice (which in English and French is an Infl-feature interacting

with periphrasis, unlike in Ndebele).

(82) Past passive in French and English

a. Le
The

livre
book

était

be.PST

lu.
read.PTCP

(Bjorkman, 2011:98)

d

b. The book was read.

The fact that both languages require an auxiliary to support tense in passive voice would suggest,

under the configurational approach, that neither French nor English has verb movement to T. Given

independent evidence for V-to-T movement in French, we must stipulate that such movement takes

place only in active voice. This is indeed Bjorkman’s analysis. To account for periphrasis in passive

clauses in French, and in fact for all other compound tenses, Bjorkman posits head movement rules

which apply in different inflectional contexts. The rules necessary to derive passive and perfective

compound tenses in French are listed in (83).

(83) Head movement in French (Bjorkman, 2011)

a. V to T

b. Asp-to-T

c. Voice-to-T

d. no V-to-Voice

e. no V-to-Asp

the main verb never moves to T, but simple tenses are typically synthetic – "do" appears only in certain contexts, e.g.
with negation. Thus, its appearance has to do with constraints on synthesis of V and T in languages without V-to-T
movement (e.g. Affix Hopping (Chomsky, 1957) or morphological merger under adjacency (Bobaljik, 1994)). The
picture is further complicated by languages like Swedish or Danish, in which neither V-to-T movement nor do-support
occurs. (Mainland Scandinavian languages have do-support only if the main verb is absent, i.e. in VP ellipsis, fronting
and prominalization.) Leaving the question of do-support and its relation to head movement aside, its presence in
English does not constitute a correct prediction of the head-movement approach to the Failure Question in inflec-
tional periphrasis. This is because do-support is not an instance of inflectional periphrasis triggered by inflectional
complexity.
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f. Voice and Asp are skipped by V if unmarked (active and imperfective, respectively)

Given the rules in (83), the derivation of the passive sentence in (82-a) proceeds as shown in (84).

V does not move to Voice and Voice moves T.

(84) French: past imperfective passive (Bjorkman, 2011)

TP

AspP

VoiceP

VP

V
[

uInfl: pass

]

Voice








iInfl: PASS

uInfl: pst









Asp

(unmarked)

T
[

iInfl: PST

]

The uInfl on the verb is in a complex head with verb, but uInfl on Voice is not in a complex

head with a verb and therefore an auxiliary must be inserted (the auxiliary surfaces in T due to

Voice-to-T movement but that’s irrelevant for periphrasis). Note that Voice does not move through

Asp, as we would expect it to given the Head Movement Constraint (Travis, 1984). This is because

Asp has no Infl feature and, according to Bjorkman, Infl-agreement is necessary to license head

movement. This means that in an imperfective active sentence, i.e. when both Voice and Asp are

unmarked, V moves directly to T.

To be clear, Bjorkman’s account is not empirically wrong. There is no evidence, as far as I can

tell, that the rules in (83) are incorrect. The objection is a theoretical one. There is no independent

evidence for these particular rules – the only motivation for claiming head movement in French
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works according to those rules in the distribution of periphrasis. As such, this analysis does not

derive the distribution of auxiliaries in French. Rather, their distribution is stipulated in the form

of head movement rules.

Note that a feature conflict account, like the one proposed here, does not rely on head movement

in any way. If two languages differ in the distribution of head movement, but have the same

inflectional features, it predicts the same pattern of periphrasis. That is, we correctly predict that

English and French passive sentences will behave the same.

(85) Past passive in French and English (Asp unmarked)

TP

AspP

VoiceP

VP

V








Infl: pass

CAT: V









Voice








Infl: PASS

SEL: V









Asp
[

SEL: V

]

T








Infl: PST

SEL: V









✗

⇒ auxiliary insertion in T

The selectional features which can be checked by the main verb in (85) are Voice and Asp.

Voice is subject to the activity condition (it has an Infl-feature) and the verb is active when Voice

is merged. Asp, on the other hand, is unmarked and therefore not subject to the activity condition

on V-checking. T, on the other hand, is marked and there is no active category goal to check its

selectional feature. As a result, a default auxiliary must be merged with T. The derivation proceeds
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exactly the same way in English and in French. The fact that the two languages differ with respect

to head movement is irrelevant under this account since periphrasis arises due to a feature conflict,

not due to the lack head movement.

A possible objection to the view of periphrasis as insensitive to head movement would be the

fact that is seems to make no predictions at all about how head movement and periphrasis interact.

For instance, does the present analysis allow movement of the main verb in (85) (i.e. the passive

participle) to T? This would cause the main verb and the auxiliary to be in the same complex head.

The answer is no – the main verb cannot move to the a head that is supported by an auxiliary. I

address this question at the end of this section, where I discuss the relation between c-selection

and head-movement. Before that, let me discuss a different configurational approach to the Failure

Question.

4.5.2 Lack of head movement triggering auxiliary insertion

A different configurational requirement for synthesis was proposed by Arregi (2000) for Basque

and by Embick (2000) for Latin. These authors argue that auxiliary insertion in these languages is

triggered in an inflectional head which is not reached by head movement of the verb. That is, verb

movement to F is necessary for F and the verb to be expressed synthetically.

This type of account has advantages over Bjorkman’s analysis. First, it derives periphrasis

from head movement exclusively. There is only one relation combining verbs with inflections,

head movement, and not two, like in Bjorkman’s account (head movement and Infl-agreement).

And second, it does not make the incorrect prediction that aspectual verbs in Ndebele should

support tense inflection. This is because they are located in Perf and Asp, and synthesis with

tense requires a verb in T. However, the general objection to positing a causal relation between

the extent of head movement and synthesis/periphrasis holds for these accounts as well. If the

head-movement requirement these authors posit for the respective languages were to be treated as

a universal condition on synthesis, the same question arises about the lack of difference between
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English and French. As mentioned before, the expectation would be that languages with no head

movement are more analytic than languages with head movement all the way to T, in which no

periphrasis would be expected. We saw that this is not true of French and English, and I am not

aware of reports of such crosslinguistic tendencies. Again, the lack of such tendencies does not

render the hypothesis of configurational triggers of periphrasis wrong. We can account for the

appearance of auxiliaries in languages with head movement to T by positing that head movement

to T doesn’t always take place. This is what Embick proposed for Latin: V moves to T in some

inflectional contexts but not in others.9 Below, I present Embicks’s analysis of compound tenses in

Latin and show how the same data can be handled, with one amendment, by the analysis I proposed

in this chapter, i.e. without appealing to head movement whatsoever.

In Latin, three inflectional categories contribute to the inflectional complexity triggering pe-

riphrasis: tense, aspect and voice. The distribution of periphrasis in Latin seems rather complex at

first sight. None of these categories alone requires an auxiliary verb. Periphrasis arises only when

the following two inflections cooccur: passive voice and perfective aspect (86). When only one of

those inflections occurs, the expression is synthetic, irrespective of tense. That is, when voice is

passive but aspect imperfective (87), and when aspect is perfective but voice active (88).

(86) Latin periphrastic tenses: passive + perfect + tense

a. amatus
love.MASC.SG.PASS.PERF

sum
be.1sg.PRES

‘I have been loved’

b. amatus
love.MASC.SG.PASS.PERF

eram
be.1sg.PST

‘I had been loved’

9. The analysis proposed by Arregi (2000) for Basque does not involve multiple head movement rules, like the ones
we find in Bjorkman or the ones proposed by Embick for Latin. Rather, it seems that verbs in Basque systematically
move one head up. However, the pattern of auxiliary distribution in Basque is fairly regular (with the exception
of a small set of synthetic verbs, all tenses are periphrastic) and therefore it is not clear how would apply to more
complicated patterns, such as the Latin one or the overflow pattern. In fact, Arregi & Nevins (2012) propose that what
is traditionally called an auxiliary in Basque is better characterized as a complex head composed of various inflectional
and agreement affixes and does not contain a verbal root.
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(87) Latin synthetic tenses with passive voice (no perfect aspect): passive + tense

a. amor
love.1sg.PASS.PRES

‘I am loved’

b. amabar
love.1sg.PASS.PST

‘I was loved’

(88) Latin synthetic tenses with perfect aspect (active): perfect + tense

a. amavi
love.1sg.PERF.PRES

‘I have loved’

b. amaveram
love.1sg.PERF.PST

‘I had loved’

Recall that, in Embick’s view, synthesis is only possible if the verb moves to the relevant

inflectional head. To account for the distribution of auxiliaries in Latin, Embick proposes that head

movement in this language works according the following rules (89).

(89) Head movement in Latin (Embick, 2000)10

a. v always moves to Asp

b. Asp normally moves to T, but

c. Asp doesn’t move to T if it is perfective and contains the feature [pass] (from the v

that moved to it)

The last rule captures the fact that perfective aspect cooccurring with passive voice must be pe-

riphrastic. Let us first see the derivation of synthetic tenses, that is where either Asp is perfective

or Voice is passive, but not both. Notice that the value of tense does not play a role in regulating

10. Bjorkman’s analysis of Latin is in the same spirit, though, given the different condition on synthesis, the head
movement rules proposed for Latin by Bjorkman are different: there is not movement to T, V always moves to Voice
and Asp (directly), but there is no head movement of Voice to Asp.
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periphrasis. (The passive is a feature of v, not Voice, in Embick’s analysis; and the lexical root

always moves to v.)

(90) passive + tense ⇒ synthesis (87)

TP

AspP

vP

√P

√

v

PASS

Asp

T

(any value)

(91) perfect + tense ⇒ synthesis (88)

TP

AspP

vP

√P

√

v

(ACT)

Asp

PERF

T

(any value)

If v is passive it may move to perfective Asp, but according to the constraint in (89-c), this

head cannot move further to T and auxiliary insertion is triggered in T. (92) is the derivation of

periphrastic tenses in Latin.
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(92) passive + perfect + tense ⇒ periphrasis (86)

TP

AspP

vP

√P

√

v

PASS

Asp

PERF

T

(any value)

✗

This analysis is subject to the same objection as Bjorkman’s analysis of French: the distribution

of auxiliary verbs is restated as head movement rules. As such, this analysis does not offer an

understanding of why periphrasis occurs with increased inflectional complexity crosslinguistically.

Note that this generalization is true for the Latin paradigm as well. Since passive is typically the

marked value of Voice/v, it is not surprising that passive structures are more often periphrastic then

active sentences. This generalization is, however, not captured by Embick’s analysis, which relies

solely on the statements in (89). In principle, there is no reason why the rule in (89-c) does not refer

to active voice instead, which would then make active structures more prone to periphrasis than

passive ones. It remains to be seen if there are languages with synthetic passives but periphrastic

active voice.

The feature conflict account I develop has the potential of deriving the fact that the inflectionally

more complex passive structures fail to be expressed synthetically more often than active ones.

Suppose that passive is a marked value of Voice (like in English and French), and that perfective

is the syntactically marked Aspect (imperfective being unmarked). Tense, on the other hand, is

always fully specified. The featural composition of the three inflectional heads in Latin is shown

in (93).11

11. The same featural composition of inflectional heads in Latin was proposed by Bjorkman 2011.
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(93) a. T [Infl:PST/FUT/PRES]

b. Asp ([Infl: PERF]) (imperfective unmarked)

c. Voice: ([Infl:PASS]) (active unmarked)

If we think about the Latin paradigm of compound tenses in terms of feature conflict and

inflectional complexity, a simple generalization emerges: the Latin verb can host two inflectional

features, whatever they are. The analysis I proposed for Ndebele can derive the Latin data if

we allow verbs in some languages to have two unvalued Infl-features. That is what I propose:

the Latin verb has two unvalued Infl-features and therefore stays active for V-checking until it

is valued twice. Thus, periphrasis only arises when all three inflectional categories, T, Asp and

Voice, are marked. The derivations in this account are given below. (94) shows the derivation of

a synthetic expression whenever voice is active (unmarked). (95) is the derivation with unmarked

aspect (imperfective), and (96) is a case where all three heads have an Infl-feature, giving rise to

auxiliary insertion in T caused by T’s unchecked selectional feature. (In all examples the value of

T is PST, but this choice has no consequence for the derivation since all tenses in Latin are fully

specified and so they equally contribute to periphrasis.)
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(94) Voice unmarked (active): synthesis
TP

AspP

VoiceP

VP

V
















Infl: pfv

Infl: pst

CAT: V

















Voice
[

SEL: V

]

Asp








Infl:PERF

SEL: V









T








Infl: PST

SEL: V
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(95) Asp unmarked (imperfective): synthesis

TP

AspP

VoiceP

VP

V
















Infl: pass

Infl: pst

CAT: V

















Voice








Infl: PASS

SEL: V









Asp
[

SEL: V

]

T








Infl: PST

SEL: V
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(96) All three categories marked: periphrasis

TP

AspP

VoiceP

VP

V
















Infl: pass

Infl: pfv

CAT: V

















Voice








Infl: PASS

SEL: V









Asp








Infl:PERF

SEL: V









T








Infl: PST

SEL: V









✗

Like with French and English, this account of the Latin facts does not make reference to head

movement. It focuses instead on the featural complexity of the inflectional domain, which it turn

allows it to account for the crosslinguistic generalization that periphrasis is triggered by increased

inflectional complexity. This generalization is not captured by an account of periphrasis in terms

of language specific head movement rules.

Finally, it should be noted that the hypothesis that periphrasis arises due to the lack of head

movement cannot be thought of as a universal property of the grammar. This is due to the existence

of languages like English, in which the absence of V-T movement does not prevent e.g. simple past

from being a synthetic tense. Thus, the connection of periphrasis to head movement is not nearly

as robust as its sensitivity to inflectional complexity.
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Is there no relation between head movement and periphrasis, then? I believe there is no causal

relation, one way or the other. Featural complexity can trigger periphrasis in a language with any

amount of head movement in the inflectional domain. However, there appears to be one general-

ization about how the two interact. Auxiliary insertion in head H and head movement to the same

head H are in complementary distribution. Abstracting away from auxiliary clitics (such as those

found in some Slavic languages (Borsley & Rivero, 1994; Migdalski, 2006)) this generalization

seems to hold robustly. However, there is no reason to think of this complementary distribution as

being an effect of a causal relation between head movement and periphrasis. Instead, I argue that

it is a side effect of how head movement and periphrasis are triggered, independently of each other.

I suggested earlier in this chapter that the selectional V-feature on inflectional heads is a feature

which triggers merge, internal or external (following earlier proposals in this vein (Svenonius,

1994; Holmberg, 2000; Julien, 2002; Matushansky, 2006)). As such, the V-feature is responsible

for both head movement (internal merge) and auxiliary insertion (external merge). Which one it

will be depends on the inflectional context; in particular on whether it can access the main verb (as

explained in the mechanism of periphrasis) and whether it is a strong feature (triggering movement)

or not. Thus, there are three ways in which a selectional V-feature can be checked. First, the head

H checks its V-feature against the main verb, as we’ve seen it in synthetic tenses in Ndebele (97).

The second scenario is the same except the selectional feature is strong, triggering internal merge

of the verb (98). And the third is periphrasis, i.e. when H cannot assess the main verb and its

selectional V-feature triggers external merge of an auxiliary (99).
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(97) Synthesis; no head movement

HP

...

V

CAT:V

...

H

SEL:V

(98) Synthesis; head movement

HP

...

V

CAT:V

...

H

SEL:V*

(99) Periphrasis

HP

H

...H

SEL:V

V

CAT:Vaux

no goal accessible

The hypothesis about how head movement and periphrasis interact captures all the observations

we have made about it. A lack of head movement does not entail periphrasis because the V-feature

may be checked without triggering head movement (English simple tenses, (97)). For the same

reason, we do not expect English and French to have different patterns of periphrasis: the difference

between them is the difference between (97) and (98), which are both synthetic scenarios. Finally,

auxiliary insertion in H and head movement of the verb to H are in complementary distribution

because (98) and (99) are two alternative ways of checking a selectional V-feature (by internal

or external merge). Their complementary distribution is not the effect of a clausal relationship

between them, but a natural consequence of Cyclic Selection.
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4.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, I proposed an analysis of default periphrasis in Ndebele, adopting the Insertion

approach. The main empirical argument for the Insertion approach to periphrasis in Ndebele is

the existence of the overflow pattern of auxiliary use (Bjorkman, 2011), where default auxiliaries

are not associated with specific inflectional heads (unlike aspectual auxiliaries), but their appear-

ance is triggered by inflectional complexity. In this approach to periphrasis, auxiliary insertion

is viewed as a repair strategy which, informally speaking, applies when an inflectional category

cannot combine with the main verb. One of the goals in this chapter was to understand exactly why

inflections cannot combine with verbs (the Failure Question) and why the repair of such failure is

auxiliary insertion (the Repair Question). I argued that the answer to the Repair Question does

not need to be stipulated (as a morphological or a syntactic insertion rule applying to what is de-

fined as stranded inflection). The appearance of an extra verb in the structure falls out as a natural

property of such stranded inflections if we assume that the mechanism combining inflections with

verbs is c-selection, modeled as Cyclic Selection. I additionally argued that default periphrasis

should be treated as a derivational phenomenon, directly sensitive to inflectional complexity and

not mediated by head movement. There is no independent evidence that head movement regulates

periphrasis, and accounts in this vein essentially rephrase the distribution of periphrasis in different

languages in the form of language-specific head-movement rules. Since the head-movement rules

are not related to inflectional complexity in a principled way, the robust sensitivity to inflectional

periphrasis is accidental under these approaches to the Failure Question.

The proposed Insertion approach to default periphrasis provides a specific understanding of de-

fault auxiliaries as non-projecting verbs. As with aspectual auxiliaries, the non-projecting property

of a default auxiliary is due to its category level specification. While aspectual auxiliaries’ limited

projection is a consequence of a high, functional category level, default auxiliaries have the cate-

gory level 0, and for this reason they cannot have an extended projection (they cannot be targeted

by HoP merge). The only way for a default auxiliary verb to enter the derivation is to be c-selected,
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i.e. by Sel-Merge. In sum, I have argued that both types of auxiliary verbs in Ndebele are non-

projecting verbs, thought they fall under different types of non-projection approaches (the FP ap-

proach to aspectual auxiliaries and the Insertion approach to default auxiliaries). The VP-approach

has proved inadequate for both auxiliary types. The next chapter is concerned with another multi-

verb construction, which superficially might look like a candidate for the VP approach. I show,

however, that this third type of light verb is, morphosyntactically, a regular projecting lexical verb.
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CHAPTER 5

LEXICAL LIGHT VERBS AND SELECTION

5.1 Introduction

We concluded in the previous chapter that default auxiliaries are merged via last-resort selection,

while aspectual auxiliaries are merged as functional heads. As such the two auxiliary-verb types

instantiate different approaches to auxiliary verbs in general: the Insertion approach and the FP

approach, respectively. In this chapter, I further argue that none of those two types of auxiliaries is

an instance of a third existing approach: the VP approach. The argument is based on the existence

of a third type of monoclausal multi-verb construction in Ndebele involving auxiliary-like verbs

which do project a VP. Crucially, such lexical light verbs show different properties than default

or aspectual auxiliaries, suggesting that the latter two types of light verbs are not verbs licens-

ing extended projections. I focus on comparing lexical light verbs with aspectual auxiliaries (or

functional light verbs) – and provide evidence that they do not form a uniform class. Importantly,

lexical light verbs are not an instance of a construction which could be analyzed under the VP

approach, either. They do project a VP, but they are not auxiliary verbs by any reliable syntactic

measure. Even though their semantics resembles the meanings of aspectual auxiliaries, lexical

light verbs are regular lexical verbs which can project full clausal structure. As such, they do not

fit in the profile of a minimally projecting verb assumed for auxiliaries under the VP approach.

The emerging conclusion is that none of the three multi-verb constructions in Ndebele provides

evidence for the existence of verbal elements of the kind hypothesized in the VP approach.

The new class of LVs differs from aspectual auxiliaries in the morphology of the selected verb:

they combine with subjunctive forms, rather than with participles. Subjunctive-selecting light

verbs are listed in (1) and illustrated in (2).
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(1) Subjunctives-selecting light verbs

a. mane – just/simply do

b. ke – do at some point/sometimes

c. phinda – do again

d. qala – do first

e. hle – do immediately/right away

f. ze – finally/eventually do

g. phose – almost do

(2) a. Ngi-mane

1sg.s-just
ngi-pheke.
1sg.s-cook.SBJV

I just cook.

b. Ng-ya-ke

1sg.s-PRES-someT
ngi-pheka.
1sg.s-cook.SBJV

‘I sometimes cook’

c. Ngi-za-phinda

1sg.s-FUT-again
ngi-pheke.
1sg.s-cook.SBJV

‘I will cook again’

d. Ngi-qala

1sg.s-first
ngi-pheke.
1sg.s-cook.SBJV

‘I first cook (before doing anything else)’

e. Ngi-za-hle

1sg.s-FUT-right.away
ngi-pheke.
1sg.s-cook.SBJV

‘I will cook right away’

f. Ngi-za-ze

1sg.s-PST-right.away
ngi-pheke.
1sg.s-cook.SBJV

‘I will finally cook’

g. Ngi-phose:

1sg.s-almost.PST

nga-pheka.
1sg.s-cook.PST.SBJV

I almost cooked.

Participle- and subjunctive-selecting light verbs are often thought of a single class, called adverbial

auxiliaries or deficient verbs (Khumalo, 1981; Slattery, 1981). The common denominator underly-
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ing this classification has been largely semantic – the meanings they express are of a similar kind.

Roughly speaking they express meanings encoded by adverbs in Indo-European languages. Under

a unified treatment of the two classes of light verbs, the form of the main verb (participial or sub-

junctive) is viewed as a selectional property of a particular light verb: some adverbial auxiliaries

select for a participle and others for a subjunctive complement (Slattery, 1981). I argue in this chap-

ter that the selected forms need not be stipulated lexically and that they correlate with independent

syntactic asymmetries between the two types of light verbs. In particular, I propose that subjunc-

tive selecting light verbs are lexical verbs. Thus, they contrast with participle-selecting light verbs,

which I argued to be functional verbs. We will see morphosyntactic evidence that participle- and

subjunctive-selecting light verbs should not be treated as a uniform class, despite their semantic

affinity. The morphology of their complement falls out from the light verb’s status as functional

or lexical. The proposed structure of lexical light verbs is shown in (3). Unlike functional light

verbs, which spell out functional heads in the main verb’s extended projection (4) (i.e. are verbs of

higher, functional levels), lexical LVs are of category 〈V,1〉, like any lexical verb, and project a full

extended projection of their own.
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(3) Lexical LVs:

TP

AspP

VoiceP

vP

VP

VoiceP

vP

VP

V0

subjunctive

v0

Voice0

V0

LVlex

v0

〈V,1〉

Voice0

Asp0

T0

(4) Functional LVs (aspectual auxiliaries):

TP

AspP

VoiceP

vP

VP

V0

participle

v0

Voice0

Asp0

〈V,3〉

LVfunc

T

The next section provides evidence for the syntax of lexical-LV constructions proposed in

(3). First, I review a range of morphosyntactic asymmetries between participle- and subjunctive-

selecting light verbs, and argue that they support the functional–lexical classification (section

5.2.1). And second, I show that the complement of lexical LVs is a reduced clausal structure,

namely a VoiceP (section 5.2.2). After establishing that light verbs in Ndebele come in two types,

functional and lexical, I develop an account of lexical-LV constructions which derives the selected

morphology (the subjunctive form) from the lexical status of those light verbs. In particular, the

main difference between functional and lexical verbs is the type of Infl-feature they host: functional

LVs have a valued Infl (as discussed in chapter 3), while lexical LVs, like all lexical verbs, have an

unvalued Infl-feature. This asymmetry gives rise to different configurations for Infl-agreement in

the two types of LV-constructions, as shown below.
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(5) Functional Light Verbs:

VP

V

Infl:

LVfunc

Infl:val

direct valuation ⇒ participle

(6) Lexical Light Verbs:

VP

V

Infl:

LVlex

Infl:

lack of direct valuation ⇒ subjunctive

The main verb morphology, participial or subjunctive, correlates directly with the minimal

configurational difference sketched above. I argue that, for this reason, it should not be viewed as

encoded lexically on the particular light verb.

Finally, I show a case of true idiosyncrasy within the class of lexical light verbs. Some light

verbs alternate between selecting a subjunctive or an infinitive. This, I argue, is an instance of true

category selection: subjunctive complements are VoicePs, while infinitives are DPs. Crucially,

functional verbs never have the option to select an infinitive.

5.2 The syntax of lexical-LV constructions

This section is devoted to identifying a difference between participle- and subjunctive- selecting

LVs, which I claim is the lexical–functional distinction. In subsection 5.2.1, I run a number of

diagnostics for the lexical vs functional status of verbs and conclude that unlike participle-selecting

verbs, subjunctive-selecting verbs are lexical verbs. This distinction constitutes the basic difference

in the syntax the two types of LV-constructions. While participle-selecting verbs occupy a position

in the extended projection of the main verb, lexical LVs (i.e. subjunctive-selecting LVs) have an

extended projection of their own. For this reason, the size of a lexical LV’s complement cannot

be inferred from clause structure but must be encoded as a selectional property of the light verb. I

argue in subsection 5.2.2 that lexical LVs in Ndebele select for a VoiceP (or for a NegP).
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5.2.1 The functional–lexical dichotomy

The functional–lexical distinction in the verbal domain has been prominent in the literature since

Cinque (1998, 2001), which accounted for the evident monoclausality of restructuring contexts

by treating restructuring verbs as functional heads in the extended projection of a lexical verb

(Cinque, 1998, 2001; Wurmbrand, 2004; Grano, 2012). While in Cinque’s view, all restructuring

verbs spell out functional heads, Wurmbrand (2004) has convincingly argued for a functional–

lexical distinction among restructuring verbs in German. While some diagnostics for the lexical–

functional distinction may be language specific, the three criteria in (7) are expected to apply

universally in distinguishing the two types of verbs.

(7) Basic differences between functional and lexical verbs

functional verbs lexical verbs

thematic structure no thematic subjects (raising) thematic subjects possible

ordering and co-occurrence strict and predictable flexible

complement size and category follows from clause structure idiosyncratic

Assuming that the thematic domain is vP (or VoiceP), functional verbs which spell out func-

tional heads in the higher inflectional field are predicted to be unable to have thematic arguments

and therefore be necessarily raising verbs. This is naturally not true of lexical verbs, whose argu-

ment structure is projected in the VoiceP domain. Based on this difference between functional and

lexical verbs, the presence of thematic arguments can be used as a diagnostic for the functional–

lexical distinction. In particular, if a verb can be shown to have a thematic subject, we conclude

that it is a lexical verb. I discuss this diagnostic in subsection (7) and conclude that it fails to

differentiate subjunctive and participle-selecting LVs. I argue however, that the reason why lexical

LVs behave the same way as functional LVs with respect to the thematic structure diagnostics is

because they are lexical unaccusative verbs and not because they are also functional verbs. Their
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lexical nature will become evident is other tests for the functional–lexical contrast, such as co-

occurrence and ordering restrictions (subsection (23)). Functional verbs, unlike lexical verbs, are

subject to strict ordering and co-occurrence restrictions, which, according to Cinque, follow from

a universally fixed hierarchy of functional projections. Additionally, the lexical–functional dis-

tinction makes predictions about the size and category of the verb’s complement. Since functional

verbs simply occupy a position in another verb’s extended projection, the size of its complement

follows from clausal syntax: it contains whatever structure remains below the functional head it

appears in (as discussed in chapter 3 for aspectual auxiliaries). The complement of a lexical verb,

on the other hand, cannot be predicted in this way. Rather, it is a lexically encoded selectional

property of individual verbs. Finally, I apply two other tests, specific for Ndebele, for the lexical–

functional distinction: the position of negation (30) and ability to inflect for tense (38). Both will

confirm the hypothesis that, unlike participle-selecting LVs, subjunctive-selecting LVs are lexical

verbs.

Thematic structure: both types of LVs are raising verbs

Recall that both types of light verbs are treated uniformly in the descriptive literature, and are re-

ferred to as adverbial auxiliaries or deficient verbs (Khumalo, 1981; Slattery, 1981). This uniform

treatment is motivated by their semantic affinity (both types of LVs express adverbial meanings)

and by the fact that they both take verbal complements. In fact, there appears to be another, syn-

tactic similarity which could suggest a uniform account: both types of light verbs behave like

raising verbs. In what follows I discuss three arguments that both lexical and functional light verbs

are raising verbs: (i) the position of in-situ subjects, (ii) active–passive synonymy and (iii) idiom

chunks.

(i) In-situ subjects. Recall from chapters 2 and 3 that postverbal subjects appear immediately

to the right of their verb whose thematic subject they are. This is the in-situ position created by
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short verb movement to Voice (8), from which they do not control agreement for the verb (9)

(8) The derivation of VS order in Ndebele

VoiceP

vP

v’

VP

V0

v0

subject

Voice0

(9) a. UZodwa
1Zodwa

u-suk-ile.
1s-leave-FS.PST

‘Zodwa left.’

b. Ku-suke-e:
17s-read-FS.PST

uZodwa.
1Zodwa

‘It’s Zodwa who left.’

The diagnostic based on in-situ subjects was used in chapter 3 to show a difference between lexical

verbs and auxiliary verbs: neither default nor aspectual auxiliaries can be immediately followed

by an in-situ subject, suggesting that the surface subject not their thematic subject. Lexical-LV

constructions in Ndebele behave like compound tenses and aspectual-auxiliary constructions in

this respect: the subject must either precede both verbs, or follow both verbs, but crucially, it

cannot intervene between the light verb and the main verb. As we see in (10) and (11), this is true

for participle- and subjunctive-selecting LVs alike. Here, I illustrate with subject wh-questions.

Wh-phrases are especially effective in identifying the subject’s in-situ position since wh-subjects

are required to remain in-situ (otherwise they must be clefted).
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(10) PART-selecting LVs

a. Ku-
17s-

lokhe
keep

ku-
17s-

bala
read

bani.
1who

‘Who is still reading?’

lokhe ‘still’

b. *Ku-
17s-

lokhe
keep

bani

1who
ku/e-
17s/1s-

bala.
read

(‘Who is still reading?’)

c. Ku-
17s-

hlezi
constantly

ku-
17s-

bala
read

bani?
1who

‘Who constantly reads?’

hlezi ‘always/constantly’

d. *Ku-
17s-

hlezi
constantly

bani

1who
ku/e-
17s/1s-

bala?
read

(‘Who constantly reads?’)

e. ∅-
17s-

se
already

ku-
17s-

bal-e:
read-FS.PST

bani?
1who

‘Who has already read?’

se ‘already/now’

f. *∅-
17s-

se
already

bani

1who
ku/e-
17s/1s-

bal-ile?
read-FS.PST

(‘Who has already read?’)

(11) SBJV-selecting LVs

a. Ku-ya-ke
17s-PRES-someT

ku-bale
17s-read.SBJV

bani?
1who

‘Who sometimes reads?’

ke ‘some time’

b. *Ku-ya-ke
17s-PRES-someT

bani

1who
ku/e-bale?
17s/1s-read.SBJV

(‘Who sometimes reads?’)

c. Ku-mane
17s-just

ku-bale
17s-read.SBJV

bani?
1who

‘Who just reads?’

mane ‘just’

d. *Ku-mane
17s-just

bani

1who
ku/e-bale??
17s/1s-read.SBJV

‘Who just reads?’
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e. Ku-za-phinda
17s-FUT-again

ku-bale
17s-read.SBJV

bani?
1who

‘Who will also read?’

phinda ‘again’

f. *Ku-za-phinda
17s-PST-again

bani

1who
ku/a-bale.
17s/1s-read.SBJV

(‘Who will also read?)’

g. Ku-
17s-

za-
FUT-

qala
first

ku-bale
17s-read.SBJV

bani?
1who

‘who will first cook?’

qala ‘first’

h. *Ku-
17s-

za-
FUT-

qala
first

bani

1who
ku/a-
17s/1s-

pheke?
read.SBJV

(‘who will first cook?’)

Given that light verbs, of either type, cannot be immediately followed by a wh-subject, we conclude

that they do not have thematic subjects, and the wh-phrase in (10) and (11) is base-generated as

the subject of the main, lexical verb. This similarity between participle- and subjunctive-selecting

LVs should not, however, lead us to the conclusion that all the light verbs above are functional

verbs. It is perfectly possible that (at least) some of them are lexical unaccusative verbs. I argue

that this is indeed the case. Unlike participle-selecting LVs, subjunctive-selecting LVs are lexi-

cal unaccusative verbs. Thus, the ban on medial-position subjects has a different source in the

two LV-constructions. PART-selecting LVs do not have thematic subjects because they spell out

functional heads outside of the argument-structure domain (i.e. for the same reason why default

auxiliaries don’t have thematic subjects). SBJV-selecting LVs do not allow a postverbal subject

because they are unaccusative, i.e. raising, verbs. Their surface subject is the thematic subject of

their complement verb. The structures below show the two possible subject positions in both types

of LV-constructions, demonstrating two different sources of the same surface pattern, namely the

unavailability of a medial subject position.1

1. For simplicity, I’m assuming that unaccusative verbs do not project a VoiceP but nothing hinges on this assump-
tion.
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(12) Lexical Light Verbs: no medial subject position

TP

T’

vP

VP

VoiceP

vP

v’

VP

<V >

<v0>

{subject}

Voice0

V-v-Voice

main verb

V0

light verb

v0
unacc

T0

{subject}
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(13) Functional Light Verbs: no medial subject position

TP

T’

FP

VoiceP

vP

v’

VP

<V >

<v0>

{subject}

Voice0

V-v-Voice

main verb

F0

light verb

T0

{subject}

Evidence that the unavailability of medial subject position has a different source in the two LV-

constructions (as shown above) will be discussed in the next section, where I present asymmetries

between PART-selecting and SBJV-selecting LVs which point to the lexical–functional classifica-

tion. Before that, let us consider the remaining two diagnostics for the raising status of both types

of light verbs.

(ii) Active–passive synonymy. Under the hypothesis that light verbs in Ndebele are raising

verbs, we predict that they will show the standard behavior of raising verbs with respect to active–

passive synonymy. In particular, the active–passive synonymy is preserved after raising. We saw in

chapter 3 that this is true of compound tenses (14) and aspectual-auxiliary constructions (15)-(17),

suggesting that both are raising constructions.

(14) a. UZodwa
1Zodwa

u-za-be
1s-FUT-AUX

e-pheka
1s-cook

inyama.
5meat

Zodwa will be cooking meat.
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b.≈ Inyama
9meat

i-za-be
9s-FUT-AUX

i-phek-w-a
9s-cook-PASS-FS

ng-uZodwa.
by-1Zodwa

The meat will be cooked by Zodwa.

(15) a. UZodwa
1Zodwa

u-lokhe
1s-still

e-pheka
1s-cook.IMPF

inyama.
5meat

Zodwa first cooking meat.

b.≈ Inyama
9meat

i-lokhe
9s-still

i-phek-w-a
9s-cook-PASS-FS

ng-uZodwa.
by-1Zodwa

The meat is still being cooked by Zodwa.

(16) a. UZodwa
1Zodwa

u-hlezi
1s-constantly

e-pheka
1s-cook.IMPF

inyama.
5meat

Zodwa constantly cooks meat.

b.≈ Inyama
9meat

i-hlezi
9s-constantly

i-phek-w-a
9s-cook-PASS-FS

ng-uZodwa.
by-1Zodwa

The meat is constantly cooked by Zodwa.

(17) a. UZodwa
1Zodwa

u-se
1s-already

e-pheke:
1s-cook.PST

inyama.
9meat

Zodwa has already cooked the meat.

b.≈ Inyama
9meat

i-se
9s-already

i-phek-w-e:
9s-cook-PASS-PST

ng-uZodwa.
by-1Zodwa

The meat has already been cooked by Zodwa.

Once again, SBJV-selecting LVs behave like default auxiliaries in showing raising properties. The

pairs of sentences (18)-(20) illustrate meaning preservation after raising in SBJV-selecting LVs.

(18) a. UZodwa
1Zodwa

u-phinda
1s-again

a-pheke
1s-cook.SBJV

inyama.
5meat

Zodwa is cooking meat again.

b.≈ Inyama
9meat

i-phinda
9s-again

i-phek-w-e
9s-cook-PASS-SBJV

ng-uZodwa.
by-1Zodwa

The meat is being cooked again by Zodwa.

(19) a. UZodwa
1Zodwa

u-qala
1s-first

a-pheke
1s-cook.SBJV

inyama.
5meat

Zodwa first cooks meat.
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b.≈ Inyama
9meat

i-qala
9s-first

i-phek-w-e
9s-cook-PASS-SBJV

ng-uZodwa.
by-1Zodwa

The meat is cooked first by Zodwa.

(20) a. UZodwa
1Zodwa

u-za-ze
1s-FUT-eventually

a-pheke
1s-cook.SBJV

inyama.
5meat

Zodwa will eventually cook the meat.

b.≈ Inyama
9meat

i-za-ze
9s-FUT-eventually

i-phek-w-e
9s-cook-PASS-SBJV

ng-uZodwa.
by-1Zodwa

The meat will eventually be cooked by Zodwa.

(iii) Idiom chunks. Finally, both types of light verbs show raising properties with respect to

a diagnostic based on idiom chunks. This is demonstrated with the idiomatic expression in (21),

whose subject, iqaqa ‘skunk’, is part of the idiom.

(21) Iqaqa
5skunk

a-li-zizwa
NEG-5s-smell

ukunuka
15stink

Idiomatic:‘People don’t see their own faults’

Literal: ’A skunk doesn’t smell its own stink’

As we see below, preservation the idiomatic meaning is found both with subjunctive-selecting

LVs (22) and with participle-selecting LVs (23), revealing their raising status.

(22) Subjunctive-selecting LVs

a. Iqaqa
5skunk

li-mane
5s-just

li-nga-zizwa
5s-NEG-smell

ukunuka.
15stink

‘People just don’t see their faults’

XIdiom

b. Iqaqa
5skunk

li-yake
5s-sometimes

li-nga-zizwa
5s-NEG-smell

ukunuka.
15stink

‘People sometimes don’t see their faults’

XIdiom

c. Iqaqa
5skunk

li-za-ze
5s-in.the.end

li-nga-zizwa
5s-NEG-smell

ukunuka.
15stink

‘In the end, people won’t see their faults’

XIdiom
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(23) Participle-selecting LVs

a. Iqaqa
5skunk

li-lokhe
5s-still

li-nga-zizwa
5s-NEG-smell

ukunuga.
15stink

‘People still don’t see their fautls’

XIdiom

b. Iqaqa
5skunk

∅-se
5s-now

li-zizwa
5s-smell

ukunuka.
15stink

‘People are now starting to see their faults’

XIdiom

c. Iqaqa
5skunk

li-hlezi
5s-constantly

li-nga-zizwa
5s-NEG-smell

ukunuka.
15stink

‘People constantly don’t see their faults’

XIdiom

We thus conclude that neither participle- nor subjunctive-selecting LVs projects external argu-

ments, and therefore diagnostics based on thematic structure render the same effect: both types of

light verbs show raising properties. I argue, however, that this uniform behavior is not indicative

of a uniform nature of the two LV types and that only PART-selecting LVs are functional verbs.

The relevant asymmetries are discussed in following subsections and they point to the functional–

lexical classification. The first argument is based on co-occurrence and ordering restrictions. When

the two types of light verbs co-occur, the participle-selecting verb must precede the subjunctive-

selecting verbs. The second piece of evidence comes from the position of negation: participle-

selecting LVs, just like default auxiliaries, cannot host negation. Subjunctive-selecting LVs can be

negated, just like lexical verbs. The third criterion is the possibility to host tense inflection. As

discussed in chapter 4 (section 4.5.1), participle-selecting light verbs are inflectionally deficient –

they cannot be inflected for tense. Subjunctive-selecting LVs can host tense marking just like any

other lexical verb. I illustrate and discuss the three differences and argue that they can are naturally

captured by the functional–lexical classification.

Ordering and co-occurrence restrictions

According to Cinque’s universal hierarchy hypothesis, functional projections are subject to a uni-

versally fixed ordering. This ordering has been taken as fundamental in accounting for the order
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of adverbs, which are analyzed by Cinque as specifiers of functional projections associated with

particular aspectual/temporal meanings: the order in which they appear is fixed and determined

by the universal hierarchy of functional projections. Similar claims have been made for functional

verbs. Assuming that functional verbs realize functional heads in this hierarchy, they are subject

to the same ordering restrictions. The inventory of functional LVs in Ndebele is way too small to

test the full range of predictions that follow from Cinque’s hierarchy. Neither is it my goal here.

We have, however, seen evidence for one general hypothesis about the functional structure, namely

the Perfect-over-Asp generalization (chapter 3, section 3.3.3). The evidence came from the rela-

tive ordering aspectual auxiliaries: the auxiliary se ‘already’, being a realization of the Perf0 head,

must precede the auxiliaries lokhe ‘still’ and hlezi ‘constantly’, both associated with (imperfective)

viewpoint aspect.

In this subsection, we focus on two other types of ordering and co-occurrence restrictions.

First, we will look at less fine-grained restrictions, namely between LVs in the functional domain

(i.e. the ones realizing both Perf and Asp) and LVs which are lexical – subjunctive-selecting LVs.

And second, we will investigate possible co-occurrences of SBJV-selecting LVs.

The co-occurrence restrictions between PART-selecting LVs and SBJV-selecting LVs are very

rigid: when the two types of LVs cooccur, the PART-selecting LV must precede the SBJV-selecting

LV. The reverse order is impossible, irrespective of the particular verbs involved (24). In the

examples below, PART-selecting LVs are italicized, while SBJV selecting LVs are in bold.

(24) XPART-selecting LV > SBJV-selecting LV

a. U-hlezi
1s-constantly

e-mane

1s-just.PART

a-bale
1s-read.SUBJ

‘He constantly just reads’

b. U-hlezi
1s-constantly

e-phose

1s-almost.PART

a-bale
1s-read.SUBJ

‘He constantly almost reads’
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c. U-lokhe
1s-still

e-qala

1s-first.PART

a-bale
1s-read.SUBJ

‘He still reads first’

d. U-se
1s-already

e-phinde:

1s-again.PART

wa-pheka
1s-cook.PST.SUBJ

‘He has already cooked again’

(25) *SBJV-selecting LV > PART-selecting LV

a. *U-mane

1s-just
a-hlezi
1s-constantly.SBJV

e-bala
1s-read.PTCP

(‘He just constantly reads’)

b. *U-phose

1s-almost
a-hlezi
1s-constantly.SBJV

e-bala
1s-read.PTCP

(‘He almost constantly reads’)

c. *U-qala

1s-first
a-lokhe
1s-still.SBJV

e-bala
1s-read.PTCP

(‘He still reads first’)

d. *U-phinda

1s-again
a-se
1s-already.SBJV

e-bal-a/ile
1s-read-PTCP/PST.PTCP

(‘He has already cooked again’)

The data in (24) support the analysis proposed here that PART-selecting verbs are functional

verbs, spelling out functional heads in the extended projection of a lexical verb, here a SBJV-

selecting LV. As shown in (26), any functional LV (whether it’s in Perf0 or in Asp0) can precede a

lexical LV.

(26) [TP [PerfP LVfunc [AspP LVfunc [VP LVlex [VoiceP main verb ]]]]]

The fact that functional LVs cannot follow lexical LVs (25) is not predicted by the lexical–functional

division. Rather, it depends on the size of the lexical LV’s complement. In order to combine with

functional LVs, the lexical LV must select a large enough constituent: one which contains the rel-

evant functional structure (AspP and PerfP). The unavailability of the LVlex<LVfunc ordering is

accounted for by a different part of the proposal, namely that the complement of a lexical LV is a
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VoiceP, and therefore is too small contain the functional structure that would host functional LVs.

I return to this question in the next section.

Another prediction of the proposal in (26) is that SBJV-selecting verbs, being lexical verbs,

should not be subject to ordering restrictions. Indeed, as we see in (27)-(30), the mutual ordering of

SBJV-selecting LVs shows a considerable amount of flexibility. In some cases, ordering correlates

with a change in meaning (30), in others it does not (27)-(29).

(27) a. Ngi-za-phinda
1sg.s-FUT-again

ngi-mane
1sg.s-just.SBJV

ngi-bale.
1sg.s-read.SBJV

I will just read again.

b. Ngi-za-mane
1sg.s-FUT-again

ngi-phinde
1sg.s-just.SBJV

ngi-bale.
1sg.s-read.SBJV

I will just read again.

(28) a. U-ya-ke
1s-PRES-someT

a-mane
1s-just.SBJV

a-pheke
1s-cook.SBJV

He sometimes just cooks.

b. U-mane
1s-just

a-ke
1s-someT.SBJV

a-pheke
1s-cook.SBJV

He sometimes just cooks

(29) a. U-za-mane
1s-FUT-just

a-qale
1s-first.SBJV

a-pheke.
1s-cook.SBJV

He will just cook first

b. ?UJohn
1s-FUT-first

uzaqala
1s-just.SBJV

a-mane
1s-cook.SBJV

apheke.

He will just cook first

(30) a. Ngi-za-phinda
1sg.s-FUT-again

ngi-qale
1sg.s-first.SBJV

ngi-pheke
1sg.s-cook.SBJV

I will again cook first

b. Ngi-za-qala
1sg.s-FUT-first

ngi-phinde
1sg.s-again.SBJV

ngi-pheke
1sg.s-cook.SBJV

I will start by cooking again.

Co-occurrence restrictions within LVs point to the conclusion that PART-selecting LVs are func-
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tional: they cannot be freely reordered among each other and they precede lexical verbs. According

to the same criteria, SBJV-selecting LVs behave like lexical verbs: they can be preceded by func-

tional verbs and they can co-occur freely with each other.

Negation marking

Another point of variation is the marking of negation on the light verb. I have shown in chapter

3 that auxiliaries and lexical verbs can be distinguished by whether they can be morphologically

negated. The basic contrast is repeated below, where the lexical verb can host a negative prefix,

whether it is a simple tense expression (31-a) or a participle in a compound tense (31-b). The

auxiliary verb, however, cannot be morphologically negated (31-c). Whether the negation prefix is

high (preceding the subject agreement prefix) or low (following the agreement prefix), depends on

whether the negated verb is in a simple tense form (31-a) or in a compound tense (31-c). Recall

that in compound tenses, the auxiliary prevents negation from moving to a higher position.

(31) a. A-ka-bali.
neg-1-read
He doesn’t read

Negation on a lexical verb (simple tense)

b. U-be
1-AUX

e-nga-bali.
1-neg-read

‘He wasn’t reading’

Negation on a lexical verb (participle)

c. *A-ka-be
neg-1-AUX

e-bala.
1-read

(‘He wasn’t reading’)

Negation on a auxiliary verb

In this respect, SBJV-selecting LVs pattern with lexical verbs – they can host a negation prefix

(32). We’ve seen already that PART-selecting LVs behave like default auxiliaries in that they cannot

combine with negation (33).
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(32) Negation in lexical-LV constructions (cf. (31-a))2

a. A-ka-qali
neg-1s-first

a-bale.
1s-read.SUBJ

He doesn’t first read.

b. A-ka-mane
neg-1s-just

a-bale.
1s-read.SUBJ

He doesn’t just read.

c. A-ngi-phindi
neg-1sg.s-again

ngi-pheke.
1sg.s-read.SUBJ

I don’t read again.

(33) Negation in functional-LV constructions (cf. (31-b)-(31-c))

a. *A-ka-lokhe
neg-1-still

e-bala.
1-read

(‘He is still not reading’)

lokhe ‘still’

b. U-lokhe
1-still

e-nga-bali.
1-neg-read

‘He is still not reading’

c. *A-ka-hlezi
neg-1-constantly

e-bala.
1-read

(‘He doesn’t constantly read’)

hlezi ‘constantly’

d. U-hlezi
1-constantly

e-nga-bali.
1-neg-read

‘He constantly doesn’t read’

e. *A-ka-se
neg-1-already

e-balile.
1-read.PST

(‘He hasn’t already/yet read’)

se ‘already/now’

f. *U-se
1-always

e-nga-balanga.
1-neg-read.PST.NEG

(‘He hasn’t already/yet read’)

The proposal made here attributes this asymmetry between the two LV types to the functional–

lexical distinction. That is, functional LVs cannot combine with negation for the same reason why

2. As we will see later in section, some lexical LVs allow their subjunctive complement to be negated as well.
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default auxiliaries can’t – because they are generated above NegP and constitute a phase boundary

for Neg-clitic movement to ΣP. Lexical LVs do not face this problem because, being lexical verbs,

they have they own full extended projection, which includes NegP. Thus, they are generated below

NegP and cannot themselves constitute a phase boundary for Neg-clitic movement.3 The structures

below show the derivation of high negation in lexical-LV constructions (34-a) and low negation in

functional-LV constructions (34-b).

(34) a. Lexical LVs: negation prefixed on the LV
ΣP

Σ’

TP

NegP

Neg’

VoiceP

vP

VP

VoiceP

main verb

V0

light verb

v0

Voice0

Neg0

∅

<Neg-Cl>

T0

Σ0

∅

Neg-Cl

a-

3. It possible for the lexical LV to be itself embedded in a compound tense structure, in which case negation will
be marked on it as it is on participles.
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b. Functional LVs: negation prefixed on the main verb
ΣP

Σ’

TP

AspP

NegP

Neg’

VoiceP

main verb

Neg

∅

Neg-Cl

nga-

Asp

light verb

T

Σ

d

✗

While the contrast above, i.e. low negation with functional LVs and high negation with lexical

LVs, follows from clause structure and the functional–lexical classification of light verbs, the cur-

rent proposal does not make clear predictions about the possibility of low negation in lexical-LV

constructions, i.e. on the lower, lexical verb. The size of a lexical LV’s complement is determined

by selection, not by clause structure (as is the case with complements of functional LVs). There-

fore, it is entirely possible that a lexical LV may select a large enough constituent to host negation.

Indeed, most lexical LVs allow their complements to be negated.4. For many speakers, the position

of negation correlates with a change in meaning: a different scope of negation with respect to the

light verb. This is illustrated below with the verb qala ‘first’ (35) and mane ‘just’ (36).

4. The verb ke ‘sometimes/once’ is the only lexical LV which, for most speakers, cannot take a negative comple-
ment
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(35) a. Ngi-qala
1sg.s-first

ngi-nga-pheki.
1sg.s-NEG-cook

‘I first don’t cook (The first thing I do is not cook)’

b. A-ngi-qali
NEG-1sg.s-first

ngi-pheke.
1sg.s-cook

‘I don’t cook first’ (Cooking is not the first thing I do).

(36) a. Ngi-mane
1sg.s-just

ngi-nga-pheki.
1sg.s-NEG-cook

‘(When I’m alone) I just don’t cook.’

b. A-ngi-mane
NEG-1sg.s-just

ngi-pheke.
1sg.s-cook

(Ngipheka
(1sg.cook

nxa
when

ngilambile).
1sg.hungry)

‘I don’t just cook’ (I cook when I’m hungry)

I assume that light verbs which can combine with a negative subjunctive complement have the

option to select for a VoiceP or a NegP – the lower functional projection associated with negation

(38). Thus, the complement of a lexical LV may host negation but, in the absence of a clausal

periphery, it does not project a ΣP and only the low negation marker nga- can be used (compare

(35-a) with the ungrammatical (37-a), and (36-a) with the ungrammatical (37-b)).

(37) a. *Ngi-qala
1sg.s-first

a-ngi-pheki.
NEG-1sg.s-cook

(‘I first don’t cook’)

(cf. (35-a))

b. *Ngi-mane
1sg.s-just

a-ngi-pheki.
NEG-1sg.s-cook

(‘I just don’t cook’)

(cf. (36-a))
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(38) Low negation on a lexical LV’s complement

VP

NegP

Neg’

VoiceP

main verb

Neg0

∅

Neg-Cl

nga-

V0

light verb

The crucial difference between PART-selecting and SBJV-selecting LVs is that only the latter

type can be morphologically negated. In this respect, SBJV-selecting LVs pattern with lexical verbs,

while PART-selecting LVs pattern with default auxiliaries, supporting the hypothesized functional–

lexical classification.

Ability to combine with tense

Finally, the two types of light verbs behave differently in the way they inflect for tense. SBJV-

selecting LVs can be fully inflected, like any lexical verb (39). PART-selecting LVs, on the other

hand, cannot combine with tense morphology (40).
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(39) SBJV-selecting LVs

a. X u-a-mane
1s-PST-just

b. X u-za-mane
1s-FUT-just

c. X u-a-qala
1s-PST-first

d. X u-za-qala
1s-FUT-first

e. X u-a-phose
1s-PST-almost

f. X u-za-phose
1s-FUT-almost

(40) PART-selecting LVs

a. *u-a-lokhe
1-PST-still

b. *u-za-lokhe
1-FUT-still

c. *u-a-hlezi
1-PST-always

d. *u-za-hlezi
1-FUT-always

e. *u-a-se
1-PST-already

f. *u-za-se
1-FUT-already

The impossibility of tense markers on aspectual auxiliaries was discussed in the previous chap-

ter (section 4.5.1), where I argued that the ungrammaticality of these forms supports the view of

default periphrasis as triggered a feature conflict. Recall that lexical verbs have an unvalued Infl-

feature, while functional heads have valued Infl (unless they are unmarked, like present tense in

Ndebele) (Adger, 2003, a.o.). According to the the proposal put forth in chapter 3, aspectual aux-

iliaries (i.e. participle-selecting LVs) are functional verbs – they realize functional heads such as

Asp or Perf. As such, they host specific values of Infl (Infl:PST, Infl:IMPF). Thus, lexical LVs have

the featural makeup in (41-a), while functional LVs have the featural makeup in (41-b) (I omit level

values of category features).

(41) Featural makeup of lexical and functional verbs

a. Lexical verbs: [Infl: , CAT:V]

b. Functional verbs: [Infl:val, CAT:V]

The crucial difference between functional and lexical verbs is in whether the Infl-feature is valued
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or not. And it is this minimal difference that underlies the tense marking contrast in (39)-(40).

Let us start with lexical LVs, which have an unvalued Infl-feature. When a higher inflectional

head, such as T, is merged, it must check its [SEL:V] feature against a head with [CAT:V]. In LV-

constructions, the closest [CAT:V] is on the light verb, as shown in (42) (let us ignore the main verb

for the moment).5

(42) Lexical LV: synthesis with tense

U-za-qala
1-FUT-first

a-bale.
1-read.SBJV

‘He will first read’

f

TP

VP

VP

V0

main verb

V0
qala

Infl: fut

CAT:V

T

Infl:FUT

SEL:V

As proposed before, a functional head with a valued Infl (such as the future tense T in (42))

may check its [SEL:V] feature against a lower verb under the condition that the verb has an unvalued

Infl. This condition is met in (42), where the light verb, being a lexical verb, has an unvalued Infl.

Thus, V-checking may and does obtain, and is followed by Infl-valuation. In other words, tense

can combine with lexical LVs in the same way as with main verbs: in the absence of intervening

inflectional heads, it yields a synthetic expression.

The situation is different with functional verbs. Functional verbs have a valued, rather than

an unvalued, Infl-feature. This property of functional verbs is responsible for the fact that they

cannot combine with tense. The lack of an unvalued feature makes the functional verb inactive for

5. Note that the structures from now on are often simplified to only represent the immediately relevant projection.
They are only a convenient notational simplification.
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V-checking and thus it prevents T from checking its [SEL:V] feature against it (43). The unchecked

selectional V-feature on T triggers merge of a verbal expletive, giving rise to default periphrasis on

top of the aspectual auxiliary (44).

(43) Functional LV and T: no synthesis

*U-za-lokhe
1-FUT-still

e-bala.
1-read.PART

‘He will still be reading’

f

TP

AspP

VP

V0

main verb

Asp0
lokhe

Infl:IMPF

CAT:V

T

Infl:FUT

SEL:V

✗

(44) Functional LV and T: periphrasis

U-za-be
1s-FUT-AUX

e-lokhe
1s-still

e-bala.
1s-read.PART

‘He will still be reading’

f

TP

T

AspP

VP

V0

main verb

Asp0
lokhe

[Infl:IMPF]

CAT:V

T

Infl:FUT

SEL:V

V

Infl: fut

CAT:V

Thus, the contrast between the two types of LVs in the way they inflect for tense is naturally

accounted for by the functional–lexical split.

We have seen in this section that participle- and subjunctive-selecting light verbs, despite be-

having uniformly like raising verbs, show different behavior with respect to other morphosyntactic

phenomena. All of the differences (ordering and co-occurrence restrictions, position of negation

and the ability of host tense marking) point to the conclusion that light verbs selecting partici-

ples are functional verbs, while light verbs combining with subjunctive verb forms are lexical

verbs. The minimal morphosyntactic difference between lexical and functional verbs is the type of

Infl-feature: functional verbs have a valued Infl, while lexical verbs have an unvalued Infl. They

additionally differ in level values of their category features: lexical LVs are verbs of level 1 (fully

projecting verbs), while functional LVs, as proposed in previous chapters, are verbs of higher,
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functional levels. The typology of light verbs in Ndebele is presented in (45).

(45) Typology of light verbs in Ndebele

functional LVs lexical LVs

CAT:〈V,n>1〉 CAT:〈V,1〉

Infl:val Infl:

In section 5.3, I argue that the selected morphology (participial vs subjunctive forms) in LV-

constructions is a direct consequence of the minimal difference in (45), and that, given the system-

atic asymmetries between the two LV-types, it need not be stipulated as a selectional property of

individual light verbs. Before that, however, let us have a closer look at another syntactic aspect of

lexical-LV constructions, namely the size of their complement. The next subsection reviews argu-

ments for the proposal that a lexical LV’s complement is a small clause-like constituent, namely a

VoiceP.

5.2.2 The size of lexical LVs’ complement

It was shown in chapter 3 that the complement of aspectual auxiliaries, i.e. functional LVs, is

entirely predictable: it falls out from the position of the functional head which hosts the auxiliary.

No such predictions can be made for lexical LVs – being lexical verbs, they are at the bottom of

their own extended projection. Their complement is, therefore, determined via selection and is

specified lexically. I proposed at the beginning of this chapter that lexical LVs select for a VoiceP

(or optionally a NegP). We have seen one piece of evidence that the complement of lexical LVs is

not larger than VoiceP/NegP, namely the fact the lexical LVs cannot take aspectual auxiliaries as

complements (which would require selecting AspP and PerfP). In this section, I present additional

evidence for the proposed complement size of lexical LVs. First, it will be shown that they do not

combine with a larger clausal constituent, such as CP or TP. Second, we will see that they also

cannot be thought of as radical restructuring clusters, where the main verb is a bare VP (as is the
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case in (certain) restructuring constructions (Wurmbrand, 1998, 2001)).

Subjunctive complements in Ndebele come in two types: clausal subjunctives and small sub-

junctives. Clausal subjunctives are full CPs, headed by a complementizer and selected by certain

verbs, such as funa ‘want’ or fisa ‘wish/hope’. I use the term small subjunctive to refer to the com-

plement of lexical light verbs, which is smaller than a subjunctive clause. The proposed difference

in size between clausal and small subjunctives is shown in (46) below.

(46) [ CP [TP [PerfP [AspP [ VoiceP [vP [VP ]]]]]]]

Small Subjunctive

Clausal Subjunctive

There is syntactic evidence that small subjunctives lack some functional projections which

are present is a clausal subjunctive: CP, TP, PerfP and AspP. The availability of the CP layer is

manifested in the availability of an overt complementizer. As shown below, the complementizer

ukuthi is present in clausal subjunctives (47-a), but it cannot appear in small subjunctives (47-b).

(47) CP: only clausal subjunctives can be introduced by a complementizer

a. Ngi-m-funa
1sg.s-1o-want

[ ukuthi

COMP

a-bale.
1s-read.sbjv

]

I want him to read.

Clausal Subjunctive

b. U-qala
1s-first

[ (*ukuthi)

(*COMP)
a-bale.
1s-read.sbjv

]

He first reads.

Small Subjunctive

I assume that preverbal, agreeing subjects are located in Spec,TP (Carstens, 2005).6 The avail-

ability of a preverbal subject in a clausal subjunctive complement is consistent with the hypothesis

6. While this assumption is not uncommon for Bantu languages, it should be noted that the topical properties of
preverbal subjects have inspired proposals in which the preverbal subject is in fact in a position higher than Spec,TP
(Julien, 2002; Diercks, 2010) or adjoined to TP as a dislocated DP (Baker, 2003).
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that full (finite) clauses contain a projection of T which may attract and agree with a subject DP

(48-a). As we’ve seen before, small subjunctives cannot be immediately preceded by a subject

DP (i.e. one which would intervene between the light verb and the main verb), suggesting that

the landing site for an agreeing subject, i.e. Spec,TP, is not available in this type of subjunctive

complements (48-b).

(48) TP: only Clausal Subjunctives can have a preverbal subject (in Spec,TP)

a. Ku-fanele
17-must

[ ukuthi
COMP

uZodwa

1Zodwa
abale.
1.read.sbjv

]

‘Zodwa must read’.

Clausal Subjunctive

b. *Ku-qala
17-first

[ uZodwa

1Zodwa
abale.
1.read.sbjv

]

(‘Zodwa first reads’)

Small Subjunctive

As expected, subjunctive clauses may express perfect aspect, indicating the availability of the

Perf0 head in the clause (49-a). Notice that perfect aspect in a subjunctive clause requires an

default auxiliary. In contrast, small subjunctives may not host perfect participles, whether a default

auxiliary is used or not (49-b).

(49) PerfP: only Clausal Subjunctives can express Perfect aspect

a. Ngi-ku-funa
1sg.s-2sg.o-want

[ ukuthi
COMP

u-be
2sg.s-aux

u-balile.
2sg.s-read.PST

]

I want you to have read/be done reading.

Clausal Subjunctive

b. *U-qala
2sg.s-first

[ (u-be)
2sg.s-aux

u-balile.
2sg.s-read.PST

]

f

Small Subjunctive

The same contrast arises with respect to viewpoint aspect (AspP): clausal subjunctives may

host imperfective participles (50-a), while small subjunctives cannot (50-b).7 Again, imperfective

7. One speaker judged (50-b) as marginally acceptable. Nonetheless, even for that one speaker there is a sharp
contrast between this example and the perfectly grammatical use of imperfective aspect in clausal subjunctives.
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aspect in a subjunctive CP requires default periphrasis, and small subjunctives are ungrammatical

with the imperfective irrespective of the presence of an auxiliary.

(50) AspP: only Clausal Subjunctives can express imperfective aspect

a. Ngi-ku-funa
1sg.s-2sg.o-want

[ ukuthi
COMP

u-be
2sg.s-aux

u-bala.
2sg.s-read.IMPF

]

I want you to be reading.

Clausal Subjunctive

b. */? U-qala
2sg.s-first

[ (u-be)
2sg.s-aux

u-bala.
2sg.s-read.IMPF

]

f

Small Subjunctive

The absence of Perf0 and Asp0 projections in small subjunctives is additionally evidenced by

possible orderings of lexical and functional light verbs. As discussed in the previous section, lexical

LVs, which select small subjunctives, cannot precede functional LVs, which are associated with

certain inflectional heads. The light verb lokhe ‘still do’, for instance, spells out an imperfective

Asp0. The contrast below follows from the claim that AspP is available only in clausal subjunctives

(51-a), but not in small subjunctive (51-b).

(51) AspP: only Clausal Subjunctives can contain aspectual auxiliaries

a. Ngi-ku-funa
1sg.s-2sg.o-want

[ ukuthi
COMP

u-be
2sg.s-aux

u-lokhe

2sg.s-still
u-bala.
2sg.s-read.IMPF

]

I want you to still be reading.

b. *U-qala
2sg.s-first

[ (u-be)
2sg.s-aux

u-lokhe

2sg.s-still
u-bala.
2sg.s-read.IMPF

]

We do have evidence, however, that the complement of lexical-LVs can contain a VoiceP, as in-

dicated by the fact that it can be passivized (52) (we’ve seen these facts earlier in this chapter in

(18)-(20)).

(52) a. UZodwa
1Zodwa

u-phinda
1s-again

a-pheke
1s-cook.SBJV

inyama.
5meat

Zodwa is cooking meat again.
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b.≈ Inyama
9meat

i-phinda
9s-again

i-phek-w-e
9s-cook-PASS-SBJV

ng-uZodwa.
by-1Zodwa

The meat is being cooked again by Zodwa.

Finally, we’ve seen that LVs typically allow (low) negation marking on their complement. Given

these facts, I propose that small subjunctives, i.e. complements of lexical LVs, have the size of a

VoiceP, and optionally a NegP. In the absence of negation on the small subjunctive complement, I

do not represent NegP in the trees.

In this section, I provided evidence that subjunctive-selecting LVs are indeed lexical verbs, as

they show systematically similar behavior as lexical main verbs (the position of negation, synthesis

with tense inflection and flexibility in co-occurrence with each other). In this respect, they contrast

with participle-selecting light verbs, which show properties of auxiliaries and are therefore ana-

lyzed as functional verbs – verbal elements realizing inflectional heads such as Perf0 and Asp0. I

have also argued that the complement of lexical light verbs is a VoiceP/NegP, and does not contain

higher inflectional categories. In the next section, I move on to the remaining question, concerning

the source of subjunctive and participial morphology of light verbs’s complements and develop an

account in which the morphology is not selected in the technical sense, but rather follows directly

from the functional–lexical distinction within the class of light verbs.

5.3 Deriving participial and subjunctive morphology in LV constructions

So far we have established that functional light verbs combine with the main verb in its participial

form, while lexical light verbs require the main verb to have subjunctive morphology. The differ-

ence between the two forms is reflected in the shape of the final suffix and, in the case of class-1

agreement, in the form of the subject agreement prefix. Participles come in two types: an imper-

fective participle has the final suffix of the form -a (53-a), while in past participles, the final suffix

is -ile (53-b) (or -e:, in the conjoin alternate). The final suffix is the subjunctive is -e (54).
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(53) a. U-lokhe e-phek-a.

1s-still 1s-cook-IMPF.FS

‘He is still cooking’

b. U-se e-phek-ile

1s-already 1s-cook-PST.FS

‘He has already cooked’

(54) U-qala a-phek-e.

1s-first 1s-cook-SBJV.FS

‘He first cooks’

The question arises of what is the source of this morphological variation. That is, why do

functional LVs combine with participles, while lexical LVs with subjunctive forms. One straight-

forward answer would be that it is a matter of selection. Light verbs such as lokhe or se in (53) have

a selectional feature which requires their complement to be a participle. Verbs like qala in (54), on

the other hand, have a different selectional requirement – for a subjunctive form. I argue against

this view, however, pointing out a major shortcoming of a selection-based account: its inadequacy

to capture the observed systematicity of selected morphology. As an alternative, I develop an anal-

ysis which derives the participle–subjunctive alternation from the functional–lexical dichotomy. In

particular, I propose that the form of the main verb is a morphological reflex of the way in which

its Infl-feature is valued. Participles arise in the normal cases of direct valuation by a functional

head with a valued Infl, as discussed at length in chapter 3 (55). The configuration in lexical LV

constructions is different – unlike functional LVs, lexical light verbs have a unvalued Infl. Thus,

even though an Agree relation between the two verbs may be established, no valuation will take

place until a higher inflectional head is merged (56). I call this relation dependent valuation –

the value of Infl on the main verbs depends on the value that the light verb receives later in the

derivation.
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(55) Functional LV: direct valuation

U-lokhe
1s-still

e-bala.
1s-read.PTCP

‘He is still reading’

f

TP

AspP

VP

V0

[Infl: ]

Asp0

lokhe

Infl:IMPF

T

Infl:PRES

⇐ imperfective participle

(56) Lexical LV: dependent valuation

U-qala
1s-first

a-bale.
1s-read.SBJV

‘He first reads’

f

TP

VP

VP

V0

[Infl: ]

V0

qala

Infl:

T

[Infl:PRES]

⇐ subjunctive

A participial form is then treated as the default non-subjunctive morphology, encoding its Infl-

value as a particular form of the final suffix (in the way discussed in chapter 3). Subjunctive forms,

on the other hand, are the reflex of dependent valuation. Thus, the selected morphology is a direct

consequence of the minimal difference between functional and lexical verbs, namely a valued vs

unvalued Infl-feature.

5.3.1 Against a selection-based account

In chapter 3, I considered the VP-approach to auxiliary verbs and argued that it is inadequate for

both default auxiliaries and aspectual auxiliaries (i.e. functional LVs). One important argument

against the VP-approach was based on clause structure – specifically, the claims that are necessary

under the VP-approach about where in the clause such auxiliary-VPs are projected and how the

form and size of their complement is determined. For instance, how we account for the fact that

the aspectual auxiliary lokhe ‘still’ can only combine with an imperfective participle, while the

auxiliary se ‘already’ allows either an imperfective participle or a past participle as its complement.

In a selection-based account this asymmetry between the two light verbs would be implemented as
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a difference in selectional features, as shown in (57).

(57) se









CAT: V

SEL: Perf/Impf









lokhe









CAT: V

SEL: Impf









The selectional flexibility of se, but not of lokhe, is treated as a lexical accident in (57). I

argued that such an analysis misses an important generalization: the Perfect-over-Asp general-

ization, according to which perfect aspect (Perf0) is a higher inflectional category than viewpoint

aspect (Asp0). Treating aspectual auxiliaries as functional verbs associated with specific inflec-

tional heads predicts both the size of selected complement and the fact that se (in Perf0), but not

lokhe (in Asp0), exhibits apparent selectional flexibility. As shown in (58), se combines with an

imperfective participle when an imperfective AspP is projected, but in the absence of imperfective

aspect, the perfect is the closest inflectional feature to the verb, giving rise to a past participle.

(58) se allows an imperfective or a perfect participle as its complement

TP

PerfP

AspP

VP

V

Infl: impf

Asp

Infl:IMPF

Perf

se

Infl:PST

T

TP

PerfP

(AspP)

VP

V

Infl: pst

(Asp)

Perf

se

Infl:PST

T

Assuming the lokhe ‘still’ is associated with an imperfective Asp0, locality of agreement pre-

dicts that this functional verb can combine with imperfective participles but not with a past partici-

ple.
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(59) lokhe requires an imperfective participle

TP

PerfP

AspP

VP

V

Infl: impf

Asp

lokhe

Infl:IMPF

Perf

Infl:PST

T

✗

Thus, the FP-approach to aspectual auxiliaries is superior to the VP-approach as it derives main-

verb morphology from independent properties of clause structure and from locality of agreement.

The subjunctive–participle alternation in light-verb constructions is another case of variation

in main-verb morphology that could be captured by selection. Regardless of the past/imperfective

inflection, complements of functional verbs share a common characteristic – the allomorph e- of

class-1 subject agreement prefix, which is traditionally treated as the property of participles in

general. In subjunctive verbs, the subject agreement prefix for class 1 is a-. Thus, the patterns of

subject agreement allomorphy suggest that participial and subjunctive forms are separate classes

of verbal forms, and crucially, classes which are not defined by the value of Infl (participles, for ex-

ample, can have different Infl-features). If the emergence of participial vs subjunctive morphology

is the result of selection, functional verbs must have a selectional feature specified for a participle

(the choice between perfect and imperfective being determined syntactically, by agreement), as

e.g. in (60-a). Lexical LVs, on the other hand, would have their selectional feature specified for

subjunctive mood (60-b).
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(60) a. se









CAT: V

SEL: PTCP









b. qala









CAT: V

SEL: SBJV









Note that, in addition to such selectional requirements, the actual complements, in order to be

selected, must be specified for the relevant feature: PTCP or SBJV. That is, a constituent such as

VoiceP must have at least three possible incarnations: i) one with a PTCP feature (to be selected by

a functional verb in Asp), ii) one with a SBJV (to be selected by a lexical LV), and iii) one neither

feature – when it appears in a simple tense, i.e. with neither participial nor subjunctive morphology.

Again, a signature property of a selection-based analysis is that it unfailingly captures attested

patterns. But here, it does so at the cost of ignoring interesting and important generalizations.

Functional LVs systematically take participial complements, while lexical LVs systematically take

subjunctive complements. Accounting for the form of the complement by selection makes this

correlation accidental. My objective here is to better understand observed patterns in verbal mor-

phology, and modeling them as lexical idiosyncrasies offers no such promise. With this in mind, I

argue in the rest of this chapter that the selected morphology is a consequence of the functional–

lexical split within light verbs, and not a lexical property of individual light verbs encoded in

addition to their functional or lexical status.

5.3.2 Subjunctive morphology as a reflex of dependent valuation

Given the systematic syntactic asymmetries between PART-selecting and SBJV-selecting LVs, I

argue that the PART/SBJV alternation has syntactic, not idiosyncratic, grounds. In particular, the

alternation is triggered by the type of Infl-feature, valued or unvalued, on the light verb. Since

valued Infl-features are a property of functional verbs, while unvalued Infl-features are a property

of lexical verbs, the selected morphology directly correlates with the functional–lexical split.

I propose that participial morphology arises when the main verb’s Infl is valued directly by

a higher Infl. This is the case in compound tenses, such as the Future Imperfective in (61),
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and in functional verb constructions, e.g. involving the imperfective aspectual verb lokhe ‘still’

(62). As shown below, both constructions involve a configuration where the closest Infl-feature

c-commanding the main verb is valued (here Infl:IMPF), and therefore direct valuation can obtain.

The difference between them boils down to whether Asp0 is verbal (as in (62)) or not (61), but that

difference is orthogonal to the question of Infl-agreement with the main verb and therefore to the

emergence of an imperfective participle.

(61) U-∅-be
1s-PST-AUX

e-bala
1s-read.IMPF.PTCP

‘He will be reading’

TP

TP

AspP

VP

V

Infl: impf

Asp

∅

Infl:IMPF

T

VauxT

Infl:FUT

<Vaux>

⇐ imperfective participle
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(62) U-∅-be
1s-PST-AUX

e-lokhe
1s-still

e-bala
1s-read.IMPF.PTCP

‘Hes will still be reading’

TP

TP

AspP

VP

V

Infl: impf

Asp

lokhe

Infl:IMPF

T

VauxT

Infl:FUT

<Vaux>

⇐ imperfective participle

Subjunctive morphology arises when the main verb’s Infl cannot be valued at the first attempt,

i.e. when the closest c-commanding Infl-feature is unvalued. This is the case in lexical-LV con-

structions (63).

(63) [T Infl:val [VLexLV
Infl: [Vmain

Infl: ]]

As indicated in (63), I assume that an agree link can be established between two unvalued

features (Pesetsky & Torrego, 2007). I argue, however, that valuation in such a relation is not vac-

uous, and that instead the higher unvalued feature assigns a dependency feature, DEP, to the lower

feature which it failed to value. Thus, the derivation of Infl-agreement in lexical LV constructions

proceeds as follows. The main verb’s unvalued Infl finds a matching goal on the c-commanding

light verb and an Agree relation is established (64-a). Now, since the matching goal has no value,

it will assign a dependency feature to the main verb (64-b). Nonetheless, the Infl-features on both
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verbs remain unvalued until a valued Infl is merged later in the derivation.

(64) a. Agree relation established
vP

VP

vP

VP

V0
main

v0

Infl:

V0
LV

v0

Infl:

b. No valuation; DEP assignment
vP

VP

vP

VP

V0
main

v0

Infl:

DEP

V0
LV

v0

Infl:

I call this process dependent valuation and define it below.

(65) Dependent valuation

a. Structural description: α[F: ] c-commands β[F: ]

b. Structural change: β[F:val(Fα), DEP]

In addition to DEP assignment to the lower head, dependent valuation results in linking the two

unvalued features, so that after the higher one is valued, the value will automatically be assigned

to the lower feature as well. This is encoded in (65) by replacing the value of F on β with a value

variable, val(Fα), which tracks the value of F on α.

As an example, consider the lexical-LV construction in (66), with future tense.
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(66) Ngi-za-qal-a
1sg.s-FUT-first-FS

ngi-phek-e.
1sg.s-cook-FS.SBJV

‘I will first cook’

TP

vP

VP

vP

VP

V

phek

v

Infl:

DEP

V

qal

v

Infl:

T

Infl:FUT

TP

vP

VP

vP

VP

<V>

v

v

Infl: fut

DEP

-e

V

phek

<V>

v

v

Infl: fut

-a

V

qal

T

Infl:FUT

Before T is merged, the main verb establishes a relation with the lexical light verb, which in

turn assigns a DEP feature to the main verb by (65) and turns the main verb’s Infl-value into a

value variable tracking the LV’s Infl. When T is merged, the light verb undergoes regular Infl-

agreement with it (direct valuation). The light verb’s Infl is valued as FUT, which in turn affects

the value variable on the main verb. In effect, both verbs are valued as FUT, but only the main verb

additionally has a DEP feature.

Under this view, subjunctive morphology is a verbal form which arises from vocabulary inser-

tion in the context of DEP. In the future tense example above, the light verb is inflected for future

tense (expressed by the prefix za- and the final vowel -a). The subjunctive form of the main verb

in encoded as the final suffix e. As shown in (67), the subjunctive final suffix is an exponent of a

little v with a DEP feature, while the final suffix on the light verb is a realization of the same set of
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features without DEP.

(67) a. /e/↔ v,DEP

b. /a/↔ v

Recall that the final suffix is not the only morphological marker of subjunctive mood. Ad-

ditionally, we observe allomorphy in subject agreement for class 1. I return to the questions of

allomorphy in Chapter 6.

5.3.3 Independent evidence for dependent valuation: tense agreement

The analysis of small subjunctives developed in the previous section treats subjunctive morphology

as a reflex of dependent valuation, which in turn accounts for the systematic selection of subjunc-

tive forms by lexical light verbs, but not by functional light verbs. In this section, I present inde-

pendent evidence that the two LV-constructions indeed involve different types of valuation: direct

valuation by functional verbs and dependent valuation by lexical verbs. The evidence comes from

tense agreement in lexical-LV constructions, and the lack of such tense co-variation in functional-

LV constructions.

Complements of lexical LVs show inflectional variability: the form is always subjunctive, but

it additionally covaries with tense. In particular, if tense is present or future, as in (68-a) and

(68-b), the main verb surfaces as present subjunctive – the form I have been referring to simply as

subjunctive. If, however, T has the value Infl:PST, the light verb’s complement appears in the past

subjunctive form (68-c)8

8. It is likely that what I gloss as an agreement prefix in the past subjunctive form in (68-c), i.e. wa-, should be
decomposed into two morphemes: the subject agreement prefix u- followed by the prefix a-. The second component
resembles the past tense marker a-, causing past subjunctive forms segmentally identical to Distant Past forms. They
do differ tonally, however: compare the Distance Past indicative form wábala, where the first syllable bears a high
tone, with the past subjunctive form: wabála, with a high tone the second vowel. I do not have an account of this
difference and I must leave the details of subjunctive morphology for the future.
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(68) a. U-∅-qal-a
1-PRES-first-FS

a-bale
1-read.sbjv

Present T: present subjunctive

‘He first reads’

b. U-za-qal-a
1-FUT-first-FS

a-bale
1-read.sbjv

Future T: present subjunctive

‘He will first read’

c. U-∅-qal-e:
1-PST-first-FS.PST

wa-bala
1-read.pst.pres.sbjvj

Past T: past subjunctive

‘He first read’

No such co-variation with tense is observed in complements of functional light verb. Consider,

e.g. lokhe, which takes an imperfective participle as its complement (69-a). We’ve seen before that

lokhe cannot combine with past participles. Crucially, this is also true if past tense does appear in

the clause. As we see in (69-b), past tense (which must be realized on an auxiliary in functional

LV constructions), cannot trigger the appearance of a past participle form of the main verb.

(69) a. U-∅-be
1-PST-AUX

e-lokhe
1-still

e-bala
1-read.impf.ptcp

imperfective participle X

‘He was still reading’

b. *U-∅-be
1-PST-AUX

e-lokhe
1-still

e-balile
1-read.pst.ptcp

*past participle

The relevant observation is the following: complements of functional LVs have fixed mor-

phology, while complements of lexical LVs show some morphological flexibility. Importantly,

the participle–subjunctive split remains intact. That is, the inflectional flexibility in complements

of lexical LVs never results in the complement being a participle, rather than a subjunctive. The

inflectional variability is specific to subjunctives. This in turn suggests that the emergence of the

participle/subjunctive mophology is independent of the inflectional variability observed in small

subjunctives. This rationale is represented in the table below, where the categories participle and

subjunctive are types of forms and are on a different tier than what I call inflection.
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(70)

complements of functional LVs complements of lexical LVs

FORM participle subjunctive

INFLECTION fixed flexible

One aspect of (70) is the differentiation between form and inflection. I leave this discussion for

chapter 6, where I argue that inflection, defined as a specific value of the Infl-feature, is entirely

independent of forms (which include participial, subjunctive and indicative forms). For now, let us

concentrate on another aspect of (70), namely the fact that inflectional flexibility is a property of

subjunctive complements only, and is not observed in participial complements.

As discussed above, lexical LVs differ from functional LVs in that they have an unvalued Infl

feature, like any lexical verb. Since, by dependent valuation, the unvalued Infl-feature of the main

verb is bound by the Infl-feature of the light verb, they always end up sharing the same Infl-value,

as shown again for past tense in (71).

(71) a. [T Infl3:PST [VLV
Infl2: [Vmain

Infl1: ]]

DEP

b. [T Infl3:PST [VLV
Infl2: [Vmain

Infl1:val(Infl2), DEP ]]

c. [T Infl3:PST [VLV
Infl2:pst [Vmain

Infl1:pst, DEP ]]]

As we have seen in (68), Ndebele has only two subjunctive forms: past subjunctive and present

subjunctive. Since present subjunctive has a broader distribution, I treat it as the elsewhere sub-

junctive form, i.e. one which arises in the context of DEP (72-b). Past subjunctive is more specific

– the relevant morphology is inserted in the context of both DEP and Infl:PST (72-a).
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(72) Subjunctive morphology in Ndebele

a. [PST, DEP] ↔ past subjunctive

b. [DEP] ↔ (unmarked) subjunctive

The reason why subjunctives can co-vary with a higher, non-local inflectional category is the trans-

parency of the syntactic context their appear in. Specifically, the fact that the intervening Infl-

feature (Infl2 in (71)), is unvalued. Thus, subjunctive morphology and the inflectional flexibility of

subjunctive forms have the same source: an unvalued Infl-feature on the light verb.

In this light, it becomes clear why complements of functional light verbs show no inflectional

flexibility. The Infl-feature on functional LVs is valued, and therefore not transparent. Instead, it

follows that complements of functional verbs have a fixed inflection – the Infl assigned via direct

agreement with the functional verb. For example, the aspectual auxiliary lokhe, which is associated

with an imperfective Asp, has a valued feature Infl:IMPF. If the main verb is in the immediate

context of lokhe (73), it must be imperfective (no transparency) and it must be a participle (no DEP

assignment).

(73) [T Infl3:val [Asplokhe
Infl2:IMPF [Vmain

Infl1: impf ]]

The existence of tense agreement in lexical-LV constructions supports the analysis proposed

here, where both the main verb and the light verb have an unvalued Infl-feature, and where the

two features are formally linked with the effect of co-variation. It additionally explains why only

subjunctive complements, but not participial complement of light verbs, show this type of inflec-

tional flexibility. The reason why a participial complement cannot co-vary with tense across the

light verb is that the light verb itself has a valued Infl-feature and is therefore a closer agreement

goal.9 Subjunctive-selecting light verbs are inflectionally deficient – they do not have a valued Infl-

9. Recall from chapter 3 that the only selectional flexibility we see with aspectual auxiliaries is the ability of se
‘already’ to take a past or imperfective participle as its complement. This flexibility is crucially of a different sort:
it does not stem from the auxiliary’s inflectional deficiency or transparency, but it follows from its position in the
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feature and therefore they cannot provide a value to the main verb. In effect, main verb valuation

is dependent on the Infl-value received by the light verb from a higher head.10

I have argued in the section that the choice between participial and subjunctive complements

in LV constructions is not an unpredictable phenomenon and therefore should not be viewed as

a lexical property of light verbs. I argued instead that the morphology "selected" by LVs follows

from an independently observed classification of light verbs, the functional–lexical distinction,

and from its consequence for the type of valuation involved. This view was further supported

by the fact that tense agreement is only observed in the type of LV constructions which involve

dependent valuation, that is in which subjunctive morphology is licensed. The next section, in

contrast, discusses instances of true c-selection in lexical-LV constructions: the choice between

subjunctive and infinitival complements of lexical LVs.

5.4 Subjunctive vs infinitives: the role of c-selection

I argued so far that the form of the complement of light verbs can be captured by independent syn-

tactic properties of these constructions. One question, addressed in chapter 3, had to do with the

choice between imperfective and past participles, i.e. complements of functional verbs. We’ve seen

that the attested patterns of complementation follow from the position of the aspectual verb in the

functional structure. Complements of lexical light verbs, on the other hand, cannot be predicted by

clausal syntax since they are not associated with functional projections. Being lexical verbs, they

have the tools to idiosyncratically determine the size and category of their complements, namely

via c-selection. Nonetheless, I argued in this chapter that the fact they combine with subjunctive

extended projection – it is associated with Perf and, as such, may combine with the lower aspect-related inflection.
The selectional flexibility of lexical LVs is due to their inflectional deficiency, i.e. do to the fact that they have no
Infl-value of their own.

10. There is an interesting connection between dependent valuation and a phenomenon found in Germanic lan-
guages, where participial forms can be licensed long-distance in verb clusters, apparently across an intervening par-
ticiple. As observed by Wiklund (2005, 2007) and discussed further in Wurmbrand (2011), such parasitic participles
in Swedish are only possible in restructuring contexts. When there is little functional structure separating the two
verbs, they may have identical morphology.
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forms should also not be encoded lexically, given that the choice between participial and subjunc-

tive forms falls out from the functional–lexical classification. The question now arising is whether

we observe any selectional idiosyncrasies in lexical-LV constructions. If we do, this would provide

additional evidence for their lexical status. In this section, I present evidence that this is indeed the

case. In particular, I show that some lexical LVs may optionally take DP complements. The DP

complements are clause/verb nominalizations and are traditionally referred to as infinitives in the

Bantu literature (Carstens, 1991; Nurse, 2008). The light verb phinda ‘again’ is an example (75).

(74) a. Ngi-za-phinda
1sg.s-FUT-again

ngi-pheke.
1sg.s-cook

‘I will cook again’

b. Ngi-za-phinda
1sg.s-FUT-again

uku-pheka.
INF-cook

‘I will cook again’

Unlike the participle–subjunctive alternation, the selection of a small subjunctive vs an infinitive

is unpredictable. It has no semantic or morphosyntactic correlates; that is, whether a light verb

has the option of taking an infinitival complement cannot be predicted either from its meaning or

syntax. Therefore, I argue, the choice between subjunctive vs infinitival complements is an instance

of true c-selection: some light verbs can select either a DP (an infinitive) or a VoiceP (a small

subjunctive), while others may only select for one of these categories. I further discuss another

selectional possibility: some light LVs may optionally take clausal complements. Interestingly, CP

complements are only allowed for those LVs which also have the option to select infinitives. I argue

that this generalization follows from the fact that both infinitives and clausal complements are DPs

in Ndebele, and are therefore targeted by the same selectional feature. Finally, and importantly, no

functional light verb has the option of selecting an infinitive or a CP, further supporting the view

that complements of functional light verbs are not determined lexically.

I start by demonstrating the patterns of selectional optionality in lexical light verbs, and the

absence of such optionality with functional light verbs in the next subsection. In subsection 5.4.2,
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I provide evidence for the nominal nature of both infinitives and clauses in Ndebele, which in turn

explains the correlation between infinitive- and clause-selection by light verbs.

5.4.1 Patterns of selectional variability

Among the lexical light verbs discussed in this chapter, two show selectional optionality: in addi-

tional to selecting a small subjunctive complement (examples a. in (75) and (76)), they combine

with an infinitival form of the main verb, or with a clause subjunctive. Note that the verb qala has

a different, thought related, meaning, depending on the category of its complement. With the verb

phinda, however, we observe no change in meaning (75).

(75) phinda ‘do again’

a. Ngi-phinda
1sg.s-again

ngi-bale.
1sg.s-read.SBJV

‘I’m reading again’

small subjunctive

b. Ngi-phinda
1sg.s-again

uku-bala.
INF-read

‘I’m reading again’

infinitive

c. Ngi-phinda
1sg.s-again

ukuthi
COMP

ngi-bale.
1sg.s-read.SBJV

‘I’m reading again’

clausal subjunctive

(76) qala ‘do first/start doing’

a. Ngi-qala
1sg.s-start

ngi-bale.
1sg.s-read.SBJV

‘I read first’

small subjunctive

b. Ngi-qala
1sg.s-start

uku-bala.
INF-read

‘I’m starting to read’

intinitive

c. Ngi-qala
1sg.s-start

ukuthi
COMP

ngi-bale.
1sg.s-read.SBJV

‘I’m starting to read’

clausal subjunctive
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Other light verbs allow neither infinitival nor clausal complements. I illustrate with ze ‘finally do’

(77) and mane ‘just/simply do’ (78).11

(77) ze ‘finally do’

a. Ngi-za-ze
1sg.s-FUT-finally

ngi-bale.
1sg.s-read.SBJV

‘I will finally read’

small subjunctive

b. *Ngi-za-ze
1sg.s-FUT-finally

uku-bala.
INF-read

(‘I will finally read’)

intinitive

c. *Ngi-za-ze
1sg.s-FUT-finally

ukuthi
COMP

ngi-bale.
1sg.s-read.SBJV

(‘I will finally read’)

clausal subjunctive

(78) mane ‘just/simply do’

a. Ngi-mane
1sg.s-just

ngi-bale.
1sg.s-read.SBJV

‘I just read’

small subjunctive

b. *Ngi-mane
1sg.s-just

uku-bala.
INF-read

(‘I just read’)

intinitive

c. *Ngi-mane
1sg.s-just

ukuthi
COMP

ngi-bale.
1sg.s-read.SBJV

(‘I just read’)

clausal subjunctive

There appears to be no morphosyntactic or semantic predictor of whether a light verb will show

such variability or not. As far as their semantic properties, all verbs express meanings modifying

the event introduced by the main verb, and I have not found reliable semantic traits corresponding

to selectional flexibility. As discussed in the previous subsections, lexical light verbs also show

11. Paradigms like (75), in which the verb is selectionally unconstrained, have been given as arguments that it’s not
c-selection but s-selection that governs this case of complementation (Pesetsky, 1991). In (75), the selecting verb is
insensitive to the category of its complement (it can be an infinitive, a clause or a small subjunctive), and all three
can be argued to have similar propositional semantics, which could be targeted by s-selection. However, the fact that
not all light verbs allow this type of selectional variation points to the opposite conclusions, namely that propositional
semantics is not enough to be selected by a light verb – there are category-based restrictions.
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uniform behavior with respect to a number of syntactic phenomena, e.g. they can all combine

with tense inflection, allow negative clitic movement to the left periphery, be complements of

functional light verbs and disallow medial subjects. In this respect, they form a coherent class,

distinct from functional light verbs. I argue, therefore, that the paradigms above instantiate c-

selectional idiosyncrasy of individual light verbs.

No such selectional flexibility is found with functional light verbs, which may only combine

with participial forms, as exemplified with hlezi ‘always’ in (79).

(79) hlezi ‘always/constantly do’

a. Ngi-hlezi
1sg.s-always

ngi-bala.
1sg.s-read.IMPF.PTCP

‘I always read’

imperfective participle

b. *Ngi-hlezi
1sg.s-always

uku-bala.
INF-read

(‘I always read’)

intinitive

c. *Ngi-hlezi
1sg.s-always

ukuthi
COMP

ngi-bal-a/-e.
1sg.s-read-IND/-SBJV

(‘I always read’)

clausal complement

While with functional light verbs selectional flexibility is not expected, its availability for cer-

tain lexical verbs is unsurprising, and it fact supports their treatment as lexical verbs.

An interesting property of the observed patterns of selectional variability it is the correlation

between infinitive- and clause-selection. The light verbs which have the option of selecting an

infinitive, also have the option of selecting a clausal clausal. And conversely, light verbs which

don’t combine with infinitives, also don’t take clausal complements. I argue that this correlation is

a consequence of the categorial status of infinitives and embedded clauses in Ndebele as DPs. In

the next section, I provide evidence for this claim.
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5.4.2 Explaining the infinitive–CP correlation: a DP-shell hypothesis

I aruge that selectional variability in lexical light verb reduces to the choice between a verbal and

a nominal complement. Verbs which show such optionality may take either a VoiceP or a DP

complement. I show in this section that both infinitives and clauses are DPs, and therefore verbs

which have the option of selecting a DP, may take both infinitival and clausal complement, while

those which only select for a VoiceP cannot combine with either an infinitive or a clause. In the

discussion below, I use the verb phinda ‘do again’ as an instance of a selectionally flexible light

verb (80-a), and the verb mane as an example of a verb which can only select for a VoiceP (a small

subjunctive) (80-b).

(80) a. phinda

















SEM: again

CAT: 〈V,1〉

SEL: D/Voice

















b. mane
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SEL: Voice

















While the nominal natures of the so called infinitives is well evidenced in many Bantu lan-

guages (Carstens, 1991; Bresnan & Mchombo, 1995; Nurse, 2008), full clauses are not typically

thought of as nominalizations (though see Bresnan (1995)). In recent work (Pietraszko, under re-

view), I argued that Ndebele embedded clauses are also externally nominal – they project a DP

shell. Thus, both infinitives and clausal complements are clausal structures with an outer DP layer.

In clausal complements, the DP-shell embeds a full CPs (81), while infinitives are DPs with a more

reduced clausal structure (82).12

(81) Clausal complement

DP

CPD

(82) Infinitival complement

DP

TP/vPD

12. The precise size of an infinitival complement remains to be determined, and it is not crucial here. Preliminary
evidence suggests that infinitives might undergo restructuring in the absence of marked inflectional categories, such as
imperfective or perfect aspect. I leave this question for future research.
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It has been shown that full clauses in some Bantu languages do behave like nominal phrases.

Bresnan (1995) lists interesting asymmetries between clauses in English and Chichewa, which

suggest that clauses in the two languages are not of the same category. In particular, they have

the distribution typical of DPs. The distribution of clauses is Ndebele is very similar. The fol-

lowing three properties of nominal phrases will be relevant in our discussion of infinitives and

clauses as DPs (for more detailed argumentation that embedded clauses in Ndebele, including

noun-complement clauses and relative clauses, project a DP-shell, see Pietraszko (under review)):

(83) Properties of nominal complements

i) they have an augment vowel (an exponent of D)

ii) they can be dislocated

iii) they can undergo argument ellipsis

i) The augment. The morphological structure of Ndebele DPs involves a class prefix on the

nominal stem, which is in turn preceded by the so called augment vowel (also known as the pre-

prefix). The augment vowel is traditionally treated as a type of determiner, (Ziervogel, 1967; von

Staden, 1973; Giusti, 1997; Katamba, 2003; de Dreu, 2008; Visser, 2008; Taraldsen, 2010; Buell

& de Dreu, 2013) and I follow previous work on related languages in assuming that the augment

is an exponent of D0.13 As shown for the examples in (84), the augment co-varies with the class

of the nominal class marker.

(84) a. u-mu-ntu
1aug-1-person
‘a person’

b. a-ba-fazi
2aug-2-woman
‘women’

c. i-si-lwane
7aug-7-lion
‘a lion’

d. u-ku-dla
15aug-15-food
‘food’

13. See Halpert (2012) for a treatment of he augment as an exponent of K0, a case-related head projected above
the DP. This detail is irrelevant in the present discussion – the important aspect of both views is that the augment is a
nominal morpheme
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An augment can be detected in both infinitives and clausal complements. Infinitives have the

shape of nouns of class 15, the class of nominalizations (85-a).14 In clausal complements, the

augment can be observed on the complementizer, which morphologically and etymologically is a

nominalization of the verb ‘say’(85-b).

(85) a. u-ku-pheka
15aug-15-cook
‘to cook/cooking’

b. u-ku-thi
15aug-15-say
‘to say/saying/COMP’

While the nominal etymology of the complementizer does not entail its nominal nature in

present Ndebele, there is independent evidence that the augment vowel was not grammaticalized

as part of the complementizer and that instead it constitutes an independent morpheme. Evidence

for that analysis comes from augment drop. The augment vowel can be omitted on nominals

(both common nouns and proper names in Ndebele) under certain syntactic and semantic condi-

tions. Most prominently, objects of negated verbs may optionally appear without an augments (for

analyses of augment drop in closely related languages see e.g. Progovac (1993); Halpert (2012);

Carstens & Mletshe (2015)). As shown in (86-a), the augment vowel is obligatory in affirmative

sentences, but in the negative counterpart in (86-b), its absence is allowed.

(86) a. Ngi-funa
1sg.s-want

[DP *(i)-sinkwa.
7aug-7bread

]

‘I want bread.’

*augment drop

b. A-ngi-funi
NEG-1sg.s-want

[DP (i)-sinkwa.
7aug-7bread

]

‘I don’t want (any) bread.’

Xaugment drop

14. The class-15 nominalizations have a broad use, parallel to the distribution of English infinitives and different
types of gerunds. There is no evidence at this point that thesis different uses correspond to different external syntax of
these nominalizations (as it has been argued for Swahili by Carstens (1991)).
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The presence of an augment in the negative sentence seems optional, but it corresponds to a se-

mantic difference. In particular, the augment forces an interpretation of the noun as a definite or a

specific indefinite (i.e. out of the scope of negation). In the absence of an augment, the object in

(86-b) must be interpreted as a narrow scope indefinite. This semantic contrast is compatible with

the hypothesis that the augment is a type of determiner. That is to say, there are two types of D0

in Ndebele: the augment vowel and a null morpheme. Their distribution roughly corresponds to

what we expect from the definite/indefinite dichotomy.

The augment vowel of infinitives and of complementizers can be omitted, as well. More im-

portantly, augmentless infinitives and complementizers appear exactly in those configurations that

license augmentless nominals. In the affirmative clause (87-a), the infinitives requires an augment,

but in the presence of negation (87-b) the augment is optional, just like on nominal objects. Sim-

ilarly, the matrix clause in (88-a) is affirmative, and the complementizer in the embedded clause

must have an augment (cf. (86-a)). When the matrix verb is negated, however, its clausal object

may be augmentless – the complementizer may surface as kuthi, i.e. without the augment vowel

(88-b).

(87) a. Ngi-funa
1sg.s-want

[DP *(u)-ku-pheka
15aug-15-cook

]

‘I want to cook.’

*augment drop

b. A-ngi-funi
NEG-1sg.s-want

[DP (u)-ku-pheka
15aug-15-cook

]

‘I don’t want to cook.’

Xaugment drop

(88) a. Ngi-funa
1sg.s-want

[DP *(u)-kuthi
aug-15COMP

ngi-pheke
1sg.s-cook

]

‘I want to cook.’

*augment drop

b. A-ngi-funi
NEG-1sg.s-want

[DP (u)-kuthi
aug-15COMP

ngi-pheke
1sg.s-cook

]

‘I don’t want to cook’.

Xaugment drop

Infinitival and clausal complements show similar behavior when they are selected by light verbs.
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The presence of negation on the light verbs allows the complement to appear without an augment,

as shown in (89) and (90).15

(89) a. Ngi-phinda
1sg.S-again

[DP *(u)-ku-pheka
15aug-15-cook

]

‘I cook again.’

*augment drop

b. A-ngi-phindi
NEG-1sg.S-again

[DP (u)-ku-pheka
15aug-15-cook

]

‘I don’t cook again.’

Xaugment drop

(90) a. Ngi-phinda
1sg.S-again

[DP *(u)-kuthi
aug-15COMP

ngi-pheke
1sg.S-cook

]

‘I cook again.’

*augment drop

b. A-ngi-phindi
NEG-1sg.S-again

[DP
?(u)-kuthi
aug-15COMP

ngi-pheke
1sg.S-cook

]

‘I don’t cook again.’

Xaugment drop

The facts above show that infinitival and clausal objects behave like DP objects: they have an

active augment vowel, which can be dropped under the same conditions structural conditions that

license augment drop on nominal objects.

ii) Dislocation. Nominal phrases can be dislocated. Right-dislocation is diagnosed, for in-

stance, by an intervening temporal adverbs, such as kusasa ‘tomorrow’ (91). As shown in (92),

both infinitives and clauses can undergo dislocation. They contrast, in this respect, with verbal

complements of light verbs: the small subjunctive complement (VoiceP) of phinda cannot be dis-

located (93).

(91) Ngi-za-si-dla
1sg.s-FUT-7o-eat

kusasa

tomorrow
i-si-nkwa
aug-7-bread

‘I will eat the bread tomorrow’

15. The augmentless version of (90-b) was judged as slightly degraded, compared to the parallel example in (88-b)
with funa ‘want’ as the matrix verb. At the present moment, I have no explanation for why this contrast arises.
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(92) a. Ngi-za-(ku)-phinda
1sg.s-FUT-15o-again

kusasa

tomorrow
u-ku-pheka
aug-15-cook

‘I will cook again tomorrow’

b. Ngi-za-(ku)-phinda
1sg.s-FUT-15o-again

kusasa

tomorrow
u-ku-thi
aug-15-comp

ngi-pheke
1sg.s-cook.SBJV

‘I will cook again tomorrow’

(93) Ngi-za-phinda
1sg.s-FUT-again

{*kusasa}
tomorrow

ngi-pheke
1sg.s-cook.SBJV

{X kusasa

tomorrow
}

‘I will cook again tomorrow’

Even though nominal dislocation typically requires object marking, infinitives and clauses can be

dislocated without object marking – the marker ku is optional in both sentences in (92). This means

that dislocation is not necessarily tied to the presence of an object marker. Thus, the fact that small

subjunctive complements cannot control object marking (they are not nominal), is not the reason

why they cannot dislocate. Rather, the ungrammaticality of (93) is due to a category difference

between small subjunctives on the one hand, infinitives and clauses on the other.

iii) Ellipsis. Ndebele does not show clear cases of vP ellipsis (unlike other Bantu languages

(Ngonyani, 1996b; Goldberg, 2005; Ngonyani & Githinji, 2006)). This can be seen in compound

tenses, which do not allow ellipsis of the participial main verb under an auxiliary verb.

(94) Q: U-za-be
2sg.s-FUT-AUX

u-hlabela
2sg.s-sing

yini?
Q

‘Will you be singing?’

A: Yeah,
yes,

ngi-za-be
1sg.s-FUT-AUX

*(ngi-hlabela).
1sg.s-sing

Yes, I will (be singing).

DP complements, on the other hand, can undergo object drop, which typically requires the verb

to be object-marked for the class of the elided object (similarly to the closely related Zulu (Buell,

2005; Adams, 2010; Zeller, 2012)). The requirement for object agreement with a dropped object

is gradient and correlates with animacy of the object – DPs with high animacy must always be
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object-marked under ellipsis (95); abstract nouns (typically of class 15) may be elided without

object marking (96).16

(95) Q: U-thanda
2sg.s-like

aba-ntwana
2-child

yini?
Q

‘Do you like children?’

A: Yeah,
yes,

ngi-ya-*(ba)-thanda.
1sg.s-pres-*(2o)-like

Yes, I like them.

(96) Q: U-thanda
2sg.s-like

uku-hlabela
15-sing

yini?
Q

‘Do you like singing?’

A: Yeah,
yes,

ngi-ya-(ku)-thanda.
1sg.s-pres-(15o)-like

Yes, I like it.

Like nominal objects, infinitival and clausal complements of light verbs can be elided, as shown

in (97) and (98) respectively.

(97) Q: U-za-phinda
2sg.s-FUT-again

uku-pheka
15-cook

yini?
Q

‘Will you cook again?’

A: Yeeh,
yes,

ngi-za-(ku)-phinda.
1sg.s-FUT-(15o)-again

‘Yes, I will do it again’

(98) Q: U-za-phinda
2sg.s-FUT-again

ukuthi
15COMP

u-pheke
2sg.s-cook.SBJV

yini?
Q

‘Will you cook again?’

A: Yeeh,
yes,

ngi-za-(ku)-phinda.
1sg.s-FUT-(15o)-again

‘Yes, I will do it again’

Small subjunctives, on the other hand, cannot undergo ellipsis, as illustrated with the complement

of mane ‘just’ in (99). In this respect, LV-constructions with a small subjunctive complement

resemble compound tenses, where the main verb cannot be elided leaving only the auxiliary verb

overt.

16. This generalization is not only true for ellipsis but also for dislocation. Dislocated abstract DP do not require
object marking, while dislocated animate DPs do.
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(99) Q: U-za-mane
2sg.s-FUT-just

u-pheke
2sg.s-cook.SBJV

yini?
Q

‘Will you just cook?’

A: Yeeh,
yes,

ngi-za-mane
1sg.s-FUT-just

*(ngi-pheke).
1sg.s-cook.SBJV

‘Yes, I will just cook’

Assuming that infinitives and clauses are DPs, but small subjunctives are VoicePs, the contrast

between them with respect to ellipsis follows from independently observed asymmetries between

verbal and nominal phrases in the language.

It should be noted at this point that the contrast between small subjunctives and clausal/infinitival

complements with respect to ellipsis does not arise if we use a verb that allows all both subjunctive

and clausal/infinitival complements. We saw that phinda is such a verb. As we see in (100), the

small subjunctive antecedent is able to license ellipsis in the answer.

(100) Q: U-za-phinda
2sg.s-FUT-again

u-pheke
2sg.s-cook.SBJV

yini?
Q

‘Will you cook again?’

A: Yeeh,
yes,

ngi-za-phina
1sg.s-FUT-again

(ngi-pheke).
1sg.s-cook.SBJV

‘Yes, I will just cook’

Since ellipsis licensed by small subjunctive antecedents is only possible if the light verb has the

option to select clauses or infinitives, the licensing conditions are most likely influenced by that

selectional flexibility. In particular, complement ellipsis in LV-constructions appears to allow cat-

egory mismatches: a VoiceP antecedent can license DP-ellipsis. Mismatches of this type have

been observed in previous literature (Fu et al., 2001; Johnson, 2001; Merchant, 2001, 2013), and

it is an interesting question for future research to further explore the flexibility of category identity

conditions on ellipsis in Ndebele.

In sum, clausal and infinitival complements show properties of nominal complements, which

supports the claim that their external syntax is nominal (a DP-shell). This, in turn, explains the
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observed correlation in selection of infinitival and clausal complements – light verbs which have

the option to select a DP complement, may combine with either an infinitive or a full clause, while

those light verbs which can only select for a VoiceP cannot combine with either (they only allow

their complement to be a small subjunctive).

An important conclusion from the discussion of selectional variability is the fact that it exists,

and that we observe it only with subjunctive-selecting LVs, that is lexical light verbs. As expected,

participle-selecting (i.e. functional) light verbs show no such idiosyncrasy. The size and form of

their complement is invariably determined by clausal syntax.

5.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, I compared two types of light verbs: participle-selecting LVs and subjunctive se-

lecting LVs, and argued that the form of the LV’s complement (subjunctive vs participle) correlates

with a number of systematic morphosyntactic asymmetries between the two classes of light verbs,

and should therefore be treated as a systematic, rather than an idiosyncratic, property of such verbs.

More specifically, the observed asymmetries point to the conclusion that subjunctive-selecting LVs

are lexical verbs, while participle-selecting LVs are functional verbs: verbal elements associated

with specific inflectional heads, as discussed in chapter 3. Thus, lexical light verbs are an instance

of a verbal element which does not introduce its own argument and event structure (in which sense

it is an "auxiliary" verb), but one which, syntactically, has the status of a main verb: it is a lex-

ical V projecting a full extended projection of its own. Below is a summary of the properties

distinguishing lexical and functional LVs (101).
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(101) Lexical and functional LVs: a summary of differences

lexical LVs functional LVs

can be inflected for tense? YES NO

can be morphologically negated? YES NO

how is their complement determined? by selection follows from clause structure

subject to ordering restrictions? NO YES

transparent for tense agreement? YES NO

form of complement subjunctive participle

Their featural make up: [Infl: , CAT:〈V,1〉 ] [Infl:val , CAT:〈V,n>1〉 ]

I further argued that the role of selection in lexical LV constructions is limited to the choice

between the following categories: VoiceP, NegP and DP. The choice between subjunctive and

participial morphology is not an instance of c-selection. It is predictable from independent prop-

erties of light verbs, namely their status as functional and lexical verbs. The participle/subjunctive

alternation is a morphological reflex of the type of valuation involved in valuing the main verb’s

Infl-feature. In particular, subjunctive forms are the result of dependent valuation which takes place

in inflectionally deficient contexts (i.e. where the higher Infl-feature has no value to transmit). As

such, the assignment of subjunctive mood morphology is seen here as a purely configurational phe-

nomenon. It arises of inflectionally deficient syntactic contexts. The difference between form (e.g.

subjunctive) and inflection (e.g. past tense) is addressed in more detail in the next chapter, where

I argue for a distinction between inflectional categories and metacategories in the verbal domain.

In the next chapter, I also extend the dependent valuation analysis of subjunctive morphology to

clausal subjunctives.

In chapter 3, I discussed aspectual and default auxiliaries and argued that they each instantiate

a distinct way in which a non-projecting verb enters the derivation (merging as functional heads or

via last-resort selection, respectively). I also rejected the VP-approach for both types of auxiliaries,
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arguing that none of them shows properties of verbs which project VPs. The existence of lexical

light verbs provides important new evidence against the VP-approach to aspectual and default

auxiliaries: the language does makes use of non-thematic auxiliary-like verbs which project a

VP, but crucially, they do not form a uniform class with either default auxiliaries nor aspectual

auxiliaries. They are truly lexical in that they can be fully inflected (have an unvalued Infl-feature)

and can idiosyncratically determine the category of their complement (verbal or nominal). The

distinctive properties of lexical LVs (e.g. selectional variability, inflectional flexibility (i.e. tense

agreement) or subjunctive mood morphology) were argued to be exactly the consequence of their

lexical nature.
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CHAPTER 6

EXTENSIONS OF THE THEORY

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, I discuss two outstanding issues which stem from the proposed inflectional de-

pendencies in the Ndebele verbal domain. The first issue, the topic of section 6.2, concerns the

difference between verbal morphology that corresponds to Infl-features (e.g. Infl:PST) and mor-

phology such as the subjunctive and participial form. Throughout the thesis I used terms such as

past tense, imperfective aspect, participle or subjunctive mood. Traditionally, we understand them

as referring to verbal inflection or verbal morphology/form. The theory of inflectional dependen-

cies proposed in previous chapters sheds light on the nature of such verbal forms. In particular,

we’ve seen that what we call a verb in a past tense form, for example, refers to a syntactic object

of category V with the feature Infl:PST. In contrast, a verb in a participial form does not refer to

a syntactic object of category V with a feature Infl:PTCP (for "participle"). This is because, ac-

cording the current proposal, there is no such feature in Ndebele as Infl:PTCP. Thus, the source of

participial morphology must be different than the source of past tense morphology. In this section,

I take a closer look at contrasts like the one between past tense morphology and participial mor-

phology. I propose that they are two different types of verbal morphology – what I call inflectional

categories (e.g. past tense) and inflectional metacategories (e.g. participial form) (1).

(1) Proposal: Classification of verbal morphology:

a. morphology expressing inflectional categories

b. morphology expressing inflectional metacategories

In section 6.3, I address a different question: the distribution of subject agreement prefixes in

multi-verb constructions. I return to the pre-theoretical generalization that the number of subject

agreement prefixes correlates directly with the number of verbs in an expression. Using the notion
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of V-Chain, defined in terms of the V-selection mechanism proposed in chapter 4, I make a the-

oretically framed generalization about the distribution of subject agreement probes in the syntax:

there is a ϕ probe on the highest head of every V-Chain. I demonstrate how this generalization

correctly derives the number of agreement prefixes in a given construction, their exact position and

the apparently inconsistent appearance of ϕ-probes on functional heads in the Ndebele clause.

6.2 Inflectional categories and metacategories

We have seen in previous chapters that certain types of verbal morphology correspond to mor-

phosyntactic features, namely Infl-features. For instance, future tense morphology is directly re-

lated to the presence of Infl:FUT. We have also seen a different type of morphology, one which

does not correspond to an Infl-feature directly. In particular, I proposed in chapter 5 that subjunc-

tive mood morphology in lexical LV constructions is a consequence of the inflectional deficiency of

its immediate syntactic context (specifically, the fact that lexical LVs have no Infl-value). In other

words, while future tense morphology has a direct morphosyntactic correlate (the Infl-feature),

subjunctive mood is licensed positionally – it arises morphologically in certain syntactic configu-

rations. In this section, I propose a classification of verbal morphology based on these two param-

eters: morphological categories, or inflections correspond to specific values of the Infl-feature (2),

while morphological metacategories, or forms, are positional variants of inflectional (and other)

morphology (3).

(2) Morphological category (or inflection):

an expression determined by a morphosyntactic Infl-feature, such as Infl:PST, Infl:IMPF etc.

e.g. a past tense inflection ⇔ Infl:PST

(3) Morphological matacategory (or form):

an expression determined contextually

e.g. subjunctive mood form ⇔ morphology licensed in the context of an unvalued Infl
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In addition to subjunctive forms, morphological metagategories include the participial verb

form and what is called the principal form. In the descriptive literature, all three are called moods

or submoods (Sibanda, 2004; Buell, 2005): subjunctive mood, participial mood and principal (or

indicative) mood.1 Subjunctive forms appear in subjunctive clauses (4-a) and as complements of

lexical light verbs (4-b). Principal and participial forms are distinguished by their position in the

clause: verbs in principal mood appear as the highest verb in a non-subjunctive clause, like the

auxiliary verb in (5), while participles are complements of auxiliary verbs, like the main lexical

verb in (5).

(4) a. Ngi-funa
1sg.s-want

ukuthi
COMP

uZodwa
1Zodwa

a-phek-e
1s-cook-FS.SBJV

‘I want Zodwa to cook’

b. UZodwa
1Zodwa

u-za-phinda
1s-FUT-again

a-phek-e.
1s-cook-FS.SBJV

‘Zodwa will cook again’

(5) U-Zodwa
1Zodwa

u-za-be
1s-FUT-AUX.PRIN

e-pheka
1s-cook.PTCP

‘Zodwa will be cooking’

As we see in the examples above, the three moods are typically distinguished by the form of class

1 subject marker: u- in the principal mood, e- in participles and a- in subjunctive forms. Putting

aside the precise rules of allomorphy (for more discussion see section 6.3), we will use the form of

class 1 agreement prefix as an indicator of a particular mood (i.e. metacategory).

The proposed contexts in which the three forms arise in Ndebele are the following. Subjunctive

forms are licensed in inflectionally deficient contexts; in particular, when the most local Infl-feature

to the verb in question is an unvalued Infl-feature (6). Indicative mood morphology is licensed in

the environment of left peripheral categories. Specifically, I propose that in Ndebele the relevant

context is a topic feature/head (29-b) (I will present evidence for a topic head in indicative clauses

1. In addition to these three, the conditional form is also sometimes referred as mood: the conditional or potential
mood. More research is needed to correctly place this type of morphology in the present discussion.
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in the next subsection). Finally, participial morphology is the elswehere verbal form – one which

arises in the absence of the two specific environments (29-c).

(6) The subjunctive context:

VInfl: is c-commanded by head H with Infl: and there is no H’ such that H’ has an

Infl-feature and H’ c-commands V but not H.

HP

...

VP

V

Infl:

...

H

Infl:

⇐ subjunctive form

(7) The principal context:

V is c-commanded by Top and there is no V’ such that V’ c-commands V but not Top.

TopP

...

VP

V

...

Top

⇐ principal form

(8) The participial context: elsewhere
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Thus, the hypothesis I put forth is that certain types of morphology (in Ndebele, the subjunc-

tive, participial and principal forms) are licensed not by morphosyntactic features but in certain

structural positions – I call this the Positional Licensing Hypothesis (9).

(9) The Positional Licensing Hypothesis

Certain types of verbal morphology (e.g. mood morphology) are licensed positionally.

The positional licensing approach to mood forms in Ndebele captures the three properties of meta-

categories listed in (10).

(10) Properties of metacategories in Ndebele

a. They can cooccur with Infl-features

b. They do not trigger inflectional periphrasis

c. They have a systematic, not idiosyncratic, distribution

First, we have seen that two inflectional features in Ndebele cannot cooccur on a single verb –

the verb has only one unvalued Infl-feature, and so inflections (e.g. past and future tense) compete

for being hosted by the verb. Given the differentiation between categories and metacategories, the

two are not subject to this type of cooccurrence restriction. In subsection 6.2.2, I show that every

metacategory can indeed have any type Infl-value. The second property of metacategories, closely

related to the first one, it their irrelevance in triggering inflectional periphrasis. This is because

inflectional overflow is caused by cooccurrence of Infl-features. Metacategories do not correspond

to Infl-features. Instead, we expect this morphology to be orthogonal to calculating the inflectional

complexity triggering periphrasis. As we will see in section 6.2.3, this is true in Ndebele and in

Latin. The third property, i.e. the lack of idiosyncratic distribution, was in part discussed in chapter

5, where I argued that participle- and subjunctive-selecting light verbs differ in systematic ways. I

reiterate these arguments in the context of the Positional Licensing Hypothesis in section 6.2.4.

The crucial property of this approach to verb forms such as subjunctive or participial is that
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their licensing is a purely configurational phenomenon. There are no such features as Infl:SBJV (or

Mood:SBJV). In this respect, the proposed view differs fundamentally from existing approaches

in which such morphology is treated as corresponding to morphosyntactic features. Although it is

difficult to find literature explicitly arguing for a specific nature of morphosyntactic features cor-

responding to the subjunctive or participial form, they are very often assumed to be of one type or

another. The subjunctive–indicative opposition is often implemented as different values of the fea-

ture attribute Mood (Mood:SBJV/IND), though treatment of mood as an Infl-feature (Infl:SBJV/IND)

can also be found (e.g. in Bjorkman (2011)). The participial form has also been analyzed as cor-

responding to a morphosyntactic feature (e.g. T:PART in Wurmbrand (2011)). Throughout this

section I point out the ways in which these alternatives are problematic when confronted with

Ndebele facts.

The literature on the syntax and semantics of mood is extensive and I should note in advance

that this section does not aim at a complete theory of the subjunctive–indicative contrast crosslin-

guistically. Rather, analyzing Ndebele morphology, I put forth a hypothesis that some verbal mor-

phology is better understood as licensed positionally. The precise licensing conditions I propose

for Ndebele should be seen as tentative in a broader crosslinguistic context.

6.2.1 Positional licensing of Ndebele mood forms

In this section, I discuss in detail the licensing environments for three metacategories in Ndebele:

the subjunctive, principal and participial form. Starting with the subjunctive, I repeat briefly the

analysis of subjunctive forms proposed in chapter 5, namely as morphological reflex of dependent

valuation, and extend it to clausal subjunctives. I then discuss the environments in which principal

and participial forms appear: generally speaking, the principal form is the form of the highest verb

in a non-subjunctive clause, while participial form is default verbal morphology.

In chapter 5, I discussed the so called small subjunctives – complements of lexical light verbs

(such as phinda ‘again‘), whose size is a VoiceP (11-a). I argued that subjunctive mood mor-
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phology in LV-constructions is due to the immediate context of the unvalued Infl-feature on the

lexical LV. Additionally, Ndebele has clausal subjunctives, CPs introduced by a complementizer

and selected by certain verbs, e.g. funa ‘want’, as in (11-b).

(11) a. UZodwa
1Zodwa

u-za-phinda
1s-FUT-again

[VoiceP a-pheke.
1s-cook.SBJV

]

‘Zodwa will cook again’

b. Ngifuna
1sg.s-want

[CP ukuthi
COMP

uZodwa
1Zodwa

a-pheke.
1s-cook.SBJV

]

‘I want Zodwa to cook’

I proposed that the subjunctive morphology on small subjunctives is due to the light verb’s

nature as a lexical verb and the consequence it has for Infl-agreement. In particular, the light verb,

being a lexical verb, has an unvalued Infl-feature and therefore cannot value the Infl-feature in the

main verb (‘cook’ in (11-a)). As shown in (13), the dependency between the main verb and the

light verb results in dependent valuation (12), whereby the LV assigns a dependency feature DEP

to the main verb (13-a), linking their Infl-features for further valuation (13-b).

(12) Dependent valuation

a. Structural description: α[F: ] c-commands β[F: ]

b. Structural change: β[F:val(Fα), DEP]
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(13) Subjunctive form as a reflex of dependent valuation (cf. (11-a)):

a. DEP assignment (structure before head movement)
TP

VoiceP

vP

VP

VoiceP

vP

VP

V

v

Infl:

DEP

Voice

VLV

v

Infl:

Voice

T

Infl:FUT
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b. Further valuation by T (structure after head movement)
TP

VoiceP

vP

VP

VoiceP

vP

VP

<V>

<v>

Voice

Voicev

v

Infl: fut

DEP

-e

V

a-phek

<V>

<v>

Voice

Voicev

v

Infl: fut

-a

V

u-phind

T

Infl:FUT

As a result of dependent valuation, both the light verb and the lexical verb are valued as Infl:FUT

by T. Dependent valuation is reflected in the form of the Final Suffix (the exponent of little v): it

has the form -e in the context of DEP (the subjunctive form) and the form -a in the absence of DEP,

namely on the light verb, which here has a principal form. The subjunctive form is additionally

identified by the form of the agreement prefix: a- in the subjunctive and u- in the principal mood.
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In the structure in (13-b), I do not provide an analysis of the agreement prefix and represent it in

the tree gloss as a prefix on each verb. I return to the question of the distribution of agreement

prefixes in section 6.3. A detailed analysis of agreement morphology is not necessary to argue for

metacategories in Ndebele and I represent agreement prefixes in this section as in (13-b).

In sum, the subjunctive mood morphology does not arise as exponence of a mood head and/or

feature, but it is allomorphy of other heads/features in a dependent valuation context.

Let us now turn to clausal subjunctives – subjunctive verb forms which appear as subjunctive

clauses introduced by the complementizer ukuthi, as shown in (11-b) above, repeated below.

(14) Ngifuna
1sgs-want

[CP ukuthi
COMP

uZodwa
1Zodwa

a-phek-e.
1s-cook-FS.SBJV

]

‘I want Zodwa to cook’

Notice that the form of the verb ‘cook’ in clausal subjunctives and in small subjunctives is the

same: the final suffix has the form -e and the agreement prefix for class one a-. I propose that

the subjunctive form in subjunctive clauses is also licensed positionally, in the same context as

the same morphology in small subjunctives, namely when the closest Infl-feature to the verb in

question is an unvalued Infl-feature, which triggers dependent valuation.

A widely recognized property of subjunctive clauses is their deficiency with respect to tense

morphology and semantics. Subjunctive clauses typically lack an independent temporal specifica-

tion and their interpretation is sensitive to the temporal specification of the matrix clause (Picallo,

1984; Comrie, 1986; Enç, 1987; Ogihara, 1989; Abusch, 1997; Giorgi & Pianesi, 1997; Landau,

2004; Giannakidou, 2009; Giorgi, 2009, a.o.). I propose that the morphosyntactic correlate of this

semantic deficiency is an unvalued, rather than a valued, Infl-feature on the subjunctive T. This

means that every subjunctive clause contains at least two heads with an unvalued Infl-feature: T

and v, as shown in (15).
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(15) The syntax of a subjunctive clause

Infl-agreement relation: T and v

TP

VoiceP

vP

VP

V

v

Infl:

Voice

T

Infl:

Dependent valuation by T
TP

VoiceP

vP

VP

V

v

Infl:

DEP

Voice

T

Infl:

The source of subjunctive morphology in both clausal and small subjunctive is the same – the

DEP feature assigned to the main verb via dependent valuation. In the case of small subjunctives,

dependent valuation is done by a lexical light verb, in clausal subjunctives by the inflectionally

deficient subjunctive T. Thus, we can generalize that subjunctive morphology is licensed in in-

flectionally deficient contexts; specifically, in the immediate context of an unvalued Infl-feature

(16).
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(16) The subjunctive context:

VInfl: is c-commanded by head H with Infl: and there is no H’ such that H’ has an

Infl-feature and H’ c-commands V but not H.

HP

...

VP

V

Infl:

...

H

Infl:

⇐ subjunctive form

Recall from chapter 5 that independent evidence for the dependent valuation analysis of sub-

junctive forms was the fact that, in light verb constructions, the light verb and the main verb exhibit

tense agreement. In the past tense, both the light verb and the main verb have a past tense inflec-

tion, though they appear in different forms: principal and subjunctive, respectively (17-a). In the

present and future tense, the main verb is in the default, present subjunctive form (17-b)-(17-c).

(17) Small Subjunctive: tense agreement

a. U-∅-qal-e:
1s-PST-first-PST

wa-bala.
1s-read.PST.SBJV

He first read.

Past → Past Subjunctive

b. U-∅-qala
1s-PRES-first

a-bale.
1s-read.PRES.SBJV

He first reads.

Present → Present Subjunctive

c. U-za-qala
1s-FUT-first

a-bale.
1s-read.PRES.SBJV

He will first read.

Future → Present Subjunctive
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(18) [T Infl:PST/FUT [LV Infl: [Vmain
Infl: ,DEP ]]

That fact that both the main verb and the light verb covary with the same inflectional category,

i.e. tense, constitutes evidence that both verbs have an unvalued Infl-feature – a configuration nec-

essary for dependent valuation. Based on these facts, we might expect that T and v in subjunctive

clauses will show similar covariation. To show that, we would need to find a scenario in which

the deficient T is itself valued by some higher valued Infl-feature. However, T is by hypothesis the

highest inflectional head in the clause, and so the valuation would have to come from the matrix

clause. It turns out, such cross-clausal valuation is impossible in Ndebele, as the verb in sub-

junctive clauses can only appear in the default subjunctive form (19). In other words, there is no

tense co-variation between the matrix verb and the embedded verb in Ndebele subjunctive clauses,

indicating that no cross-clausal Infl-agreement is possible (20).

(19) Clausal subjunctive: no tense agreement

a. Ngi-m-funa
1sg.s-1o-want.pres

ukuthi
COMP

a-bale.
1s-read.pres.sbjv

I want him to read.

Present → Present Sbjv

b. Ngi-a-m-funa
1sg.s-pst-1o-want

ukuthi
COMP

a-bale/*w-abala.
1s-read.pres.sbjv/*1s-read.pst.sbjv

I wanted him to read.

Past → Present Sbjv

(20) No cross-clausal Infl-agreement in Ndebele subjunctive clauses:

a. [Matrix-clause VPST [SUBJ-Clause [T Infl: [V Infl: ]]]]

b. [Matrix-clause VPST [SUBJ-Clause [T Infl: [V Infl: , DEP ]]]]
Dependent Valuation

c. [Matrix-clause VPST [SUBJ-Clause [T Infl: [V Infl: , DEP ]]]]
✗

I assume, therefore, that clausal subjunctives involve only dependent valuation, and there is no
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further step of Infl-valuation, as a result of which the verb in subjunctive clauses is spelled out with

the default present subjunctive morphology, irrespective of matrix tense.

An interesting question for future research is whether we can find instances of cross-clausal

valuation in subjunctive clauses in other languages. For instance, it would be interesting to see if

the phenomenon known as Sequence of Tense (SOT) involves this type of relation. In fact, it has

been proposed that embedded tense morphology SOT contexts is the result of syntactic agreement

with matrix tense features (Costantini, 2007; Giorgi, 2009). An example from Italian is shown in

(21), where the matrix tense determines whether the embedded verb’s form as a present of a past

subjunctive.

(21) a. Gianni
Gianni

crede
believe.pres

che
that

Maria
Maria

sia
be.pres.subj

incinta.
pregnant.

‘Gianni believes that Maria is pregnant’

Italian (Giorgi, 2009:7)

b. Gianni
Gianni

credeva
believe.pst

che
that

Maria
Maria

fosse
be.pst.subj

incinta.
pregnant.

‘Gianni believed that Maria was pregnant’

Sequence of Tense is a complex phenomenon and whether dependent valuation is indeed in-

volved in SOT constructions remains a question for future research.

Let us now turn to principal and participial forms. Their morphology is very similar and, in

fact, they can only be distinguished when inflected for class 1 and class 2 subject agreement. As

mentioned above, class 1 agreement prefix has the form u- in principal forms and e- in participles.

Principal mood is the verb’s form in matrix simple tenses, as shown in (22-a). When the same

lexical verb appears in a compound tense, as in (22-b), it is the auxiliary that has the principal

form, and the lexical verb is a participle.

(22) a. uZodwa
1Zodwa

u-za-pheka.
1s.PRIN-FUT-cook

‘Zodwa will cook’
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b. uZodwa
1Zodwa

u-za-be
1s.PRIN-FUT-AUX

e-pheka.
1s.PTCP-cook

‘Zodwa will be cooking’

I propose and argue below that principal forms are triggered in the immediate context of the pe-

ripheral topic head, while participles are the default verbal morphology.

A common property of preverbal subjects in Bantu is their topical nature (Bresnan & Mchombo,

1987; Letsholo, 2002). For this reason, preverbal subjects are often thought of as left-dislocated

or moved to a left-peripheral topic position (Baker, 2003; Bliss & Storoshenko, 2009, a.o.). I have

recently argued that subjects of indicative clauses in Ndebele indeed appear in a higher position

than Spec,TP (Pietraszko, 2017; under review). I proposed that they surface as specifiers of an

agreeing Top head (23).

(23) Subjects of indicative clauses are in Spec,TopP:

CP

TopP

Top’

TP

VoicePT

Topϕ

subject

C

The position of subjects in indicative clauses is due to a ϕ-feature on Top. Like agreement with

T, agreement with Top must cooccur with movement to the specifier of the agreeing head (Baker,

2003; Carstens, 2005). Thus, the principal subject agreement prefix is, I argue, the exponent of

Top-agreement.

Crucially, subjects of subjunctive clauses are not topical. As I proposed in earlier work, the

subjunctive periphery is reduced compared to the indicative periphery. Among other things, it
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lacks a Top projection, and subjects of subjunctive clauses are in Spec,TP, as shown in (24).

(24) Subjects of subjunctive clauses are in Spec,TP:

CP

TP

T’

VoicePTϕ

subject

C

Evidence for this asymmetry between subjunctive and indicative clauses comes from the fact

that subjects of indicative clauses are only compatible with a topic interpretation. For instance,

they cannot be phrases that require narrow focus, such as wh-phrases (25-a) or nominals modified

by the focus particle kuphela ‘only’ (25-b). As we see in their subjunctive counterparts in (26),

subjects of subjunctive clauses are not restricted in this way.

(25) Indicative clause subject: *focus

a. *U-cabanga
2sg.s-think

ukuthi
COMP

ubani
1who

u-pheke:
1s-cook.PST

inyama?
9meat

(‘Who do you think cooked meat?’)

b. *Ngi-cabanga
1sg.s-think

ukuthi
COMP

umama
1mother

kuphela
only

u-pheke:
1s-cook.PST

inyama.
9meat

(‘I think only mom cooked meat.’)

(26) Subjunctive clause subject: focusX

a. U-funa
2sg.s-want

ukuthi
COMP

ubani
1who

a-pheke
1s-cook.SBJV

inyama.
9meat

‘Who do you want to cook meat?’

b. Ngi-funa
1sg.s-want

ukuthi
COMP

umama
1mother

kuphela
only

a-pheke
1s-cook.SBJV

inyama.
9meat

‘I want only mom to cook meat.’
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Given this asymmetry, I propose that the form of the subject agreement prefix in indicative

clauses is an allomorph in the context of Top (27-a). In a subjunctive form, the form a- of the class

1 prefix is conditioned by the feature DEP, while the participial form is the elsewhere exponent

(27).

(27) a. ϕ:1 ⇔ /u/ / Top

b. ϕ:1 ⇔ /a/ / DEP

c. ϕ:1 ⇔ /e/

Suppose that the agreeing head of a participle in (22-b) is Asp. In that position, it meats neither

the criteria for the principal form nor for the subjunctive form: it is neither in the context of Top

nor DEP (28).

(28) [TopP Topϕ principal-agr [TP T [AspP Aspϕ participial-agr [VoiceP ... ]]]]

In other words, participial form arises when the verb is neither the highest verb in a clause with a

TopP (principal) nor in the immediate context of an unvalued Infl-feature (subjunctive). The three

contexts are summarized below.

(29) Mood licensing positions in Ndebele:

a. The subjunctive context:

VInfl: is c-commanded by head H with Infl: and there is no H’ such that H’ has

an Infl-feature and H’ c-commands V but not H.

b. The principal context:

V is c-commanded by Top and there is no V’ such that V’ c-commands V but not

Top.

c. The participial context: elsewhere
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6.2.2 Cooccurrence of categories and metacategories

According to the Positional Licensing Hypothesis, features like past tense are independent of forms

(indicative, participial or subjunctive). Inflectional categories correspond directly to Infl-features,

but metacategories do not. They are positional variants of inflectional features (and other verbal

morphology). This means that inflections and forms are defined on different tiers, and that they

crosscut each other. If we look at the paradigm, the inflection–form crosscut is to a large extent

observable for the overt morphology (30). In the table below, morphemes exponing inflections

(categories) are in bold, while morphemes crosscutting forms (metacategories) are in italics.

(30) Inflections × forms (1s-cook)

PRINCIPAL PARTICIPIAL SUBJUNCTIVE

no Infl value u-phek-a — a-phek-e

Infl:FUT u-za-phek-a e-za-phek-a a-phek-e

Infl:PST u-phek-ile e-phek-ile wa-phek-a

Infl:IMPF u-phek-a e-phek-a a-phek-e

A clear morphological crosscut can be observed in principal vs participial forms with past and

future morphology. Both categories (future and past) have designated affixes (za- and -ile, re-

spectively), and we see them in principal and participial forms alike. Form, on the other hand, is

marked by the subject agreement prefix (u- or e-). Present tense and imperfective aspect have no

specific morphology and they end up syncretic, but the form of imperfective inflection is still en-

coded on the agreement prefix. The subjunctive paradigm contains fewer contrasts: only past tense

inflection is distinct. Thus, overt morphology is not enough to conclude that forms and inflections

can fully cooccur in the subjunctive mood. In the rest of this subsection, I show that the present

analysis of subjunctive predicts that all inflections are possible on verb in the subjunctive form and

that therefore the lack of their expression must be a case of morphological neutralization. I then

provide evidence from tense agreement blocking that, syntactically, subjunctive forms indeed can
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host all possible Infl-values.

I argued in chapter 5 that the two subjunctive forms, past and unmarked, arise via Infl-agreement

in lexical LV constructions. For instance, when T has the feature Infl:PST, both the light verb and

the main verb will be valued as PST, and the main verb will additionally have a dependency feature,

triggering subjunctive form (31).

(31) [T Infl:PST/FUT [LV Infl: [Vmain
Infl: ,DEP ]]

Even though I have been calling this phenomenon tense agreement, it is not agreement in

tense features per se but agreement in Infl-features. As such, we expect not only features of T to

be shared by the light verb and the main verb, but also Infl-features of other inflectional heads,

namely TPerf/Prosp and Asp. This is expected to be the case when the lexical light verb appears, for

instance, in the Future Imperfective, a compound tense (32).

(32) U-za-be
1s-FUT-AUX

e-phinda
1s-again.IMPF

a-pheke
1s-cook.SBJV

‘He will be cooking again’
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TP

AspP

VoiceP

vP

VP

VoiceP

vP

VP

Vmain

v

Infl:

DEP

Voice

VLV

v

Infl:

Voice

Asp

Infl:IMPF

T

Infl:FUT

Since Asp is the most local head with an Infl-value, both the light verb and the main verb will

be valued as IMPF. This means that, even though the main verb in (32) has the default subjunctive

form, syntactically it hosts an imperfective inflection.

An alternative view, one that would more directly address syncretism in the subjunctive paradigm,

would be to assume that the covariation we see in lexical LV constructions really is tense agree-

ment, i.e. a direct relation between the subjunctive verb and T, rather than a relation between the

subjunctive verb and the closest Infl-feature. Evidence against the direct tense agreement view

comes from blocking effects caused by an inflection intervening between the main verb and T.

First, take a compound tense with past tense T and an intervening inflectional head, e.g. an

imperfective Asp – a Past Imperfective tense. If the past subjunctive form is the result of a direct
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relation between the subjunctive main verb and T, we expect to see a past subjunctive form on the

main verb in the past imperfective scenario (33).

(33) Past subjunctive form licensed directly by T:

[T Infl:PAST . . . [Asp Infl:IMPF . . . [VP Vlight . . . [VP Vsbjv . . . ]]]]

This prediction is wrong. A past tense T cannot trigger a past subjunctive form across an Asp

head with a valued Infl-feature. Instead, the main verb has the default subjunctive form (34), the

same we saw in Future Imperfective above (32).

(34) Past Imperfective → default subjunctive

U-∅-be
1s-PST-aux

e-phinda
1s-again.IMPF

a-pheke/*wa-pheka
1s-cook.SBJV/*1-cook.PST.SBJV

‘He was cooking again’

This blocking effect is expected under the current proposal, according to which the subjunctive

verb agrees not with T directly but with closest Infl-feature, which in this case is the unvalued Infl

on the light verb, which itself receives a value from Asp (Infl:IMPF), as shown in (35).

(35) Past subjunctive blocked by a local Infl:

[TP Infl:PAST [AspP Infl:IMPF [vP VLV Infl: [vP Vmain Infl: , DEP ]]]]

[TP Infl:PST [AspP Infl:IMPF [vP VLV Infl: impf [vP Vmain Infl: impf , DEP ]]]]

The lack of past subjunctive forms in imperfective tenses is compatible with the claim that in-

flection on subjunctive forms is the result of local Infl-agreement; specifically, that in imperfective
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tenses, the subjunctive verb has its Infl-feature valued as IMPF. However, given that there is no

imperfective-specific morphology (an imperfective subjunctive is the default subjunctive), the lack

of past inflection on the subjunctive does not entail agreement with Infl:IMFP. Instead, Asp could

act as a defective intervener for agreement between the subjunctive verb and T. Evidence that this

is not the case comes from perfect tenses, such as the Future Perfect. As we see in (36), the main

verb appears in the past subjunctive form, even though T has Infl:FUT.

(36) U-za-be
1s-FUT-AUX

e-phinde:
1s-again.PST

wa-pheka
1s-cook.PST.SBJV

/
/

*a-pheke
1s-cook.SBJV

‘He will have cooked again’

Like before, the past subjunctive main verb does not covary with tense (which has Infl:FUT),

but in this case, the lack of covariation is not compatible with the defective intervention scenario.

The main verb clearly agrees with Infl:PST on the perfect participle, as shown in (37). Lack of

agreement with any inflection should result in a default subjunctive form, contrary to fact.

(37) Past subjunctive licensed by a local Infl:

[TP Infl:FUT [TPPerf Infl:PST [vP VLV Infl: [vP Vmain Infl: , DEP ]]]]

[TP Infl:FUT [TPPerf Infl:PST [vP VLV Infl: pst [vP Vmain Infl: pst , DEP ]]]]

Thus, perfect tenses provide evidence that the inflectional covariation in subjunctive forms is

the result of local Infl-agreement. This is turn means that the subjunctive form can cooccur with any

Infl-feature, supporting the proposed differentiation of inflectional categories and metacategories.

To conclude, I argued in this subsection that metacategories are not defined by specific in-

flectional features. Rather, they are positional variants of these features. Evidence comes from

the fact the categories and metacategories crosscut each other. A metacategory can comprise any
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inflectional category – a fact visible to some extent from morphology and, more indirectly, from

local interaction in Infl-agreement (blocking and feeding of past subjunctive in compound tenses).

Conversely, every inflection can appear in any form. Again, some of the relevant distinctions are

morphologically neutralized, but others are not. As we saw in (30), repeated below in (38), the

past tense inflection is morphologically distinct in all three positional variants.

(38) Inflections × forms (1s-cook)

PRINCIPAL PARTICIPIAL SUBJUNCTIVE

no Infl value u-phek-a — a-phek-e

Infl:FUT u-za-phek-a e-za-phek-a a-phek-e

Infl:PST u-phek-ile e-phek-ile wa-phek-a

Infl:IMPF u-phek-a e-phek-a a-phek-e

In the next subsection, I discuss another consequence of the separation of metacategories from

Infl-features, namely the fact that they do not participate in inflectional periphrasis.

6.2.3 Metacategories are irrelevant to inflectional periphrasis

The overflow pattern of auxiliary use in Ndebele was argued in chapter 4 to be triggered by an

increased amount of inflectional complexity. In particular, auxiliary insertion is triggered when

a marked inflectional head cannot combine with the main verb via V-checking. The failure of

synthesis is, then, directly related to the number of Infl-features in the syntax. If subjunctive,

principal and participial morphology corresponded to Infl-features, e.g. Infl:SBJV, we would expect

their presence to increase the inflectional complexity that triggers periphrasis. We do not see such

an effect, however. For instance, subjunctive forms can have all possible Infl-features, as argued

above. We have already seen that the subjunctive main verb in a LV-construction is synthetic

whether it appears in a present tense (39-a) or in a past tense (39-b).
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(39) a. U-∅-qala
1s-PRES-first

a-bale.
1s-read.PRES.SBJV

He first reads.

Present Subjunctive: synthetic

b. U-∅-qal-e:
1s-PST-first-PST

wa-bala.
1s-read.PST.SBJV

He first read.

Past Subjunctive: synthetic

If subjunctive mood was encoded morphosyntactically as an Infl-feature, the main verb in (39-b),

being in the past subjunctive form, would have to have two Infl-features: Infl:PST and Infl:SBJV.

This, however, would incorrectly predict that the past subjunctive form should have a periphrastic

expression – we’ve seen that in Ndebele, the verb can host only one marked inflection.

It is important to observe that the synthetic status of past subjunctive forms cannot be accounted

for by simply positing that the Ndebele verb has two unvalued Infl-features, as I proposed for Latin

verbs. This is because, in Ndebele, other inflectional features cannot cooccur. For instance, we

never see a past and future tense inflection expressed together synthetically (40-a). Instead, their

cooccurrence requires a periphrastic expression (40-b).

(40) a. *U-za-phek-ile.
1s-FUT-cook-PST

(Intended: ‘He will have cooked’)

b. U-za-be
1s-FUT-AUX

e-phek-ile.
1s-cook-PST

‘He will have cooked’

Similarly, participles occur with marked inflectional features: past participles have Infl:PST,

future participles have Infl:FUT, and imperfective participles Infl:IMPF. Treating participles as

corresponding to an Infl-feature like Infl:PTCP raises the same problem of two inflectional features

on a single verb being expressed synthetically.

The correct generalization about inflectional periphrasis (one Infl per verb) can be maintained

under the proposed treatment of forms like the subjunctive as metacategories. They do not corre-

spond to Infl-feaures and therefore do not participate inflectional periphrasis. In other words, the
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correct generalizations about periphrasis can be made without making reference to metacategories.

The irrelevance of mood distinctions to periphrasis can also be seen in Latin. Recall that the

Latin verb can host up to two inflections, and in order to express three (passive voice, perfect aspect

and tense), an auxiliary verb must appear. This generalization is true irrespective of mood, as we

see below. The paradigm on the left is in indicative mood, and the one on the right shows the

corresponding subjunctive forms.

(41) Indicative

a. amabam
love.1sg.PST

‘I loved’

b. amabar
love.1sg.PASS.PST

‘I was loved’

c. amaveram
love.1sg.PERF.PST

‘I had loved’

d. amatus
love.PASS.PERF

eram
be.1sg.PST

‘I had been loved’

(42) Subjunctive

a. amarem
love.1sg.PST

‘I loved’

b. amarer
love.1sg.PASS.PST

‘I was loved’

c. amavissem
love.1sg.PERF.PST

‘I had loved’

d. amatus
love.PASS.PERF

essem
be.1sg.PST

‘I had been loved’

Like in the indicative paradigm, the subjunctive allows only two inflections to be realized

synthetically on the verb, whatever they are. Three inflectional features trigger periphrasis in both

the indicative and the subjunctive. Thus, mood makes no detectable contribution to inflectional

periphrasis in Latin either.

6.2.4 Metacategories have a predictable distribution

We saw in the previous subsections that treating subjunctive, participial and principal forms as

corresponding to Infl-features is problematic given the attested cooccurrences of these forms and

Infl-features without inflectional periphrasis. This problem only arises if we treat them as Infl-
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features, but could be avoided if the relevant feature attribute is different, e.g. Mood:val, or if we

view them as privative features (e.g. SBJV or PTCP). This alternative is not unproblematic either.

I show in this subsection that the Positional Licensing analysis is more efficient in accounting for

distribution of metacategories than an analysis which treats them as corresponding to any type of

morphosyntactic features.

As discussed at length in chapter 5, participial and subjunctive forms in light-verb constructions

have an entirely predictable distribution: subjunctive forms are selected by lexical light verbs,

while participles are complements of functional light verbs (aspectual auxiliaries). An example

pair is given in (43).

(43) a. U-qala
1s-first

a-pheke
1s-cook.SBJV

He first cooks

lexical LV → SBJV

b. U-hlezi
1s-constantly

e-pheka
1s-cook.IMPF.PTCP

He constantly cooks

functional LV → PTCP

I argued that the choice of complement morphology in LV-constructions should not be viewed as a

lexical property of individual light verbs. This type of analysis would miss the generalization that

the selected morphology systematically correlates with the LV’s status as functional and lexical. In

a theory of mood forms as morphosyntactic features, their distribution in LV constructions would

have to be accounted exactly in this way. Each light verb would have to be specified as selecting

a particular form. For instance, the verb qala ‘first’ in (43-a) would have a selectional feature

SEL:SBJV, and the main verb would need to be generated with a matching category feature. The

light verb hlezi, on the other hand, would select for a participle, and the main verb would need a

participial feature to match its selector.

An alternative implementation of form selection would to view it as agreement, similar to Infl-

agreement. Suppose that the main verb has an unvalued Mood-feature. Light verbs, on the other

hand, would have valued Mood features. The derivation for the lexical LV construction in (43-a)
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under this analysis is shown in (44), and for the functional LV construction in (43-b) – in (45)

(44) Lexical LV constructions: a Mood-agreement analysis

TP

VoiceP

vP

VP

VoiceP

vP

VP

Vmain

v

Infl:

Mood: sbjv

Voice

VLV

v

Infl:

Mood:SBJV

Voice

T
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(45) Functional LV constructions: a Mood-agreement analysis

TP

AspP

VoiceP

vP

VP

Vmain

v

Infl: impf

Mood: ptcp

Voice

AspLV

Infl:IMPF

Mood:PTCP

T

The Mood-agreement analysis amounts to making the same lexical stipulations as the selection-

based analysis. Neither of them captures the generalization that subjunctive forms are complements

of lexical LVs, while functional LV systematically combine with participles. We would perhaps

expect to find a lexical LV with the feature Mood:PTCP, and a functional verb with a Mood:SBJV.

The fact that we don’t comes out as accidental under any analysis that treats participles and sub-

junctives as morphosyntactic features, selected for or assigned via agreement.

The picture is further complicated by participles occurring as complements of default auxil-

iaries (46-a) and as adjuncts (46-b).

(46) a. U-za-be
1s-FUT-AUX

e-pheka.
1s-cook.IMPF.PTCP

‘He will be cooking’

b. U-pheka
1s-cook

e-hlabela.
1s-sing.IMPF.PTCP

‘He cooks singing’
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In order to account for participles as complements of default auxiliaries, we additionally need

to posit that default auxiliaries select for or assign a participial feature to the main verb. This,

in principle, is not problematic, but we do lose the connection between default auxiliaries and

aspectual auxiliaries in this respect. Both were characterized as auxiliary verbs (i.e. non-projecting

verbs), and they both combine with participles. Under the positional licensing account, this is

predicted since, in both cases, the main verb is neither the highest verb in the clause (to receive

a principal form) nor in the immediate context of an unvalued Infl-feature that would trigger a

subjunctive form. Modeling the distribution of participles as assignment of participial features

does not derive this correlation since it stipulates that default auxiliaries and aspectual auxiliaries

happen to have the same selectional properties.

Accounting for participial morphology of adjuncts, as in (46-b), is especially challenging under

this view since it is not obvious what the licensor/selector of the participial morphology would be.

Let us assume that the adverbial modifier in (46-b) is a VoiceP adjunct of category Asp, as shown

in (47).
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(47) Imperfective participial as a modifier (46-b)

TopP

TP

VoiceP

AspP

VoiceP

vP

VPv

Infl: impf

Voice

Aspϕ

Infl:IMPF

VoiceP

vP

VP

Vmain

v

Voice

T

Topϕ

The imperfective inflection on the participial adjunct comes from the imperfective Asp head,

but it is not clear where a participial feature would originate. Notice that, unlike in compound tense

and aspectual auxiliary construction, the adjunct in (47) contains no auxiliary verb that would select

for or assign the participial feature. Asp itself cannot be seen as serving this function either since

Asp does not require participial complement across the board (recall that the present imperfective

tense is synthetic and there the verb is not a participle, but rather has a principal form). Once again,

the positional licensing view accounts for the fact that an AspP adjunct must be a participle. Since

the morphological difference between principal and participial forms reduces to subject agreement

allomorphy, it suffices to compare the position of agreement probes. As proposed earlier in this

section, the principal form of the class 1 agreement prefix, namely u-, is the allomorph triggered
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in the context of Top. The adjunct does not contain a topic head and therefore the elsewhere form,

that is e-, must appear.

In sum, an approach to mood morphology according to which it corresponds to morphosyntac-

tic features must resort to stipulations about the distribution of participial, subjunctive and principal

forms, without accounting for the generalizations that they systematically appear in certain struc-

tural positions. Principal forms appear as the highest verb in an indicative clause, subjunctive forms

are triggered by an immediate context of an unvalued Infl-feature, while participial morphology has

the elsewhere distribution.

6.2.5 Conclusion

I proposed in this section a classification of verbal morphology into inflectional categories, which

correspond to Infl-features, and metacategories – morphology not encoded by morphosyntactic

features, but rather licensed positionally, triggered in certain syntactic configurations. The posi-

tional licensing hypothesis allows for a more explanatory account of the distribution of such forms

as subjunctives and participles in Ndebele, which show no signs of selectional idiosyncrasy and

are entirely predictable from their syntactic context. A question remains about subjunctive clauses,

whose selection is to some extent idiosyncratic: subjunctive CPs are selected by certain embedding

predicates by not others. However, subjunctive morphology in clausal contexts typically correlates

with a special type semantics and I believe that the selection of a subjunctive, i.e. a temporally

deficient/dependent clausal complement should be viewed (and it often is) as related to semantic

properties of the embedding predicate. The subjunctive morphology, I argue, is not what’s selected

by those predicates; it is the temporal deficiency (and/or other semantic properties of subjunctive

clauses) that such predicates require. The subjunctive form is only a morphological reflex of how

this type of deficiency is encoded morphosyntactically, namely by an unvalued Infl-feature on the

subjunctive T. The relationship between the subjunctive-like meaning and subjunctive morphology

is, then, indirect. Lexical LV constructions provide evidence for this indirect link between the
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semantics of subjunctive CPs and subjunctive morphology. The subjunctive form of complements

of lexical LVs does not correlate with anything we could call subjunctive-like semantics. These

are small constituents (VoicePs) which often appear in an indicative clause. There is no evidence

for a subjunctive clause periphery in small subjunctives and there is no obvious sense in which

the adverbial meanings of lexical light verbs would form a semantic natural class with predicates

typically embedding subjunctive clauses. In other words, subjunctive clauses constitute just one

possible inflectionally deficient context in which dependent valuation takes place triggering sub-

junctive morphology.

6.3 V-chains and the distribution of ϕ-agreement

In this section, I focus on ϕ agreement; in particular, on the distribution of subject agreement

prefixes in multi-verb constructions. When analyzing each type of multi-verb constructions, I

pointed out the generalization that every verbal element, lexical or auxiliary, is preceded by a

subject agreement prefix. The question which now arises concerns the syntactic loci of agreement

probes in multi-verb constructions which give rise to this generalization. I first explain why simply

"placing" ϕ probes on certain functional heads is problematic for languages like Ndebele (with the

overflow pattern) (section 6.3.1) and suggest a way in which V-checking can help us determine the

position of an agreement prefix in various multi-verb constructions (sections 6.3.2 and 6.3.3). In

section 6.3.4 I address a few remaining issues.

6.3.1 The inconsistent distribution of ϕ-probes

We have identified three types of multi-verb constructions in Ndebele: compound tenses (48-a),

functional LV constructions (48-b) and lexical LV constructions (48-c). One property common to

all three types is that every verbal element is fully inflected for subject agreement.
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(48) a. U-∅-be
2sg.s-PST-AUX

u-pheka
2sg.s-cook.IMPF

You were cooking.

default aux + V

b. U-se
2sg.s-already

u-phek-ile
2sg.s-cook-PST

You have already cooked.

functional LV + Vmain

c. U-qala
2sg.s-first

u-phek-e
2sg.s-cook-SBJV

You cook first.

lexical LV + Vmain

Descriptively, there is an Agr node on every verbal element in (48). The standard assumption

is that agreement morphology is, in the normal case, indicative of the presence of an agreement

probe in syntax. According to this mapping between ϕ-probes and AGR-prefixes, we infer that

each construction in (48) contains two ϕ-probes in their structure. Assuming that this probe-affix

mapping is correct for ϕ-agreement on verbs, a question arises as to where exactly the multiple

probes are located. One common view is that ϕ-probes are a property heads such as T, and perhaps

other inflectional heads like Asp. In this subsection I show that it is very difficult to identify a set

of inflectional heads which host ϕ-probes in Ndebele.

ϕ on T and Top

I assumed throughout the thesis that subject agreement prefixes in simple tenses spellout ϕ-probes

on T. In the previous section, I amended this assumption and proposed that T is the location of

subject agreement only in subjunctive clauses, while subject agreement in indicative clauses is

agreement in a topic head. Importantly, T does not show ϕ-agreement independently of Top in

indicative clauses. In other words, we do not see two agreement prefixes in indicative clauses,

one on T and one on Top, but only one. We thus conclude that T does not consistently host ϕ-

agreement. It does so only in the absence of the higher agreeing head, namely Top.
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ϕ on TPerf/Prosp and Asp

Now consider agreement on participles in compound tenses. Given affix order, it appears as a

prefix on the inflectional head defining the participle: on TProsp in a prospective tense (49-a), on

TPerf in a perfect tense (49-b), and on Asp in an imperfective tense (49-c).

(49) a. U-∅-be
1s-PST-AUX

e-za-bala
1s-FUT-read

‘He was going to read’

TopP

TP

TP

VoiceP

bala

TProsp

ϕ

e-za

TPast

∅-be

Top

ϕ

u-

b. U-∅-be
1s-PST-AUX

e-bal-ile
1s-read-PST

‘He had read’

TopP

TP

TP

VoiceP

balile

TPerf

ϕ

e-∅

TPast

∅-be

Top

ϕ

u-
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c. U-∅-be
1s-PST-AUX

e-bala
1s-read.IMPF

‘He was reading’

TopP

TP

AspP

VoiceP

bala

AspImpf

ϕ

e-∅

TPast

∅-be

Top

ϕ

u-

Admittedly, the evidence for the hypothesized position of ϕ-probes on participles is only clear in

prospective participles, in which the agreement prefix precedes the lower future tense prefix za.

Since TPerf and Asp have null exponents, it is in principle possible that the ϕ-probes are located

on some lower head, but there is no evidence for that and I will assume the distribution above for

consistency with prospective participles. Thus, in addition to Top and T, TPerf/Prosp and Asp bear

ϕ-probes.

A challenge for positioning ϕ-probes on TPerf/Prosp and Asp comes from the overflow pattern

of auxiliary use in Ndebele. Not all perfect, prospective and imperfective tenses are periphrastic.

When T is unmarked (present tense), the expression is synthetic and only one subject agreement

prefix appears. As see we in (50), the sole agreement prefix in these forms is the principal allo-

morph of class 1, namely u-, not the participial one (e-), suggesting that the agreement morpheme

is in Top.

(50) a. U-∅-za-bala
1s-PRES-FUT-read
‘He is going to read’
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TopP

TP

TP

VoiceP

bala

TProsp

za

T

∅

Top

ϕ

u-

b. U-∅-bal-ile
1s-PRES-PST-read-PST

‘He has read’

TopP

TP

TP

VoiceP

balile

TPerf

∅

T

∅

Top

ϕ

u-

c. u-ya-∅-bala
1s-PRES.DSJ-IMPF-read.IMPF

‘He is going to read’

TopP

TP

AspP

VoiceP

bala

AspImpf

∅

T

ya

Top

ϕ

u-

It appears that the inflectional heads TPerf/Prosp and Asp do not host an agreement probe just in

case T is unmarked. In this respect, they are another instance of an inconsistent association of ϕ
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probes with functional heads (in addition to T, as discussed in the previous subsection).

Based on the behavior of T and lower inflectional heads with respect to agreement, two gener-

alizations emerge. First, the presence of an agreement prefix correlates with the number of verbal

elements. This is, what we observe is the overflow problem. Asp, for example, only bears a probe

if there is an auxiliary verb higher in the structure. And second, if there are two heads which can

in principle bear an agreement probe, we observe agreement on the higher head only. This is what

we saw in indicative clauses, where the availability of an agreeing Top head renders no agreement

on T.

In the next section I show that positions of subject agreement prefixes can be predicted from

the size of head chains formed by V-checking – the selection mechanism responsible for synthesis

and periphrasis, as discussed in chapter 4.

6.3.2 A ϕ-probe on top of every V-chain

I proposed in chapter 4 that every functional head in a verbal extended projection has a selectional

V-feature, [SEL:V], which must be checked by an element of the verbal category (a lexical verb,

a functional verb or a default auxiliary). Subsequent functional heads can check their V-feature

against the main verb for as long as long as the verb is active (has an unvalued Infl-feature), or if

the inflectional heads are unmarked, in which case they are not subject to the activity condition. If

all heads in a clause check their V-feature against the main verb, the expression is synthetic. As a

example, consider V-checking in a simple future tense (51).
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(51) U-za-bala
1s-FUT-read
He will read

TopP

TP

AspP

VoiceP

vP

VPvInfl: fut

[CAT:V]

Voice

[SEL:V]

Asp

[SEL:V]

TInfl:FUT

[SEL:V]

Top

[SEL:V]

Note that I added TopP in (51), following the amendment of the clause structure according to

which indicative clauses, unlike subjunctive clauses, contain an agreeing topic head. I propose that

Top also has a selectional V-feature but has no Infl-feature.

I will use the term V-Chain to refer to the sequence of heads connected by a V-checking relation.

The minimal V-chain consists of a head of category V and one selecting head. The V-chain in (51)

consists of five heads, as shown in (52).

(52) V-Chain in (51): 〈Top, T, Asp, Voice, v〉

I propose that the distribution of agreement probes in Ndebele can be correctly predicted from the

size of V-Chains. In particular, an agreement probe is located on the highest head of every V-Chain

(53).
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(53) The agreement–V-Chain generalization

The highest head in a V-chain is the locus of a ϕ-probe.

This generalization captures the fact that in indicative clauses, such as (51), it will be Top, not T,

that agrees with the subject. T can, in principle host ϕ-agreement, but only when it is the highest

head in the chain. This is true in subjunctive clauses, which lack a TopP. Thus, this generalization

naturally captures the difference between indicative and subjunctive clauses with respect to subject

agreement.

The second challenge I discussed was the overflow pattern. Heads such as Asp or TPerf some-

times host an agreement prefix, and other times they don’t. In light of the proposed analysis of

periphrasis, this apparently inconsistent association with a ϕ-probe is consistent with the general-

ization in (53). Heads like Asp surface with an agreement prefix only when they are the highest

head in a V-Chain. I illustrate this with imperfective tenses, but the logic for other compound

tenses in the same. In a past imperfective tense, there are two marked inflectional heads: T and

Asp, as shown in (54). Recall that, in such a scenario, T cannot check its selectional V-feature

against the main verb and it triggers last-resort insertion of an auxiliary verb.
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(54) U-∅-be
1s-PST-AUX

e-bala
1-read.IMPF

‘He was reading.’

TopP

TP

T

AspP

VoiceP

vP

VPvInfl: impf

[CAT:V]

Voice

[SEL:V]

AspInfl:IMPF

[SEL:V]

TInfl:PST

[SEL:V]

vInfl: pst

[CAT:V]

Top

[SEL:V]

The selection patterns in (54) result in the formation two two V-Chains: one linked with the

main verb and one linked with the auxiliary verb (55). An agreement probe is located on the

highest head of each chain, that is Asp and Top.

(55) V-Chains in (54):

a. 〈Asp, Voice, v〉 ⇒ ϕ on Asp

b. 〈Top, v, T〉 ⇒ ϕ on Top

In contrast, a present imperfective tense has only one V-Chain as it is a synthetic tense. There,

T is unmarked and so it does not trigger auxiliary insertion (56). The V-Chain comprises all the

inflectional heads with a selectional V-feature in that clause (57) and agreement appears only on

Top – the highest head in the chain.
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(56) U-ya-bala
1s-PRES.DSJ-read.IMPF

‘He is reading’

TopP

TP

AspP

VoiceP

vP

VPvInfl: impf

[CAT:V]

Voice

[SEL:V]

AspInfl:IMPF

[SEL:V]

T

[SEL:V]

Top

[SEL:V]

(57) V-Chain in (56): 〈Top, T, Asp, Voice, v〉 ⇒ ϕ on Top

Thus, the Agreement-V-Chain generalization correctly captures the inconsistent appearance of ϕ-

probes in heads such as Asp, caused by the overflow pattern of auxiliary use.

I have shown in this section that the distribution of subject agreement probes correlates directly

with the size of V-Chains created by an independently needed mechanism of V-checking. It cor-

rectly derives the apparently inconsistent distribution of ϕ-probes in compound and simple tenses,

and it accounts for the fact that in indicative clauses, which have an agreeing Top head, T does not

have its own subject agreement prefix. In the next section, I extend this to other contexts of subject

agreement, namely light-verb constructions.
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6.3.3 Further predictions: agreement in LV-constructions

In addition to heads like Top, T and Asp, subject agreement prefixes appear on smaller constituents,

such as VoiceP. This is the case in lexical light-verb constructions, in which the main verb comple-

ment of the LV is often as small as a VoiceP, as argued in chapter 5.

Let us consider lexical LV constructions first. Lexical light verbs, like the one in (58), typically

select for a VoiceP, which itself is a projection of the main verb.

(58) U-za-phinda
1s-FUT-again

a-pheke.
1s-cook.SBJV

‘He will cook again’

Assuming that ϕ-probes are properties of functional heads, the agreement prefix on the small sub-

junctive, namely the prefix a-, must be a property of some head within the VoiceP, for instance of

Voice. However, Voice does not always bear a ϕ-probe, as evident from many other constructions,

for instance simple tenses. It appears that Voice is only associated with an agreement probe when

it is selected by a light verb – another instance of an inconsistent association.

The Agreement-V-Chain generalization correctly captures this apparent inconsistency. In lex-

ical LV constructions, the lower Voice head is the highest head of the V-Chain linked to the main

verb. The lexical LV forms its own V-Chain with higher functional heads in the clause (59).
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(59) The structure of (58)

TopP

TP

AspP

VoiceP

vP

VP

VoiceP

vP

VPmainvInfl: fut

[CAT:V]

Voice

[SEL:V]

VLV

vInfl: fut

[CAT:V]

Voice

[SEL:V]

Asp

[SEL:V]

TInfl:FUT

[SEL:V]

Top

[SEL:V]
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(60) V-Chains in (59):

a. Light verb: 〈Top, T, Asp, Voice, v〉 ⇒ ϕ on Top

b. Main verb: 〈Voice, v〉 ⇒ ϕ on Voice

The correlation of ϕ-probe position and V-Chain size is additionally observed in cases when the

LV’s complement is negated. Recall from chapter 5 that many lexical LVs can optionally select

for a NegP, whose head is projected right above Voice and is spelled out as the low negation prefix

nga-, as shown in (61).

(61) U-za-phinda
1s-FUT-again

a-nga-pheki.
1s-NEG-cook.SBJV.NEG

‘He will again not cook’

TopP

TP

AspP

VoiceP

vP

VP

NegP

VoiceP

vP

VPmainvInfl: fut

[CAT:V]

Voice

[SEL:V]

Neg

[SEL:V]

VLV

vInfl: fut

[CAT:V]

Voice

[SEL:V]

Asp

[SEL:V]

TInfl:FUT

[SEL:V]

Top

[SEL:V]
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Note that in the presence of negation, the agreement prefix of the small subjunctive complement

surfaces as a prefix on the negation marker, suggesting that the agreement probe is higher than on

Voice. The Agreement-V-Chain generalization predicts that, when NegP is present, the ϕ-probe in

the small subjunctive complement is located in Neg, not Voice, since now Neg is the highest head

in the V-Chain (62).

(62) V-Chains in (61):

a. Light verb: 〈Top, T, Asp, Voice, v〉 ⇒ ϕ on Top

b. Main verb: 〈Neg, Voice, v〉 ⇒ ϕ on Neg

Thus, Voice is another instance of a head inconsistently associated with a ϕ-probe, and one which

probes only in case it is the highest head in a V-Chain.

Finally, let us return to an issue I mentioned in chapter 4 concerning the distribution of agree-

ment prefixes with aspectual verbs. Recall that lokhe ‘still’, an aspectual auxiliary associated with

an imperfective aspect head, has an affixal counterpart, sa- ‘still’. The two expression of ‘still’ are

shown in (63).

(63) a. Ngi-lokhe

1sg-still
ngi-pheka
1sg-pheka

‘I am still cooking’

b. Ngi-sa-pheka
1sg-still-cook
‘I am still cooking.’

The meanings introduced by lokhe and sa- are judged as identical and I assume that they both

realized an Asp head with an imperfective-like semantics.2 That is to say, lokhe and sa- have the

same syntax, schematized in (64), and they differ in whether AspImpf is verbal or not.

2. It is worth noting that lokhe and sa can cooccur. Relatedly, the two aspectual verbs associated with and imper-
fective Asp head (lokhe ‘still’ and hlezi ‘constatnly’) can also cooccur. As I suggested in chapter 3, this cooccurrence
is likely an indication that the clause structure in Ndebele is more articulated than I assume here and contains at least
two Asp heads with an imperfective-like semantics. I assume that the cooccurrence of lokhe and sa- is another piece of
evidence for this claim. I do not incorporate this detail since it is largely irrelevant to the discussion. What’s important
is this section is the assumption that both lokhe and sa- indicate a present of an aspectual head that can, in principle,
host an agreement prefix, as discussed earlier in this section. For this reason, I collapse lokhe and sa- as AspImpf, as I
did for lokhe and hlezi.
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(64) AspImpf with a verbal or affixal exponent (lokhe vs sa ‘still’)

TopP

TP

AspP

VoiceP

vP

VPvInfl: impf

Voice

AspInfl:IMPF

[CAT:V]

lokhe

T

Top

TopP

TP

AspP

VoiceP

vP

VPvInfl: impf

Voice

AspInfl:IMPF

[SEL:V]

sa-

T

Top

What the two expressions of ‘still’ have in common is their association with a marked aspectual

head (with the feature Infl:IMPF). Evidence for this syntactic similarity is the fact that neither sa-

nor lokhe can synthetically combine with marked tense. As shown in (65) and (66), a marked tense

feature requires auxiliary support.

(65) a. *Ngi-za-lokhe
1sg-FUT-still

ngi-pheka
1sg-cook

(‘I will still be cooking’)

b. Ngi-za-be
1sg-FUT.AUX

ngi-lokhe
1sg-still

ngi-pheka
1sg-cook

‘I will still be cooking’

(66) a. *Ngi-za-sa-pheka
1sg-FUT-still-cook
(‘I will still be cooking’)

b. Ngi-za-be
1sg-FUT.AUX

ngi-sa-pheka
1sg-still-cook

‘I will still be cooking’

The inability to combine with marked tense is an indicator that both sa and lokhe have a marked

Infl-feature. Where they differ is in the distribution of agreement prefixes: the complement of
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lokhe is a verbal element preceded by a subject agreement prefix; the complement of sa is a bare

verb stem, with no agreement. This difference falls out directly from their categorial status and

the Agreement-V-Chain generalization. Being a functional verb, lokhe has a category V feature

and no selectional V-feature. The opposite is true for sa-, which is a non-verbal exponent of an

imperfective Asp head. This, in turn, affects the way in which V-selection proceeds and results in

different V-Chain formation. When AspImpf is verbal, the V-Chain linked to the main verb ends

at the head right below Asp, namely Voice. The aspectual verb forms its own V-Chain with T and

Top (67).

(67) U-lokhe
1s-still

e-pheka.
1s-cook.IMPF

‘He is still cooking’

TopP

TP

AspP

VoiceP

vP

VPmainvInfl: fut

[CAT:V]

Voice

[SEL:V]

AspInfl:IMPF

lokhe

[CAT:V]

TInfl:FUT

[SEL:V]

Top

[SEL:V]

Since the structure in (67) contains two V-Chains, shown in (68), the expression contains two

agreement probes, on the highest head of each one.

(68) V-Chains in (67):

a. Aspectual auxiliary: 〈Top, T, Asp〉 ⇒ ϕ on Top

b. Main verb: 〈Voice, v〉 ⇒ ϕ on Voice
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Since sa- is a non-verbal exponent of AspImpf, Asp behaves like any other inflectional head:

it selects for a V. As a result, a present tense expression with sa- forms only one V-Chain and

consequently contains one agreement prefix (70).

(69) U-sa-pheka.
1s-still-cook.IMPF

‘He is still cooking’

TopP

TP

AspP

VoiceP

vP

VPmainvInfl: fut

[CAT:V]

Voice

[SEL:V]

AspInfl:IMPF

sa

[SEL:V]

TInfl:FUT

[SEL:V]

Top

[SEL:V]

(70) V-Chain in (69): 〈Top, T, Asp, Voice, v〉 ⇒ ϕ on Top

In sum, the realization of ‘still’ as verbal or affixal constitutes yet another case in which VoiceP

inconsistently bears an agreement probe. This variability is correctly derived by the generalization

that the syntactic locus of ϕ-probes is determined by V-checking and correlates directly with the

number and size of V-Chains formed in each structure.
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6.3.4 Remaining questions

The Agreement–V-Chain generalization allows us to capture the apparently inconsistent associ-

ation of subject agreement probes with functional heads in Ndebele simple and complex verbal

expressions by relating it to the number and size of head chains formed by of V-selection. Positing

a systematic link between V-Chains and ϕ-probes has certain assets: in addition to accounting for

the variable distribution of ϕ-probes in a number of different syntactic contexts, the generalization

is stated in terms of an independently motivated inflectional dependency, namely V-Checking. As

such, it constitutes a theoretically precise version of the observation that the number of subject

agreement prefixes corresponds to the number of verbs in an expression. But it does more than

provide a theoretical frame. It makes predictions about the exact position of an agreement prefix,

relative to other verbal morphology (recall the variability in negative and positive complements of

lexical LVs). Nonetheless, some issues remain, and I would like to discuss two of them here. The

first question concerns the exact mechanism responsible for such variable distribution of agree-

ment prefixes. The other relates to allomorphy in subject agreement prefixes and in particular, the

apparent lack of locality typically required for allomorphy.

If ϕ-probes are indeed distributed according to the Agreement-V-Chain generalization, a ques-

tion arises as to where such probes originate. It is often assumed that ϕ-probes are a lexical

property of certain functional heads, e.g. T. But a lexical association of ϕ-probes and functional

heads is in conflict with its inconsistency. If the locus of ϕ-probes is determined by V-Chain size,

and V-Chain formation is a dynamic, derivational process, the distribution of ϕ-probes comes out

as a derivational, not a lexical, phenomenon. A possible way to think about the origin of ϕ-probes

is as a property of V-Chains, not of individual functional heads (71).

(71) V-Chain: ϕ〈 .. H3, H2, H1, V 〉

This hypothesis avoids the problem of inconsistent association of ϕ-probes with functional heads

because ϕ in (71) not a property of any particular head. Nonetheless, this further requires defining
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V-Chains in such a way that their ϕ-probe will be associated with the highest head.

Alternatively, we can assume that ϕ-probes are properties of functional heads, of all of them.

This was proposed by Baker & Willie (2010) for Ibibio, where we find multiple overt agreement

morphemes in apparently synthetic expressions. Suppose that, like in Ibibio, every functional head

in Ndebele has a ϕ-probe. Since an agreement marker only surfaces on the highest head of a V-

Chain in Ndebele, the Agreement-V-Chain generalization still has to play a role, but it would be a

different one than in the first hypothesis, where ϕ-probes were treated as properties of V-Chains.

Here, ϕ-probes are properties of functional heads, but they are inactive or invisible in all posi-

tions but the highest position in the V-Chain. In other words, V-Chain formation would determine

which functional head can probe. Additionally, I’d like to point out that the Agreement–V-Chain

generalization need not be a syntactic one, and it might instead be a morphological constraint.

That is, it is in principle possible that all functional heads in Ndebele have active ϕ-probes, like

in Ibibio, and that the restriction to the highest head of a V-Chain is a constraint on spellout of

agreement morphemes. Finally, a question arises about the nature of agreement with the subject

DP: does each probe agree directly with the subject DP or do the inflectional heads agree with each

other, as proposed e.g. by Baker & Willie (2010) and Henderson (2006). The precise theoretical

implementation of the Agreement–V-chain generalization is an issue I must leave for the future.

Another puzzling issue regarding ϕ-agreement in Ndebele (and in many related languages)

is the question of allomorphy in subject agreement prefixes, and specifically, the kind of locality

conditions involved. In short, allomorphy appears to be non-local. As I show below, the prob-

lem is related in part to the prefixal nature of agreement morphology in Bantu and in part to the

assumptions I have been making about word formation.

I illustrate the problem with subjunctive allomorphs of class 1 subject agreement prefixes. Re-

call that Ndebele has two types subjunctive complements: small subjunctives (VoicePs) and clausal

subjunctives. In both types, the allomorph of class 1 agreement prefix is a-. Importantly, given the

Agreement-V-Chain generalization, the different size of these two subjunctive constituents entails
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that they have ϕ-probes in different positions: in clausal subjunctives, agreement is on T, while in

small subjunctives it is on Voice. Let us consider clausal subjunctives first. The structure in (72)

shows the assumed extent of head movement in the verbal domain: the verb moves as far as Voice

but does not move to adjoin to higher inflectional heads which are realized as prefixes (Julien,

2002). Rather, I assumed, following Julien, that prefixal heads are not in a complex head with

the verb stem and are essentially realized as free morphemes, phonologically concatenated on the

verb stem. Note however, that the exponent a- of class 1 agreement is specific to the subjunctive

contexts, namely to the feature DEP on little v. This, in turn, is a violation of well motivated lo-

cality conditions on allomorphy, according to which the conditioning environment must be in the

same complex head (Bobaljik, 2012), and/or adjacent to the terminal node subject to allomorphy

(Embick, 2010; Arregi & Nevins, 2012). Neither of the two conditions is met in (72): the agree-

ment prefix is in T, a different complex head than the one hosting DEP, and even after phonological

concatenation, T and v are not adjacent (at the very least, the lexical root intervenes).

(72) Subject agreement in clausal subjunctives

... ukuthi
COMP

a-phek-e
1s-cook-FS.SBJV

‘... so that he cook’

TP

AspP

VoiceP

vP

VP

<V>

<v>

Voice

Voicev

vDEP

-e

V

phek

Asp

Tϕ

a-

Note that, assuming post-syntactic lowering of prefixal heads onto the complex head in Voice
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does not satisfy the adjacency condition.

The latter problem arises also in small subjunctives. I argued above that the ϕ probe in small

subjunctives is on the highest head, namely on Voice. Since Voice is a suffix, and the agreement

marker is a prefix, I propose that ϕ is fissioned from the root terminal of the Voice complex head,

as shown in (73).

(73) Subject agreement in small subjunctives (Voice complex head)

Voice0
ϕ

Voice0v0

v0
DEPV0

Voice0

Voice0

Voice0v0

v0
DEP

-e

V0

phek

ϕ

a-

⇒

Assuming that prefixation corresponds to left-adjunction, as I do in (73), the ϕ node is not

adjacent to little v, which contains the conditioning feature DEP.

It is possible that such cases of allomorphy can be better handled by other theories of allomor-

phy, which allow less strict locality conditions. For instance, according to the Span Adjacency

Hypothesis proposed by Merchant (2015), allomorphy conditioned by adjacent spans – sequences

of heads which form an extended projection. In (73), for instance, v, Voice and Neg do form a

span as they are a proper subsequence of the verbal extended projection. Nonetheless, the span

conditioning allomorphy in ϕ, namely 〈Voice, v〉, is not adjacent to ϕ due to its prefixal nature.

It is worth noting that the allomorphy of the subjunctive agreement prefix is not the only in-

stance of non-local conditioning. The final suffix shows allomorphy in the same kind of environ-

ment. In non-negated infinitives, for instance, the final suffix is -a. In negative counterparts, it
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has the form -i. Assuming the conditioning head is the lower negation head Neg0, the final suffix

(i.e. the exponent of v), is not adjacent to Neg (74), which itself is a prefix. (The structure in (74)

assumes Neg lowering onto Voice).

(74) uku-
INF-

nga-
NEG-

phek
cook-

-i
FS.NEG

‘to not cook’

cf. uku-
INF-

phek
cook-

-a
FS

‘to cook’

Voice0

Voice0

Voice0v0

v0

-i

V0

phek

Neg0

nga-

Here, allomorphy in v is conditioned by a non-adjacent higher head, Neg. In principle, the Span

Adjacency Hypothesis could be applied here, but crucially assuming that Voice and Neg form a

span despite being non-adjacent to each other. More work is needed to accommodate the puzzling

Bantu allomorphy patterns in exiting approaches to the locality of allomorphy and I leave this an

open question.

6.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, I discussed two threads that extend from the proposed theory of inflectional de-

pendencies in Ndebele multi-verb constructions: the implications for the notion of inflectional

category and a generalization that the proposed system of V-selection allows us to make about the

distribution of subject agreement prefixes in complex verbal expressions.

In section 6.2 I proposed a classification of verbal morphology into inflectional categories,

which directly correspond to Infl-features, and metacategories, which do not correspond to Infl-

features or any other types of morphosyntactic features and are instead licensed positionally. I
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argued that the so called moods in Ndebele, principal, participial and subjunctive moods, should

be seen as this type of morphology. Defining these forms as specific to particular syntactic con-

figurations allows us to avoid stipulations about their distribution, which is very systematic. The

Positional Licensing Hypothesis also accounts for the fact that categories and metacategories cross-

cut each other in verbal paradigms and that metacategories are irrelevant in determining synthesis

and periphrasis.

In section 6.3, I demonstrated the inconsistent association of ϕ-agreement probes with func-

tional heads in the Ndebele clause. I proposed the Agreement-V-Chain generalization according

to which the number and exact position of ϕ-probes in the syntax is determined derivationally, and

depends on the number and size of V-chains formed by the mechanism of V-selection. In particular

a ϕ-probe is located on the highest head of each V-Chain. As such, this generalization accounts

for the variability in the location of the ϕ-probes and provides a theoretical frame for the pre-

theoretical generalization that the number of ϕ-probes in a complex verbal expression correlates

with the number of verbs in the expression.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION

In this thesis, I developed a theory of multi-verbal syntax which makes precise the ways in which

a single clausal spine may contain more than one element of verbal category. Analyzing data from

Ndebele, I identified three types of multi-verb constructions, which differ in the type of auxil-

iary/light verb involved. First, lexical light verbs are regular, projecting verbs selecting for a small

clause-like constituent (typically a VoiceP). This type of multi-verb construction consists of two

extended projections, even though one of them is reduced. The other two multi-verb constructions

involve auxiliary verbs, i.e. non-projecting verbs. Aspectual auxiliaries are functional verbs – ele-

ments of the verbal category whose position in the extended projection is a higher functional level.

As such, aspectual auxiliaries are necessarily part of another verb’s extended projection. Finally,

compound tenses are formed with the default auxiliary be – a verbal expletive selected by one of

the inflectional heads in the main verb’s extended projection. With this typology of multi-verb

constructions I concluded that there are no verbs with obligatorily limited projection, as auxiliary

verbs have to be treated under the VP approach. Rather, there are verbs which can always project

a full clause (projecting verbs) and verbs which are by definition part of another verb’s extended

projection and never project independent functional structure (auxiliaries).

In the next section, I summarize the main theoretical questions I raised and the answers I

offered. Section 7.2 is a synthesis of claims about the two syntactic dependencies, Infl-agreement

and selection, and the role they play in the inflectional domain.

7.1 Main questions and answers: a summary

7.1.1 Multi-verbal syntax and the Extended Projection Hypothesis

One of the main questions I set out with concerns the ability of a single verbal extended projection

to host more than one verbal element – a question about monoclausality of multi-verb construc-
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tions. Assuming that functional heads in the clausal spine are projected from a verb (the Extended

Projection Hypothesis), a question arises as to which verb they are projected from. In this respect, I

considered three approaches to auxiliary verbs, the VP approach, the FP approach and the Insertion

approach, each of which accommodates auxiliary verbs in a different way. According to the FP

approach and the Insertion approach, the auxiliary is part of the main verb’s extended projection

(either because it’s base generated as a functional head or inserted derivationally). According to

those approaches, the entire clausal spine is projected from the main verb (1). The VP approach,

on the other hand, assumes that the auxiliary projects, but only the VP. The functional structure

above it is a resumed extended projection of the main verb (2). The third possibility I considered

is that each verb in a multi-verb construction projects its own functional structure. As a result, the

construction contains two separate extended projections (3).

(1) FP/Insertion Approach

FP

FP

FP

FP

FP

VP

V1

F1

F2

F3/V

F4

F5

(2) VP Approach

FP

FP

VP

FP

FP

VP

V1

F1

F2

V

F1

F2

(3) Light verb constr.

FP

FP

VP

FP

FP

VP

V1

F1

F2

V

F3

F4

I argued that only two of the derivations are possible: the auxiliary-verb syntax in (1) and the

light-verb syntax in (3). The hypothesis in (2), where an auxiliary is a verb projecting just a VP,

finds no empirical support in Ndebele and is theoretically problematic. It assumes that auxiliaries
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are of the same category as lexical verbs, and yet cannot project like lexical verbs (the limited-

projection problem). I proposed a typology of verbs whose category features differ in a way that

captures their projecting or non-projecting nature. In particular, projecting and non-projecting

verbs differ in the level specification of category feature (4)-(6).

(4) Lexical verb:

[

CAT: 〈V,1〉
]

(5) Aspectual auxiliary:

[

CAT: 〈V,3〉
]

(6) Default auxiliary:

[

CAT: 〈V,0〉
]

Lexical verbs are of category 〈V,1〉, which means that they are the first element in the extended

projection. This is what makes them projecting verbs. Auxiliaries, on the other hand, have level

value other than 1. Functional verbs (aspectual auxiliaries in Ndebele) are verbs of a functional

level, e.g. 〈V,3〉. Since level 3 in Ndebele is the position of Asp in the hierarchy, 〈V,3〉 is the cat-

egory of functional verbs with aspectual meanings, namely ‘still’ (lokhe) or ‘constantly’ (hlezi).

The other type of non-projecting verb is the default auxiliary whose category is 〈V,0〉. The cate-

gory level 0 prevents the default auxiliary from participating in HoP-Merge (the structure building

operation forming Hierarchies of Projections), and it can only be merged as an expletive satisfying

a selectional V-feature on an inflectional head.

The proposed typology of verbal elements provides a precise theoretical frame for the variety

of multi-verb constructions, restricting the ways in which multi-verbal syntax can be monoclausal.

7.1.2 The nature of auxiliary insertion

Having rejected the VP approach, I considered the two non-projecting approaches, the FP and the

Insertion approaches, in more detail. I argued that both are necessary to account for different types

of auxiliaries. While the analysis of aspectual auxiliaries as functional verbs falls out straight-

forwardly from the proposed category of functional verbs and HoP-Merge, default periphrasis
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requires more attention, as we need to understand the insertion process and its trigger(s). I fol-

lowed the widely shared intuition that default periphrasis has a profile of a last resort mechanism

which repairs a failure caused by a disproportion between the amount of inflection and the num-

ber of inflection hosts, that is verbs. This approach produces two basic questions about default

periphrasis:

The Failure Question: What specific aspects of the grammar determine when an inflection fails

to combine with the main verb (to form a synthetic expression)?

The Repair Question: Why is this failure repaired by inserting an auxiliary verb?

I argued for a specific type of answer to each question. With respect to the Failure Questions,

I pointed out the importance of the robust generalization that default periphrasis correlates with

increased inflectional complexity. For instance, many languages express past tense synthetically

on the verb, but to express both past tense and perfect aspect, a default auxiliary is necessary.

This observation is not new and has been made explicit in accounts of periphrasis, but attempts

to derive it are scarce (see e.g. Kiparsky (2005)). Bjorkman’s (2011) detailed account of default

periphrasis crosslinguistically specifically identifies inflectional overflow as the source periphrasis,

but the actual mechanism of auxiliary insertion makes no clear prediction that increased inflectional

complexity correlates with periphrasis. This is because, ultimately, auxiliary insertion relies on the

lack of verb movement, whose distribution is not related to inflectional complexity in a principled

way. I argued that head-movement should not be treated as the regulator of default periphrasis

and that instead, its triggers must be related to inflectional complexity only. The implementation

I proposed was an adaptation of Cowper’s (2010) activity condition on c-selection, whereby a

marked inflectional head cannot establish a checking relation with the main verb if the verb has no

unvalued Infl-feature.

My answer to the Repair Question is based on the objective to derive auxiliary insertion as the

repair strategy. I proposed the mechanism of Cyclic Selection, in which heads attempt to check
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their selectional features against an accessible goal in the structure already built. Thus, inflectional

heads check their V-features against the main verb until the main verb becomes inactive, in which

case any unchecked selectional feature that remains triggers merge of a verbal expletive as its spec-

ifier. This view of auxiliary insertion requires defining a verbal expletive, which I do analogously

to nominal expletives. However, it requires neither introducing a rule of auxiliary insertion to the

grammar, nor defining stranded inflection to constitute the structural description of such an inser-

tion rule.

7.1.3 Morphological selection in multi-verb constructions

The third major question I addressed concerns the morphological form of the main verb in multi-

verb constructions and the source of this morphology. I argued that the role of c-selection is limited.

Only lexical light verbs determine the category of their complement via c-selection and they are the

only contexts in which some selectional idiosyncrasy is observed. Compound tenses and aspectual

auxiliary constructions are structured with a single extended projection, with the auxiliary verb

associated with one of its functional heads. Consequently, the size and category of auxiliaries’

complements are entirely predictable from clause structure. Indeed, no selectional idiosyncrasies

can be found in multi-verb constructions with non-projecting verbs.

Furthermore, verbal morphology includes categories such as past tense, imperfective aspect,

perfect aspect etc. These, I argued, are determined by Infl-agreement. An important argument

for this claim comes from aspectual-auxiliary constructions, in which main verb morphology is

predictable from the position of a given aspectual auxiliary in the clause.

(7) [TP [TPPerf aux [AspP(IMPF)
(aux) [VP V ]]]]

Auxiliaries located lower (in Asp) allow less inflectional variability in their complement than the

auxiliary associated with a higher head (TPerf). This is because the main verb’s Infl-feature can
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be valued by either Asp or TPerf in the latter case, but in the former case locality of agreement

prevents covariation with the higher TPerf.

Finally, I proposed that morphological forms such as subjunctive, principal and participial

forms do not correspond to morphosyntactic features (e.g. Infl:PTCP or Mood:SBJV). I put forth

a hypothesis that their licensing is purely configurational. That is, subjunctive, principal and par-

ticipial forms are defined by the syntactic positions in which they appear. I argued that the so called

principal mood is the form of the highest verb in an indicative clause. Subjunctive morphology is

licensed in inflectionally deficient syntactic context; in particular, in the immediate environment of

an unvalued Infl-feature. In light verb constructions this environment is present due to the lexical

light verb’s Infl-feature, while in subjunctive clauses, the context is provided by the subjunctive T,

whose temporal deficiency is morphosyntactically encoded by an unvalued, rather than a valued

Infl-feature. Finally, I treated participial morphology as the elsewhere verbal form.

7.2 Final thoughts of inflectional dependencies: Infl-agreement and

V-selection

I proposed that various aspects of multi-verb syntax are regulated by two inflectional dependencies:

Infl-agreement and selection. Each mechanism plays a specific role in determining periphrasis and

complement size and morphology. Below, I discuss both Infl-agreement and selection, reiterat-

ing their contribution and pointing out advantages over alternative ways of modeling inflectional

dependencies.

7.2.1 Infl-agreement

The discussion of synthesis and periphrasis is heavily reliant on the assumption that inflections and

verbs combine. One way in which accounts of periphrasis differ is in the way they understand the

term "combine". Infl-agreement in my account is a way in which inflections combine with verbs,
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or how verbs become inflected, a view advocated by Adger (2003); Pesetsky & Torrego (2007);

Cowper (2010); Bjorkman (2011); Wurmbrand (2011), among others. In this view, a past tense

verb form is the result of agreement between the verb and a T with Infl:PST, while imperfective

morphology is the result of the verb agreeing with a head bearing Infl:IMPF. There are, however,

alternative accounts of this type of inflectional dependency. Based on the discussion of Ndebele

in previous chapters, I present below the advantages of Infl-agreement (8-a) over the following

alternatives: selection (8-b), head movement/lowering (8-c), and feature transmission (8-d).

(8) Alternative ways of implementing V–Infl synthesis

a. Infl-agreement: [FP Infl:IMPF [Verb Infl: impf ]]

b. Selection: [FP Sel:IMPF [ Verb Cat:IMPF ]]

c. Head movement: [FP FIMPF [ VerbV ]] ⇒ [FP V+FIMPF [Verb <V> ]]

d. Feature transmission: [FP FIMPF [ VerbV ]] ⇒ [FP F [Verb VIMPF ]]

One argument against selection (8-b) was summarized in the previous section: I argued in

chapter 3 that a selection based analysis of aspectual-auxiliary constructions fails to derive the

flexibility of auxiliary se ‘already’ to combine with perfect or imperfective participles and the lack

of such flexibility with lokhe and hlezi – auxiliaries associated with the lower Asp head. In a

selection-based account, this pattern must be stipulated as a selectional optionality of se, which the

other two auxiliaries lack. As we’ve seen, an Infl-agreement account derives exactly this pattern.

Another way of defining the way in which verbs combine with inflection is by head movement.

As schematized in (8-c), a verb becomes inflected (here, for imperfective aspect) by moving to a
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head with the relevant inflectional feature. We have seen that head-movement and Infl-agreement

are not mutually exclusive – in Bjorkman’s (2011) analysis, for instance, they cooccur and inter-

act in triggering periphrasis. We have, however, also seen analyses of periphrasis based exclu-

sively on head-movement (Arregi, 2000; Embick, 2000). Assuming that periphrasis is the failure

of inflection to combine with a verb, the arguments against head-movement approaches to pe-

riphrasis presented in chapter 4 constitute arguments against viewing head-movement as the (only)

relation combining verbs and inflections. Additionally, there is an empirical argument for the

Infl-agreement approach to inflection, a case where head-movement cannot be at play, namely in-

flectional co-variation between two verbs. Recall that in lexical light verb constructions, the small

subjunctive complement of the lexical LV co-varies with the LV’s tense feature (9).

(9) Ngi-phinde:
1sg-again.PST

[VoiceP nga-pheka
1sg-cook.SBJV.PST

]

‘I cooked again’

I treated the past tense inflection on both verbs in (9) as the result of Infl-agreement: the main

verb agrees with the light verb (dependent valuation), and the light verb agrees with T. While past

tense inflection on the light verb could be argued to result from movement of the LV to T, the past

tense form of the main verb cannot be derived in this way – the small subjunctive complement is a

VoiceP and so there is no T for the verb to move to. A lowering analysis (T-to-V lowering or affix

hopping) faces exactly the same problem. Given only one T in the structure of (9), there is no T or

tense affix to lower onto the main verb. I conclude, then, that the tense covariation in (9) must be

seen as an agreement phenomenon.1

It is worth noting that (9) is also challenging for the selection view. A selection-based analysis

of facts like these would be very inefficient as it would have to stipulate as selectional features

the systematic tense covariation patterns, together with the blocking effects in tense agreement

1. Evidence for Infl-agreement from co-variation between verbs in verb clusters can also be found in Wiklund
(2005, 2007); Wurmbrand (2011).
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discussed in chapter 6.

The mechanism of feature transmission (8-d) was proposed by Arregi & Klecha (2015) as a

process combining verbs with inflections in English. Like Infl-agreement, feature transmission

passes inflectional features from higher heads to lower ones. It differs from agreement in one

crucial way: the relevant feature is moved from one head to another, not shared by the two heads, as

shown in (8-d). In this respect, feature transmission resembles the movement/lowering approach:

it is only suitable for cases of inflection which do not involve morphological covariation. That is,

feature transmission cannot be responsible for the covariation in (9) as it predicts the past tense

feature to be realized in only one position (on one of the verbs), but not in both.

In sum, inflectional covariation between verbs in multi-verb constructions is a phenomenon

which is best accounted for by an agreement relation, providing independent motivation for Infl-

agreement as one of the grammatical dependencies relating inflectional heads and verbs.

The next sections focuses on selection, the other inflectional dependency regulating the syntax

of the verbal domain. I focus on V-selection – the checking of selectional V-features involved in

default periphrasis.

7.2.2 V-selection

Selection was argued to play a limited role in determining the size, category and morphology of the

main verb complement in multi-verb constructions. This is because these properties of the main

verb are to a large extent predictable from other aspects of the syntax of multi-verb constructions,

such as clause structure and the locality of agreement. The only cases where the complement is

determined selectionally is with lexical light verbs, which idiosyncratically combine with a VoiceP,

NegP or a DP.

A different, and an important, role of selection in the proposed theory is in default periphrasis:

the immediate trigger of auxiliary insertion is an unchecked selectional V-feature on an inflectional

head. I proposed that V-checking is a relation between verbs and inflectional heads which underlies
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both synthesis and periphrasis. Synthesis is the result of V-checking by the main verb, while

periphrasis arises in cases when checking by the main verb is unavailable, resulting in merging a

verbal expletive – the default auxiliary.

The view of auxiliary insertion as selection-triggered merge has advantages over alternative

approaches in which auxiliary insertion is implemented as a special rule of insertion, as it derives

auxiliary insertion as the repair strategy from independent properties of morphosyntactic features.

If the stranded inflection is a selectional feature, selection-triggered merge is what we expect the

repair strategy to be. As such, it allows us to understand the relationship between an inflectional

head and the auxiliary verb as a relation that otherwise holds between verbs and inflectional heads.

In addition to this, V-checking may be of relevance to other aspects of verbal syntax. For

instance, I suggested in chapter 4 that V-checking is the relation which underlies head movement

of the verb, even though it does not require it. In the configurations in (10), the verb establishes a

checking relation with F, which means that F and V form a synthetic expression. Whether V-to-F

movement takes place depends of the selectional feature in F: it may be lexically specified for

requiring movement of the checking controller (indicated by an asterisk in (10-a)) or not, giving

rise to a synthetic expression without head movement (10-b).

(10) a. [ FSEL:V* [ VCAT:V ]] V-checking and V-to-F movement

b. [ FSEL:V [ VCAT:V ]] V-checking without V-to-F movement

In other words, a V-checking relation does not guarantee verb movement, but it is a pre-

condition for it. This correctly predicts that in default periphrasis the main verb does not undergo

head movement to the head which triggers merge of the auxiliary verb. This scenario is schema-

tized in (11), where V’ is the auxiliary verb selected by T. Since in periphrasis, it is the auxiliary

verb, not the main verb, that checks the selectional V-feature on T, the main verb is not in a check-

ing relation with T and hence cannot head-move to T.
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(11) [ V’CAT:V TSEL:V* [ VCAT:V ]]

✗

checking

Assuming that all functional heads in the verbal extended projection have a V-feature, the verb

can establish a checking relation with multiple heads. In chapter 6, I referred to the sequence of

heads in a V-checking relation as a V-Chain. An example V-Chain is shown in (12).

(12) Example V-chain: [ TSEL:V [ AspSEL:V [ VoiceSEL:V [ VCAT:V ]]

Whether the verb moves in (12), and how high, depends of the nature of the selectional features in

the chain (as requiring movement or not). But given the hypothesis that head-movement of the verb

is parasitic on a V-checking relation, we can identify the V-chain as the syntactic object delimiting

the domain of head movement.

Another phenomenon where V-Chains potentially play a role is in the distribution of ϕ-agreement

probes in the inflectional domain. In chapter 6, I discussed the apparently inconsistent association

of ϕ-probes with functional heads and argued that their distribution can be predicted from the num-

ber and size of V-Chains in the structure. This generalization captures the apparent distributional

inconsistencies of ϕ-probes caused by the overflow pattern of default periphrasis, and in multi-

verb constructions with aspectual auxiliaries and lexical light verb constructions. In all cases, a

ϕ-probe is located on the highest head of each V-Chain. Thus, V-Chains can be characterized as

constituting the domain of ϕ-agreement and head movement of the verb.

Finally, let me point out that recognizing V-Chains as syntactic objects supplies the theory with

a notion potentially useful in the analysis of verbal morphosyntax in languages in which some

inflectional categories are not related with the verb by head movement or lowering, as has been

proposed to be the case in Bantu languages. If prefixal verbal morphology (e.g. the tense prefix) in

Bantu is indeed not combined with the verbal (complex) head in syntax, V-chains provide a way

of understanding such morphology as "verbal" and distinguish it from those elements in the clause
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whose morphosyntactic relation to the verb is less tight.
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